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HEAD OF UNITED MINE
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FrtlTho tralnl was
lierc and Colonel Ford said
that tho men 'would bo sent up tlio IJttlo Coal river volley
'""Another troops train was reported due
before mld- time and still another, it was said, would arrived
"'Attaehed to the first train was a hospital unit, a commis
norSe.
sary and a stock car containing i movements
ana encounters with
were probable.
forces
war
armed
2.
The
Washington, Sept.
be taken
should
department set In motion today In Even numbersprisoners
the
military
by
irresistible
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it was said, they
force to disorderly elements In the organizations,
side-track-
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until the civil authorities were
of taking them over under the
cap-abl-

President Harding should summon oparators and miners in West
the
Virginia to a t onlV. h" a" order.
host means of restoring
James Lord, president of the min
ing department of the American
Federation of Ibor said today.
"t am convinced." he added,
"that if President Harding would
request the mine owners andso the
Inminers to confer, tho parties
vited would come together.
"Once a conference was opened,
it could not be closed without progress toward agreement or without
abatement of some of the most
evils that Tisve driven.
men desperate in Mingo.
"The mine operators of Mingo
today are in the position of defyhave
ing a government order. They States
refused to apply the United
conl commission award of 1920 and
that refusal is the cause of the
strike out of which the present deplorable situation grew.
"The government has a duty to
of the attitude of
perform In viewtoward
the federal
the operators
award.
by
"An impartial investigation
the government is timely. The sitconcern
common
uation is one of
to the whole country. The district
can be pacified on the surface but
it can never be brought into true
and good citizenship
as a harmonious part of the state
and country until justice is done
on the basis of finding of facU
grl'-vnu-

"President Harding has an opa constructive
portunity to perform
helpful and just service by bringing together the opposing forces In

West Virginia."

MORGAN DEFENDS ACTS
OF STATE CONSTABULARY
Charleston. W. Va., Sept. 2.
Governor
Morgan tonight Issued
the following statement bearing on
the telegram sent to the war department last night by General
Bandholtz to the effect that it was
(Continued on Page Two.)
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St. AlbansTWhere First Infantrymen Entrain, Only

(By The Associated Vtm.)
W. Va., Sept. 2.

Affected Area.
(By The Associated

rrw.)

Charleston, W. Va., Sept, 2.
Federal troops are in West Vir
ginia, ready to put down the dis
order that has been disturbing the
peace of 'the state since last weeK.
Tin Hrnt troou train arrived at St.
Albans early tonight from Ohio and
was followed by other trains Drms-in- g
infantrymen and equipment
from the Fifth corps area of the
middle west. Troops from camp
Dix. who left New Jersey early to
day, are not due until tomorrow. m- The first contingent oi wie
diers were met at St. Atuans Dy
Col. Stanley H. Ford, war depart
ment general etatt, wno conveyeu
orders to the commander of the
men. St.
troops where to place bis
ran
Albans is about twenty-nv- e
from the affected area in isoone
and Logan counties.
In
Brig. Gen. H. H. Bandholtz,
command of all the troops ordered
here, worked out tne aeiaiis im
today. He
placing the commands exact
uiniiM not dlvulce the
spots
The
stationed.
to
be
where men are
at
stationen
be
will
men
Infantry
about a half dozen central points
from which they will operate In
detachments to all sur
smaller
be
rounding place where they mayhad
General Bandholtz
needed.
no very disturbing reports today
from the boundary line of Boone
and Logan counties, where armed
miners and otners are racing uuuu-t- y
and state peace officers and
men. The armed bands are on the
Boone county side of the line and
In a strip ot Logan county east of
Spruce Fork ridge, while the opposing state and county v forces are
on the Logan side.
nr,nrai nnndholtz gave out no
statement on the situation but said
he expected that when tne miliIntary arrived on the scene the
vaders will quickly disperse and
return to their homes. This is also
tv, nninnn nt ntnt authorities and
responsible members o the United
Mine Workers.
With federal troops in the state
and every prospect of order being
rapidly restored, it was generally
believed that if the government declared martial law it will be of a
modified but effective form that
will not disturb business in Charles
ton and other places.
Governor Morgan toaay issueu
proclamation to "all state and
county officers, civil and military,
and deputies, assistants and subordinates," ordering all to
with the United States troops and
to obey the order of the federal

commanders
It was said General Bandholtzof
outside
might order al! persons
the regular army establishment to
disperse and return to their homes.

Governor Morgan's . office gave
out unofficial reports today of continued shooting in the, mountains
to the south. There were, however, no details as to the extent of
casualties on either side. There is
no definite official Information in
Charleston, so far as can be learned, as to the number of persons
killed in the troubled area.
One report today stated armed
men had captured a train of eight
cars loaded It with men and sent
them to the front.
On order of General Bandholtz,
observers In army airplanes made
an observation flight today to the
south.

WILL TAKE
STUMP FOR BURSUM

MECHEM

In
bombing plane
charge ot Lieut. Leslie Arnold
and containing two army officers as passengers, bound for
the trouble zone in southern
West Virginia, was wrecked'
threonines north of Fairmont
tonight. None of the occupants was injured.
A large

BIIMTCH

TO

KORNIN

JOURNAL!

Santa Fe, "kept. 2. Governor
Mechem will go on the speaker's
republistump for H. O. Bursum,
can candidate for United States
senator, provided he recovers sufficiently before election, the chief
executive announced today upon his
first appearance at his office after
more than two weeks' severe

IRK

HEADS INDICTED
Landis Presides as Charges
of Conspiracy to Violate
Law
Sherman
Anti-Tru- st

WASHINGTON REFUSES
COMMENT ON 0BREG0N
TREATY STATEMENT
(By Tbe

Ancliild

Trem.)

Washington, Sept. 2. State de
partment officials in the abscnoe
of other than press dispatches de
dined tod.iy to comment for pub
lication

on

President

Obregon's

statement to tho Mexican congress
that signature of a treaty with the
United States was "neither possi-

ble, convenient nor necessary and
is contrary to Mexican constitutional precepts."
Officials in declining to comthat
ment, however, emphasized
official advices were being awaited
on the recent decision of the Mexican supreme court in the case of
the Texas company, indicating that
decision might have a most Important bearing on the question of
recognition of the Obregon

Are

Presented.

(By The Amoclnted First.)
Chicago, Sept. 2. Forty-seve- n
lnhnr lenders, contractors and mill
work
manufacturers, including
ChiHarry Jensen, president ot the
cago Carpenters' District Council,
were nariVi in Indictments returned today before Judge K. M. Landis
on charges of conspiracy to violate
act and to
the Sherman anti-truprevent bringing Into the city mill
workers from a distance.
Twenty-on- e
firms, six of which
are carpenter contractors and the
Remainder mill work manufacturers, also were named In the Indictments.
st

HCBHAHD ON FACULTY.
Boulder, Colo., Sept. 2. Ralph
Hubbard, son of the late Elbert
Hubbard, has been appointed instructor in zool gy at University of
Colorado here, it was announced
today.

THE AGRICULTURAL

RELIEF BILL

The thin edge of the wedge has been driven Into the banking
the United States. It is reasonably to lo expected that the
of the good old pirate slilp, New York, will soon bo split wide
ipen.
The agricultural "bloc" In the senate wielded tho sledge hnnimcr.
Senator Bursum had the Insight to make himself a part of this group
In return for their making the needs of the livestock grower a part
af their program.
When Senator Owen fathered the Federal Reserve act he thought
he was breaking the control of the New York bankers over the flnan-o.'system of tho United States. He has lived to sec this legislative
child of his, prostitute herself to tlio desires of the big fiuanclul
group.
The method used to secure this ascendancy was by securing control of tho personnel of the Federal Reserve Board with the conserules.
quent policies, methods and
The whole system was Inaugurated on a basis favorablo to the
stock gambling group the profiteer and the monopolistic manufacturer. These found money "easy," under tlio prevailing methods. There
wns no dearth of loans for tho speculator under tho benign smile of
the board and their
rules.
John Skclton Williams, for more than seven years Comptroller
of tho Currency, has been hitting this system some body-blowith
his publicity against It, but the resulting hearings are likely to be
mere
They will he unless the agricultural "bloc" can
prevent it. If, by a united front this "bloc" can procure changes
In the personnel of the board, until every
Industry and every section
of the country lias a representative member, great progress will be
mode. So great Is the solidarity of the financial group and so Immense
Is their Influence, that this chnngo will bo difficult of
attainment.
Senator Bursum's ability as a
will add to the
of success. If he Is returned to the senate.
Orentcr and more promising headway, Is being made along
line, however. Tho
rules of the board are
favorable to the ganvmer, with listed stock certificates, or entirely
similar
wcnrlties, to hyiHithecnte, and entirely unfavorable to the farmer,
with unsold wheat In his bins; the cotton grower, with bales In his
warehouse, and the livestock grower, with cattle and sheep on the
Short time loans, with pieces of paper capable of manual
handling and having a daily market value, have been the favorite
of
Lonns, running for sufficient time to give
objects
tho stockmnn opportunity for his "turn-over- "
and with his security
hidden in the scrub timber of the canyons of New Mexico, have
no
board.
found
favor with the federal
For Bursum and Capper to have attempted to force a change
In federal reserve rules would have been Impossible. The "Initiated"
would have asked them when they became hankers and what they
knew about a national banking system, anyhow.
Bursum introduced n
These men took a more adroit route,
bill to revive the war finance board and to give It money with
which to finance the aftcr-wn- r
slump In tho livestock Industry.
Ho ostensibly did not Interfere with the federal reserve system.
But lie did Interfere, for whenever tho farmer and livestock grower
ceases to be sheep for the Morgan group to shear, business In Wall
street will fall off perceptibly.
Tho only way to break the control of the New York group was
to Institute a new system, paralleling the old, which would have
Its thought on the producer Instead of on the manipulator and
would afford the farmer a sqtiaro deal by fitting Its operations to
his need. The new agricultural relief bill which absorbed tho Bur-suIdeas does this temporarily. It U the kcan edge of the wedge.
Permanent legislation must follow.
The
Tills emergency bill can be destroyed by manipulation.
money administrators; hostile. Instead of sympathetic, rules; Incompetent or designing appraisers of securities, can neutralize Its
benefits.
Two and one-bapillions of dollars are made available for
loans under tho now law. This can go to help the producers or, bv
Improiier handling, can make the hugest pool to corner foodstuffs
by manipulators, tho world has ever seen.
Senator Itnrsum sees all the possibilities, both good and had.
Ho should be In the senate to see to it that New Mexico's producers
get their legitimate share of the loans. If they do, prosperity will
come to us rapidly: All will feci the benefits.
The passage of this law proves the worth of Senator Bursum
(o the state. Its prniicr application makes his presence In Washington imperative at this time.
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Walsenburg, Colo., Sept. 2. Reports from tho six mining camps
of the Colorado Fuel and Iron
company in the Walsenburg district received here late today
placed tho number of miners idle
as a result of tho walkout which
s arted yesterday at 1,368. Tho re- -,
ports which camo from superintendents and mine officials and
employes at the mines said that
only 150 men were still working
and that thesn were at the Walsen
twenty-tOf that number
camp.
wo
only were working under
ground, it was said. Most ot tho
twenty-twaccording to union
leaders and mine officials, are negroes, brought to tho district from
Pueblo.
Five of the six camps in the district are reported closed down enUnion officials,
among
tirely.
them John V. McLennan, president
of United Mlno Workers of Amer
ica, district 15, said tho Idleness
was due entirely to tho refusal of
the union miners to accept a wage
reduction of 30 to 37 per cent
which became effective yesterday.
Mine officials snld tonight that
while som of the inactivity was
due to a walkout, much of it was
due to a curtailment of operations
made necessary by a lack of orders for coal.
Mining camps affected by the
curtailment and the walkout and
the number of men o;:t at each
place In the Walsenburg district
follow:
Big Four camp. 75; Plctou, 150;
Walsen. 343; Cameron, 2H0; Ideal.
250. At the
300 and
Walsen mine 150 men are said to
have remained at work.
Idle miners held a public meeting on the court house lawn here
this afternoon nt which it was
302 applications
for
announced
membership in the union had been
received. It was also announced
that the or. h of membership would
be administered to the applicants
tonight. Rpeakerfl at the meeting
disputed a statement attributed to
mine officials that the men had
voluntarily tnkei tho reduction tn
wages. No disturbance has accompanied the situation In this disRouse-Leste-

r,

trict.

The wage reduction announced
by the Colorado Fuel and Iron
company will deduct about $2.50
a day from the pay of the average
minors, it was said today at the
mines. Refore September 1 miners were being paid from $S to $10
a day. according tn their ability
Helpers, such as mule drivers and
outside men were paid from $5.25
up a day, It was said.
Earlier today mine officials announced that no notices of wage
reductions had been posted at
three of the mining eajnps. These
were at Plctou, Cameron and
Rouse-Leste-

r.

i.

I

SIX OF TEN CAMPS
IDLE, IS ESTIMATE
Trinidad, Cold., Sept. 2. Six of
the ten Colorado Fuel and Iron
campany's mining camps in the
Trinidad district were idle today,
with ahout 700 men not working,
obtained
according to estimates
from union and mine officials. The
Tobasco camp closed down today as
a result of a walkout of 275 men, it
was announced. The remainder of
the 700 men Idle, mine officials declared, are not strikers but out of
work due to a temporary shut
down of the mines caused by a lack
of orders.
The Money, Prlmero and Ber- wlnd camps closed down last week.
Two others, the Starkvllle and the
been
have
camps,
Engleburg
closed several weeks. The
Soprls and the Segundo
and LaGaldeo camps, mine offi
cials said, ere still operating three
days a week.
About 2,200 miners are normally
employed by the Colorado Fuel and
Iron company in the Trlnld'.d district. At meetings held here yesterday and today many men voted
to reject the wage reduction announced by the mine owners.
C. F.

AT

T. OFFICI ALS
IILAME CMOS LEADERS

Denver, Colo., Eept. 2. Officials
the Colorado Fuel and Iron
company In Denver tonight blamed
at
union agitators for the walk-oseveral of their mines. The company officials said from 200 to 400
men had been Induced to leave
their work. Fred Farrar, legal
counsel for the Colorai'o Fuel and
Iron company, said the action had
been taken at a union meeting
yesterday "despite an agreement
signed by representatives of the
employes and the company Wed
of

ut

nesday,"-

-

IDLE STATE

IS OUTRAGED AS

GA1

Blames

Trouble

on State
and
Deputies
Constabulary
of Logan County for Slay-

SYSTEMS CANNOT

ing Two Miners.

BEARjATE CUT

SAYS MERCHANTS WERE
NOT MOLESTED AT ALL!

Per Cent Re- Expresses Belief That Citiduction on Grain and Hay
zens on Firing Line Will
Would Cut Net Return to
Respect Federal Troops
1.42 Per Cent.
Now Entering State.

Twenty-Fiv- e

French-Worthingto-

civil law.

Thomas E. Campbell, the cowboy governor of Arizona, will be
here as a guest of honor at the
rodeo which starts September 22. An Invitation was extended to Governor Campbell by T. A.
Cheney, chairman of the rodeo
committee.
myself,
"Being an
nothing would give me more pleasto
ure than
accept this invitation,
for I am fully appreciative of the
splendid good fellowship that Is
manifest whenever the knights of
the range get together," Governor
Campbell stated In accepting the
Invitation.
A letter was received by Garrett
and Woolsey, managers of the roFORECAST.
from the El Paso and Southdeo,
2.
New
Denver, Colo., Sept
western Railway company yesterMexico: Generally fair north, unsettled south portion Saturday; day regarding the proposed excurwarmer southeast portion; Sunday sion rates the Santa Fe Railway
company decided upon. The matprobably fair.
Arizona: Fair Saturday and prob- ter was taken un with the two rail
last week and It Is
ably Sunday; not much change In way companies
expected that the Santa Fe will
temperature.
grant half fare round trips or at
least rare and a half.
IiOCAIj REPORT.
'.
.
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
TO SWIM 150 MILES.
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday,
Albany, N. Y., Sept. 2. Miss
recorded by the university:
woman
87 Mllle Gade. 22. Danish
Highest temperature
champion swimmer, started on her
o
iiowest
160
swim
2
of
miles
from
this
city to
Range
73 New york at 9:45 a, m. today. She
Mean
fi7 was accompanied by a pilot in
a
Humidity at 6 a. m.....
27 row boat and a trainer and nurse
Humidity at 6 n. m
a
in
.None
She
to
reach
launch.
expected
Precipitation
Direction of wind . . . . . Southwest Now York in four days' swim
Character of day
......Clear mlng sixteen hours a day.

WEATHER

Left to right:. AWa Harshman, Elmer L. Gerber and Charles W. Hawkins.
Idle Miners Hold Meeting at
Here are three of the men from case, centering in Chicago. Harsh- - Gerber and Hawkins, who areWalsenburg and 302 Apa structural englwhom federal authorities have man was formerly secretary to respectively
Clevefrom
hall
a
neer
plications for Membership
federal
and broker,
sought to gain information In the French,' and has given
n
Are Received,
swindle investlgatora much valuable data, land, Ohio.
big

LABOR L EAOERS

OF

RESULTOF ACTS

FIVE OF SIX PLANTS
ARE CLOSED ENTIRELY

BOMBING PLANE IN V
MINGO AREA WRECKED

SAYS CITIZENRY

AID I.

Reported that 1,368 Miners
Have Quit Work and Only
150 Are Working, 22 Below Ground.

'

.

PLANTS

OF C. F.

J

Dl'RAXGO (;OLO FIND.
Durango, Colo., Sept. 2.
Reports from the new gold
camp in western Colorado
neer tho Utah lino and known
as "Bull King" state that 100
locations have been filed in
the last twenty-fou- r
hours.
Reports of a rich strike have
sent prospectors through Durango to tho new camp.

JOB

'

War Department Rushes Troops Rapidly;
Bandholtz Will Be in Command; Morgan
Denies That Action of State Constabulary
Precipitated Trouble; Weeks Defends Sending of Forces.

five mining counties of West Virginia where labor disorders have
smouldered 'nto what officials term
Insurrection.
By train from four
army camps, an expeditionary force
numbering 2,100 men was routed
for destinations on the edge of the
mountain country. Brig. Gen. H.
H. Bandholtz, tlio government's
agent on the scene, has been designated in command.
Behind this force. Secretary
Weqka said, were as reserves another 2,000 men, and bombing airplanes which already have arrived
in the disturbed area. President
formally
Harding's proclamation
nuttiLc McDowell. Mingo. Kannw- na ana uoone counties unaer martial law is in the hands of General
Bandholtz and will be issued at the
discretion of Secretary Weeks. The
government's- action in .sending
troops into West Virginia. Secretary Weeks said today, evidently
had the approval of mine union officials as well as the civil authorities of West Virginia, who had
He referred to
asked for them.
General Bandholtz's
report that
vice
international
Phillip Murray,
president of the United Mine
Workers, had Joined in urging recommendation for troops.
"When railroads are closed up
and armed bands of men dlstribu-ut- e
themselves in the country,
marching to and fro overpowering
the secretary said,
resistance,"
"you may call it what you please.
We call it insurrection."
The NInteenth
infantry from
Camp Sherman and Columbus, O.,
from Camp
and the Twenty-sixt- h
Dlx, N. J., which were the first to
move, are provided with machine
guns, howitzers, radio and headquarters machinery, one pounders,
specialists In gas warfare, as well
as rifles, riot guns, automatio riThe enlisted
fles and revolvers.
strength of the two organizations
according f.o latest reports, is 2,100,
exclusive 6f the personnel of the
Eighty-eiglight bombing squadron, estimated at 150 men. Tho
Nineteenth infantry was brought
to field strength by replacements
from the Tenth Infantry at Camp
Sherman and Columbus, the Fortieth infantry at Camp Knox, Ky.,
and two companies from Fort
Thomas, Ky.
Officers of the war department
familiar with martial law precedents and the policy of the administration, said the extent and duration of its existence In West Virginia, If declared, would, depend
largely upon discretion of General
Bandholtz.
Its primary object, it was explained, was the quelling of disturbance and the reinstatement of
proper and constituted civil auIn the disturbed area.
thority
'
Consequently it is expected that
with
military forces will
state and local police that no military courts will be set up for trial
and punishment of captured disturbers of the peace, and that local
business and Industry will be encouraged to continue. Exception to
this general policy, it was said,
would only be occasioned "by prolonged and virulent disorders,
.which could be stamped out only
If this
by military operations.
should happen. It might be necessary to remove even peaceable residents from territory where troop

ON

AT SIX

St. Albans, W. Va., Sept. 2 (by the Associated Tress.) Tlie
West Virfirst troop train bound for tlio disturbed urea In tlie about
carried
ginia conl fields arrived here at dusk. Itcommand
of Colonel
soldiers from Camp Slicnnan, Ohio, under
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(It; The Aaanrluted I'rrm.)
Washington, Sept. 2. Attorneys
for the railroads and for the shippers gave oral arguments before
the Interstate Commerce Commis
sion today at hearings on the proposed reduction of freight rates on
grain and hay, the former arguing
that a reduction would throw many
wefiern roaas into bankruptcy. Attorneys for the shippers declared
that production would be lessened
and roads would suffer from reduced traffic, if tho present rates
were continued.
R. H. Wlddicombe, attorney for
the Chicago Northwestern, said assertions that present rates would
result in a decreased aereagevnext
year were "very
speculative."
Prices, ho added, were governed by
supply and demand and not by
frftght rates The present low
prices for grain was due, he nald,
to reduced exports ns a result of
conditions in Europe.
J. N. Davis, representing the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, said
weslern roads this year had
pneiea i'D.vt per rent of their rev.
enues for
operating expenses,
which, he added,
that
proved
can
be
"there
no general reduction
In

rates."

Witnesses have shown, he said,
"that the benefit to to the farmer
from reductions asked would run
from $8 to $65 a year for each
farmer. No one will contend that
this is a substantial aid. But a 25
per cent reduction would mean an
annual loss in revenues of over
$63,000,000 to the carriers, and
would cut the net returns to 1.42
per cent."
Tho transportation system, the
speaker said, not only has Its rate
regulatPd. but a major portion of
its operating expenses regulated by
government
agencies and in no
case under present, law can the
transportation company earn for
itself a greater return from 5 '4 per
cent.

HEARINGS ON GRAIN
AND HAY RATES IN
CAPITAL COMPLETED
Preu.l
Washington, Sept. 2. Testimony
before the Interstate Commerce
commission In the hearings on
freight rates on grain and hay was
completed today with tho appearance of Clydo M. Heed, chairman
of the Kansas public utilities
commlssloi., who asserted railroads
were concealing their earnings. Various funds, he charged, were being set up by tho carriers of the
west Into which were placed cash
taken from their present earnings,
while the carriers were complaining that they were not earning a
fair return on their Investments.
(By The AMorlnld

(11; The Aocl;itcil rreM.)
Charleston, W. V.. Sept. 2 (by
the
Associated
Press). Philip
Murray, international vice president of the United Mine Workers
of America, today gave out the following formal statement on the
West Virginia situation as repte-sentithe views of the union.
"After making a survey of the
entire situation in the disturbed
sections of West Virginia, I am
forced to conclude that there is
but one solution to the whole question and that is complete abolition:
of the mine guard and Baldwin-Fel- ts
system now In general use
n
coal
throughout the
mining fields of this state.
"Despite any statement that
might be made to the citizenry by
the governor of West Virginia, evidences of the brutality ot the mine
agencies
guards and Baldwin-Felt- s
tercan be found in the
ritories of the state. My personalJudgment is that the presence ot
federal troops in the disturbed sec '
turns will lenult In immediate quiet
The men engaged
b"itig restored.
In the present conflict against tha
governor's misuse of power welcome with open arms the coming;
of federal
troops. They believe
that their presence will at least
DKsuro them, their wives and families protection from assassination
at the hands of this armed band of
desperadoes.
"It is not generally understood,,
but It is nevertheless true, that on
August 26 these citizens engaged In
the present uprising against the
Baldwin-Felt- s
and mine guards
entered into an agreement with
Bandholtz
and President
General
Keeney to disperse peaceably and
return to their homes, with the '
distinct understanding that their
lives would be protected whilst fot.
lowing out the terms of the agreement.
"The miners In good faith did
disperse and did return to their
homes, but not quite twenty-fou- r
hours later an armed band of men,
consisting of members of the state
constabulary and deputies from
Logan county, crept Into the town
of Sharpies in the dead of night.'
when the men, women and chlldreqr
were In theft-bedof the community
and when those armed thugs
had completed their night's work
thev had killed two memoers or
the United Mine Workers of Amer
lea, nnd injured another two. They
stealthily crept back to wnere tney .
en le from, and despite the fact
in 1 1118 resl'jN3liuiiy iu mo vw'
mission of this most reprehensible
crime was charged directly to the
state, yet up until today, as far as
I know the governor of the stata
of West Virginia has not even in- non-unio-

non-uni-

--

',

s,

(Contlnued on Page Two.)

LEAGUE OF NATIONS ASSEMBLY
TO SETTLE FIRST TERRITORIAL

DISPUTE REVIEWED BEFORE IT
Council Refers Albanian Complaint Against
for Occupying Land
Greece and Jugo-SlavConceded to Albania By Powers in 1913;
Harvard Man Presents Case.
ia

(BY THE ASSOCIATED PItESS.)
on the council.
Geneva. Sent. 2 (by the Assoc!-.tativ- e
This, it was pointed out, would
At its forthcoming
ated Press.)
prevent the offending nation from
meeting the assembly of the league blocking action by the council.
be
will
of nations
for the first time
In an animated meeting of the.
called upon to decide a territorial disarmament commission today the
This is a result of tne failure was registered of tne
dispute.
of the Assembly last year that
action of the league council today
in referring to the assembly the an attempt be made to Induce tho
entire question raised by Albania's powers to limit armaments tor two
complaint against Greece and Jugo- years to the amount of their next
slavia for occupying territory con budget. It was reported thatIn only
the
ceded to Albania by the powers in fifteen countries had replied
1913.
affirmative; six countries were
The case will be presented to the willing to accept tne proposal connssembly by a Harvard graduate, ditionally, while seven had given no
Bishop Noll, who is head ain tne for their answer.
Charles Noblemaire, representAlbania delegation.
Vlvi-an- l,
will contest the right of the Alba- ing France in the place of M.
made a heated protest against
nian delegation to speak for that
ioubbu
country, contending It has been di- the charge of militarism
He declared his
vided by the establishment of the against France.
unmen
was
maintaining
Mlrdlte republic.
country
The council today received a re der arms in the Rhine. "Not bebut
port by the blockade commission cause she wanted them Inthere,
making:
an amena because the powers
which recommcnaea
ment to the covenant of the league peace had assigned to her largely
the Rhine.
doing away with the rule requiring the duty ot watching
coWhen all were
ready to ad-a unanimous vote In a case where
he
mutual
security,
the council Is required to decide operate for
whether there shall be a blockade ded. France would be glad to de
;
against a nation having a represen mobilize tnesa nicu.
pri-nns.-

ii

Jugo-Slavi-

r

"
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AltHinwrque Troop A Intends
starting oil the winter sjovt season
with a fiUl tronp tontainlni? some
of the lPBt athletes in the city.
About twenty vacancies have occurred In the trooj) tills summer,
end
conditions
duo to business
way Irom the
members moving

shows that not only the exchange
rate Increases effective September
In rates and
1, but nil increases
charges made by tho Mountain
States Telephone
company sinc9
June 30, 1918, will he Investigated
The hearing will be held in Sa;ita
Fe on September 28.
The phone company, according
to Hugh H. Williams, corporation
commission chairman, has assumed
the burden of proving all these In
creases reasonable
and fair, al
though tho commission lacked the
power to compel the company to
do this.

be-in-

the
tin applicant throij3i member
to bncomo

neces-sor-

a

steps

y

of

tho troop. The troop is plannlnK to
enter the baske ball season this
year with one of the best teams in
the city.
The armory management has
been taken over by the troop
and tho bnlldintr is bring repaired
and cleaned up preparatory to tr
onoraled on a IfllRiness basis.
It will be used for dances, athletic
other
and
events, conventions
similar meetings whijn not th use
by the troop.
There are a numtxtr of openings
in the troop at present for botn
commissioned and
officers. Politics, favoritism

oUj

or friendship will not count in fillberf.bs. Examinaing any ofbethese
held September 12 and
tions will
the
1,1 and the trooper receiving
sechighest grade will reoelve thewhich
commission,
lieutenant's
ond
Is the highest opentlng in the
troop. Thero are als a number
of sergeants and eorpnrals to be
chosen through the examination.
up
Troop training is nov leading
enk
to readiness for the
will
which
Blis4
at
campment Fort
start October 15. The boys will
make the trip to Kl Paso by special
train. All of their expanses will be
paid during their stay. They will
drill with the regular army troops
, ,

two-wee-

stationed at the fort
Merchants throughout the state
are
with the troopers
and are making every arrangement
for the boys to get off work to enjoy the encampment. Regular pay
will be itrawn by the boys during
their stay,
HEADS U. S. LAWYERS.
Cincinnati. O., Sept. 2. C. A.
Severance of St. Paul, Minn., was
elected president of the American
Par assoction today. N.Frederick
T.. and
K. Wadhaaa of Albany,
W. TJioma s Kemp of Baltimore,
treasurer and
Md., were
secretary, respectively.
i

Journal Want Ads bring results.

(Continued from Page One.)

Special Discount
On Odd Size

TIRES
10.95

$12.75

8!t8.

Corner Third and Copper

If'l

ake Your
election Now
Right Now Is the Time to Buy
Clothes.

Remember we have bought for two
stores, one here, one in Amarillo, that
means low prices. Our Amarillo stock
ndw here.

Take your choice before we ship part
of our stock to Amarillo.

$27.50

to $50

1915.

par-clon-

DRIVER KILLED

(Br The Aaueislad Flu.)
Denver, Colo., Sept. 2. Chancel
lorship of the University' of Den
ver, it became known today, has
been tendered to Rufus B. Von
Klelnsmid, president of the' Univer
sity of Arizona, at Tucson. Dr. Von
Klelnsmid, if he accepts, will take
up the work of Dr. Henry A. Buch-te- l,
who retired last December
of ill health.
Klelnsmid is widely known as an
educator and war worker. Graduating from De Pauw university In
1896, he entered educational work
in Indiana. He was a Y. M. C. A.
worker In France during the war.
He has been president of the University of Arizona since 1914.

k

...

TOatwwy

.

Albright

Upper photo shows Gen. Wood Inspecting officers of the Cavlte navy
PEAK
nd below in shown the grave of the first Filiyard, Cavite, P. I
pino killed in tho war.
Maj. Gen. Leonard Wood, who is at present In th Philtnnlnaa
Colorado Springs, Colo., Sept. 2.
head of the
mission investigating conditions in the islands,
W, A. Coleman, Denver race
recently laid aside his official cares for a day to attend tho burial of
Thomas Claudio, the first Filipino to be killed in the American army in driver, was killed while attemptFrance. Most of his time, however, is taken up with daily rounds of ing to negotiate a curve In the
inspection.
speed triala of the Pikes Peak hill
climb vesterdav. Hl
nvurtnrn.
wd a short distance below Glen Cove
SAYS CITIZENRY OF
inn.
William "Red" Majors was only
GRADES ABOv
WHOLE STATE IS
slightly Injured when hia car was
A RESULT
wrecked. Majors announced, it is
reported, that his car could be repaired and that he would start in
(Continued from Pago One.)
the hill climb on Monday.
demost
In
this
terested himself
Racing against time lnin effort
liberate killlnsr. which it is alleged
to place his car among
first
members of his own state constabstarters in the Pikes Peak annual
hill climb on Labor day, Coleman
ulary committed on August 27.
The feeliiiKS of tne citizenry oi
was crushed to death when his car
the entire state of West Virginia
overturned on a curve near the
were completely outraged as the
post on the Pikes Peak
result of the crime, which was Roswell School Board Rules highway, about
d
of a mile
resultand
in
committed
Sharpless
from Glen Cove Inn. Coleman sused in a complete remobilization of
Old
tained a fractured skull and died
Supplementary use of
not only the forces which, had reat about 10:80 o'clock In Ute Pass
Books to Apply Only to while
turned to their homes, but in addibeing brought to this city in
tion there came some hundreds of
an ambulance.
Coleman did not
Higher Grades.
citizens from practically every
regain consciousness.
county In the state to Join in a (Special
curve
on
The
which Coleman
Cnrrpnpnndenre to The Jmirnnl.) met
fight tor the apoimon ot mis mum
his death is not banked, the
FollowRoswell, N. M Sept.
terrible system which is permitted s.
on
down
curve being
the
grade
to be practiced oy the slate autnor-itie- ing the announcement of John V. necessary to drain a long stretch
of
Conway, state superintendent of the
highway. Other drivers on the
"The general impression that has public instruction, that the old text course
curve
a
the
been created by the governor is books might be used as supple- hazardouspronounced
one. It la believed that
that the movement of this armed mentary books, the board of edu- Coleman went into
the curve at
band of men is confined to mem- cation of Roswell has ruled that about forty-fiv- e
to fifty miles an
division of
bers of the United Mine Workers pupils in tho higher
usual
speed, and that
could be each grade above the third may hour, the
of America, Nothing
of the banked roadmore further from the truth. As use the old text books provided the absence
It
made
for him to
way
Impossible
number of the old books
a matter of fact, from my own per- sufficient
the skid of his machine. It
from
former check
sonal observation of the situation, may be procured
overturned
and rolled over aganst
I discovered that the men who are pupils in those grades.
In the announcement the board a pile ot boulders at the roadside
on the firing lines consist of minwas
Coleman
pinned beneath the
docstates the heaviest burden would car.
ers, railroad men, merchants,
Another driver following In
on those pupils who would
tors, ministers of the gospel, and
discovered
the
neces- Coleman's wake
almost every element of citizen- change grades at
tragio end cf the Denver man's
sitating the purchase of practically speed
ship.
on
to
He
Inn
trial.
the
eped
"The slogan of the men on the two sets of the new books during and called for
help, returning Imfiring line is, as they give it me: in the school year. In the lower divi- mediately to the
scene
of the
sions of each grade tho new books
"'We fought for America
was immediately
ear
wreck.
The
France. We returned home to find will bo used, and those pupils In removed from Coleman's
not
body but
in West Virginia, are
the higher divisions who are unha
and trulv In America. We able to procure the old texts will it was apparent that he was morr.iiv
hnva made un our minds to do hat use the new books. It Is thought tally hurt, by being crushed Into
tie in West Virginia for the pur- this will relieve the situation some- the Jagged rocks with terrific
force.
pose of returning the state to our what.
The action Is the outgrowth of a
country.' Everywhere you go along
the fighting line, all tnai one win Joint meeting with tho committee
hear is: 'Let us win West Virginia appointed by school patrons to go
into the matter and the school
back to America,'
recomThe committee
"Additional charges have been board.
certain
hv
through
agencies
mended that the old books be used
tr,r!
out the country that tho marchers in all grades ns far as possible, and
have looted stores for food and took the position that since the
supplies, and that In addition they state superintendent has designated
have committed various otber dep- the old text books as supplement
redations. I talked to practically arv they could be used almost enall of the merchants between the tirely.
towns of Marmet and Sharpies, and
The committee appointed by the
ench and every one of them are patrons has made no reply to the
willing to testify that they have board of education statement which
not been molested In the slightest came out today.
Hoerp bv any of tne marcners.
"The responsibility for tjie
sad state of affairs in West
upVirginia Juust of necessity rest been
He has
on the governor.
the
past
for
recruits
calling for
number of weeks to assist him In
suppressing this alleged lawlessF OR
ness, but up to date he has not
fcutliclent
a
to
muster
been able
number of citizens to make up a
corporal's guard to go out and defend his policies.
L
"Federal troops are now on their
of
wsy into the state. The citizens the
who are on
West Virginia,
(Br The AmocUI4 Prcot.)
fighting front today defending their
Washington, Sept. 2. The re
the
onslaughts of
liberties against
men who are seeking to taJte them quest ot Brig. Gen. II. II, Band-- !
troops in the West
away from them, will undoubtedly holtz for federal
strike area was received
respect the federal troops and the Virginia
mandate of our federal govern- at the war department at 1:40,
ment. Their- coming will bring o'clock this morning, and'
hnnt
iai- tn the riiehirbed area diately referred to Major General
'and that peace will continue to be Harboard, assistant chief of staff.
here so long as federal junsnicuon An announcement of the course to
ice
over the affected sections remain be taken toward the request. It was
indicated, might be made soon,
tn effect.
A question, however, arose as to
"But what Is going to be done
about the scource of all this evil? whether tho message was a recomWho Is there in authority within mendation or a request for troops.
and it was sent to Adjutant Genthe confines of this great commonwealth willing to stand up like a eral Harris for an Interpretation.
Home delay occurred, however.
American
d
great big
citizen and seek to eradicate for all in transmission of the message to
InGeneral Harris and it waa Indicated
time the sources of these great
that some time might elapse bedustrial conflicts.
"Let us hope when this situation fore a course was definitely de
General
passes over and federal Jurisdiction termined in connection
has been removed from West Vir- Bandholtz's message.
will
General
Harris later admitted
ginia that Governor Morgan
meet this situation by saying to that he had received "a telephone
n
communication."
but added that
the Felts agency and the
coat operators of this state: 'You nothing will be given out."
Baldwin-Felts
was
It
Later
understood
that the
must keep your
was a "request
for
spies, gunmen and notorious guards message
out of the state.'
troops.1'
"Such an ultimatum, oenred By
him upon these people, will have MECHEM REFERS RATE
a
effect m restoring
FIGHT TO COMMISSION
thst measure of Industrial tranMine
quility which the United
Workers of America believes the (Special Corrrnponilmce to The Journal.)
citizens of West Virginia are entiSanta Fe, Sept.
Governor
tled to receive."
Mechem today referred Governor
Shoup's Invitation to New Mexico
There's nothing that reduces to Join other western
states in
profit as much as fighting tho high freight rate to
worms. Use International Hog the corporation commission.
Worm Powder and drive them out
Tne governor said he, as gover
Then fatten your hogs with Inter, nor, lacked the authority to get
national Hog Tonic. Sold by ValO into the fight, but the corporation
Bros., 30.7. North First street,
commission had this power.

ON PIKE'S

Anderson
PRINTERS
208 Went Gold Ave,

Women Want"

1

BURNING

CZ EmAON

child

Blister!. Cried Most
The Time. Cuticura Heals.

In Rash and

LargMt stock of aew anal ioad-Ban- a
In th olty.
tire and
Bloyol
arxpert repairing. Lwet price.
BROAD
B1CVCLK
TRADING CO.
120 Ssnth Bemad.
PboM 18S.

Bicycle

upplle.

"Eczema broke out In rash and
little blisters on my son's chest and
back and would scale off
and break out again . He
was cross and fretful and
cried most all the time, and
could not sleep on account
of the itching and burning.
"I read an advertisement
for Cuticura Soap and Ointment and
decided to try them, and after using
d
cake of Soap and one
one
box of Ointment he was
healed." (Signed) Mrs. William
Deyoung, Crystal, Michigan.
Cuticura Soap, Ointment and Talcum promote and maintain skin
purity, akin comfort and akin health
often when all else faila.

Wind Shield

Addrwr

SaMplalMirjMkTlhU.

C. H. CARNES

f.

OintBt 26 and Me. Tftieun a.
tlwn without mac
0sjgCutian

Sp

180S--

V

GLASS, PAINT.
CEMENT. PLASTER
COMPANY
LUMBER
ALBUQUERQUE
428 NORTH

F1KS1 STREET

le

one-thir-
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broad-minde-

non-unio-

Albuquerque Morning Journal
Phones 13 or 66.

2,.

M.

AMARILLO, TEXAS.

i

new Elks' home4

Women
Hoffman

appreciate

casement

outsjde the house..

Uld fashioned shdine'o
windows cannot b e
cleaned from inside the

i

room; they nearly always, are hard to open
and shut; even when
kept fully open only
is pos

half-ventilati- on

sible; they cause drafts ;
sive.

is expen-

Hoffman

case-

ment windows eliminate all these difficul-

casement

windows, when open,
occupy much space in
the room, they are seldom weather
c u r t a in s and shades
must be hung directly
in the sash, so that
when windows .are
open shade or privacy
are impossible. Hoffman casement windows (they swing out)
eliminate these difficulties also.

tight,

PIGGLY

VIGGLY

SIGH

IT MEANS TO YOU

It means nationally known guaranteed food products

at the lowest possible margin of profit.
It means that all items are sold at a small margin of
profit. PIGGLY WIGGLY does not offer one or several
items at cost and raise the price on all other items.
It means cleanliness, you can see with your own eyes
every place in a PIGGLY WIGGLY Store, no hidden bins,
barrels or box.
It means that you select what you want with your own
hands free from suggestion, persuasion or interruption.
It means full weight, you buy your vegetables and
fruits at PIGGLY WIGGLY by weights, not by measure,
the only honest way.
It means you don't have to wait "to be waited on," it
means that you are your own boss.
It means Economy, Efficiency and Cleanliness.

LABOR

DAY

"

,

Screens for Hoffman
windows are on the

If you

contemplate
building, let's talk over
Hoffman casement
windows with you.

RAABE&
MAUGER
"If It's Hardware

LOOK FOR THE NAME PIGGLY WIGGLY

We

- Have It."
First and Copper.
Phone

205 North First Street.

:J.-.:Y,J.- 7
-

j

Swing-i- n

hog-ralsl-

ALBUQUERQUE,

casement

ties.

WE CLOSE ALL DAY MONDAY

a jet

Hoffman

the'up-kee- p

AND WHAT

T

IF YOU CAN.
Bring them in, or phone them, if you are a subscriber, so they will reach us by Saturday noon
if you can possibly do so. While we can take
copy at the want ad counter up to 5:30 o'clock
Saturday afternoon, from 4 o clock up to closing time is the congested period and you may
not be able to reach the Want Ad Department
by telephone after 5:30 p. m.
BY NOON TODAY

mld-yca- r,

THE

i

than anyone else, bt-- .
cause every woman
likes to have her rooms
filled with fresh air,
and she likes to be able
to keep her windows
clean without going

IP

FORMER TEXTS

BID

year.

windows perhaps more

THIRD TO USE

mm

We are all creatures of
habit and are apt to
take things as we find
them. We have been
putting up fpr many
years with the old fashioned windows which"
are either hard to open
or so loose that-therattle at least curing
certain times in the

windows are the kind
New Mexico Steel Co. inc. that telescope by foldBoilermaker end Welder
J
1100 8. Second 6t..
Tel.
ing the sections against
- each other.
They are
the kind used on the

LUMBER

E

OUT-RAGED-

er

O.

SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION,
107 R Fourth.
Phone 1057--

"

Soldnarr-wie-

Glass-Lumb-

BAI.DKIIKiE LCMHEB CO.
121 South rirat street,
Pbon 402
.

Wood-Forb-

nr

the "Windows

BINDKKS
STATIONERS

Peaches, 10c lb.
Dailey's Kash and Karry.

SoapM.

windows are

&

full-size-

III SPEED TEST

Casement

MIMUOGKAPH
IV I'liW ItlTKIt
PAPERS

Slicing

All

Hoffman Type

CAUUON

full-siz-

fll

Come in and get our prices
FORD SIZES

In

wounded
by Juan
ably fatally
Rublo. The shooting took place In
a restaurant According to statement given the district attorney by
Gonzales, who realizes his serious
condition, he was standing with
his back to the door when Rubio
came In.
"You killed my son," said Rubio,
Gonaccording to the statement.
zales then tried to run, and was
shot through the lungs, the bullet
entering his right arm and penetrating both lungs.
Manuel Rubio, son of the man
charged with the shooting, was
fhot and killed at a dance in the
Mexican quarter Christmas night
in 1915.
Gonzales was convicted
of the crime, sentenced to the penfor
twelve years, and
itentiary
by Governor Larrazolo in
1919.
He has been in Roswell
since that time.
i
Juan Rublo gave himself up to
the officers following the shooting
and is now In Jail. Gonzales is not
expected to live.

"

bc-In-

Pardoned Convict Is Shot

Roswell
Restaurant
Father of Man He Killed

2,100 MEN
WITH BOMBING PLANES
TO HANDLE LABOR WAR

believed the withdrawal of in
vaders last week would have been
achieved but "for the
movement of state
and
constabu;ary on the night of Au
gust 27, resulting In bloodshed.
"The squad of state police that
went to Beech creek on tho night
of August 27, led by Captain
Brcckus of the public safety department, did not enter that section to attack the insurrectionists,
but to serve warrants on individuals who were charged with attacking two state policemen and
robbing them of their equipment.
"For ten days these armed men
had patrolled the roads and committed offenses against the peace
and dignity of the state. They had
refused to disperse even when requested by federal officers and
when Captain Brockus made his
apnerance his force was attacked.
When fired upon, his force returned the fire."
Unconfirmed reports were received here today that bodies of
four men killed within the lines of
had been rethe armed band
moved, three to the Cabin creek
section and one to Dry branch In
Kanawha county.
A correspondent
of the Associated Press spent much time in
trying to round up a total on the
number killed, but the number of
dead Is ft matter of pure speculation. So far as can be learned, no
one has actual knowledge whether
the number Is five or fifty, v
Gov. E. F. Morgan today issued
a proclamation to all state and
county officers, civil and military
and deputies, assistants and subordinates, ordering them to
with the United States troops
and to obey the direction of the
officer commanding the troops, or
his properly designated representa'
tive.

TO AVENGE

Bv

a

Glaii ki poiltlv
proof be la able to cur
tuberculoid
by InhslBUm
In any cllmat.
For further Information
addren THE) T. F. GLASS
INHALANT CO., MASON
BUILDING. LOS ANOU-LES- S
CALIFORNIA,
Dr.

DENVER UNIVERSITY

(Special Correapondrnce to The Journal.)
Roswell, N. M., Sept. 2. Lupe
Gonzales has been shot and prob-

V-AVV-

TUBERCULOSIS

OFFERED

CHANCELLORSHIP OF

IH0EROFS0I

in

p
now
oity. These vacancies
filled unit most of the recent
hoys
applications have I'C'on from estabwho have cither itlrearly
or
who
wernd
lished an athletic
are capable of and einjoy both out
door and
sport.
Iieuten.mt T.ove Is now mainnvt the armory
office
his
taining
and will receive a pnlloatlons for FORCE OF
berths in the troop tliere and ee

n !w

vr&t.i

lit

DtFTCH tO MO.NlN JOURNAL)
Cavalry Boys Plan Entering Santa Fe, Sept.
The call for
Winter Snorts With Fine the phone rate hear'iig, issued to
Teams; Officers' Tests to day by tho corporation commission

Be Held

KLEINSMID

MAJOR GENERAL WOOD ATTENDS BURIAL
SHOOTS
OF FIRST FILIPINO TO DIE IN THE WAR FATHER

PHONE HEARING

filled

September

74.
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HAS BUILDING III DUKE CITY

REACHED A LEVEL WHICH IS
SAFE FOR INVESTING PUBLIC?

r

Itpprescntatlves of thirteen classed of business and civic organizations Interested In the building sitnatlon in Albuquerque met at the
Chamber of Commerce last night for a general discussion of the question
in the hope of adopting some measures which might tend to stimulate
the much needed buildlni? of mora honscs in the city. Committees or
representatives from the following organizations or crafts attended the
tnamner or Commerce, contractors, carpenter,."eiixurn-u- j
r.ieetlng!
engineers, hod carriers, realtors, Kotary rlnb, Business Men's
association, plasterers, lumber dealers and lumber manufacture

tra

Due to the fact that several important branches of business directly
Interested in house construction work were not represented, it was
decided to continue the discussion until next Friday evening when an
other meeting will be held at the Chamber of Commerce at 7:u otiock.
Crafts and business men will attend the meeting armed with all types
of data which may tend to throw more light on the situation.
The discussion was general at carefully. Rentals are higher and
houses are for sale.
the last night's meeting and- - vari- fewer
Tt is exported that the situation
ous alleged injustices were brought will be
met by the united efforts of
before the meeting. The main at- every Albuquerquean,
and asme
tack centered on the retail price from the representatives of every
Identified
with
or
business
of lumber. Two representatives of craft
local lumber retailing firms de- hulldinar or real estate, all inter
fended the prices, as did. Col. ested citizens are Invited to attend
George E. Brecce, who alleged that the next meeting. Foitnnnto.
Albuquerque
in many instances retail lumber
Albucnioraue. according to re
prices here were' lower than In
other' cities of this section of the Ports made by various businesses.
has been but little hit by the de
country.
pression which has followed the
It is expected that representa- war.
It was stated by a number of
tives of a 1 Of the retail lumber
men at the meeting that this olty
companies in the city will attend has
weathered business depression
the meeting next Friday evening
to meet the charges made that un- better than anv other city In the
United
States of the same size.
for
are
fair prices
being obtained
this Important home building ma- Building, which has been practicalterial. Retailers last night claimed ly at a standstill In the other cithas continued
that overhead expenses were so ies of the country, sufficient
rate
high that they were not making here but not at a
more than 8 per cent on their In- to meet the requirements of the
city's expansion, need and opporvestment.
labor tunity.
Railway freight rates,
costs, material costs, doctor's fees,
the price of bread and clothing DR. GS. HUBBELL HERE
and many other important economic questions were discussed at the
TO RE ASSOCIATE IN
meeting and will be continued.
Houses Needed.
ENGLISH AT VARSITY
O. S. Hubbell, Ph. D. recently
elected to the chair of associate
professor of English at the ttate
university, arrived hero yesterday
morning to prepare' to take over
his new duties.
Mr, Hubbell Is a graduate of
Wesleyan university In Connecticut
with the degree of B. A., and received to degree of doctor of philosophy in English literature from
Princeton last June, after finishing
his graduate work there. He was
previously granted the degree of
M A. from Princeton.
Mr. Hubbell has taught Englieh
subjects for two years in Wesleyan
university, being associated there
with Professor Winchester, one of
the famous English professors of
this country, tie was also a proctor
fellow at Princeton while studying
there for his doctor's degree.
Mr. Hubbell Is one of three doe-toof philosophy who were added
to the faculty of theUniversity of
New Mexico by Dr, Xavid Spence
Hill while on a recent trip to various eastern universities. The other
professors will arrive within a few
days to assume their chairs.
rs
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THEIR OFFICERS

IS VERDICT

This Is the Question Being Threshed Out By
Interested Citizens Who Met Last Night to
Form Plans for Stimulating Needed Home
Building in Albuquerque.

The need of more homes in Althe
buquerque to accommodate
rapidly Increasing population was
conceded by all persons at the
meeting. Action of some type, it
was decided, must be taken to
speed up building in order that
normalcy may return and that the
city may have its opportunity of
development.
Two questions seemed to be
agreed by all present as main factors in the case. Building costs are
either at a level or can be placed
at a level where the builder will
know that he will not lose any of
his investment. If a level has been
reached, and the publlo realizes it,
it was believed by the persons attending the meeting that needed
building will be started at once.
If the level can be lowered and
Is lowered to a standard for the
near future, at least, and the pub-li- o
realizes the situation, the same
result, It was conceded, would be
obtained. It Is the object of the
meeting next Friday to find the
correct answer to these auestlons.
Albuquerque is growing by leaps
ana nounas ana is tnree years behind its normal building nroeram.
according to real estate men who
have been Studying the situation

TEACHERS ELECT

MANSLAUGHTER

Fl 3RTH1S YEAR

Officers of the Bernalillo County
Man Who Killed Wife When Teachers'
association were elected
Found in Room With An- at the first meeting of the school
held yesterday morning at the
other Man May Receive 1 year
court house. Adolfo Gonzales was
elected
and Ruth
to 10 Years Imprisonment Stateson vice president,
and treasurer.

secretary

The newly elected officers will
e charge of their positions at
once, and will hold them for a
full year.
John V. Conway, state superintendent of schools, was the principal speaker at the association's
meeting yesterday morning, urging
the teachers to use every proper
means to defeat the proposed constitutional amendment No. 8, which
limits the amount of tax levies for
school purposes.
Mr. Conway, who has been making a campaign against the amendment throughout the state, told the
teachers that sentiment Beemed to
be general for the defeat of the
proposition. Almost everyone with
whom he had talked, he stated, believed that the power to limit the
tax levy for educational purposes
should bo left In the hands of the
city or county, and would vote for
a continuance of that system.
Mr. Conway left last night for
the southern part of the state to
continue his campaign against the
SHACKLETON PARTY TO
proposed amendment, but will return to Albuquerque within a few
LEAVE SEPTEMBER 12
FOR ANTARCTIC LAND days.

Santiago Gurule of 1610 North
First street, on trial for the killing
of his wife, Maria Gurule, on
March 1 of this year,' was found
guilty of manslaughter yesterday
afternoon by a Jury at Bernalillo
after three hours deliberation. The
verdict carries a penalty of from
one to ten years imprisonment. The
verdict was returned about 3
o'clock.
Gurule admitted shooting his
wife with a large caliber rifle on
the night of March 1, claiming to
have found her in her home at
Corrales with Elfego Chavez. The
shot pierced his wife's breast, and
she died almost Immediately.
Attorneys for the defense are
expected to aek for a new trial on
the grounds of evidence wrong
fully admitted. If this is not done
sentence win probably be passea
within a few days.

(By The Amxielnlcd Trru.)
London, Sept. 2. Sir Ernest
Shackleton'a expedition which will
explore land areas of the Antarctic
continent south of Africa during
the coming two years, will leave
about September 12, It is expected.
Alterations made on the steamer
Quest have delayed the work of fitting out the expedition.
It is the desire of those financing the expedition that the Quest
carry representatives from each of
dominthe British
ions. When Sir Ernest starts from
Capetown it Is expected that the
party will number nineteen,

DEATHS AND FUNERALS
BALDONADO Ologlo Baldona-do- ,
aged 67 years, died yesterday
on
afternoon at his residence
six
after
North Arno street,
months' illness. He Is survived by
three sons, Joe, Thomas, and
Baldonado.'all of this city.
He also leaves one daughter. Mrs.
Miguel Montoya of El Paso. Tex.,
who will arrive this morning. Funeral arrangements are still pending. Crollott is in charge.

Gil-ber- to

ORTIZ Domingo Ortiz,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Deonlsis
Ortiz, died yesterday at the family residence at 624 West Cromwell
avenue. Garcia and Sons will have
charge of the funeral arrangements.
COTTON CLI5IBING.
New York,
Sept. 2. Cotton
closed stronger at a net advance of
62 to 60 points.

Slicing Peaches, 10c lb.
Daily's Kash ' and Karry.

ta

WALTER HATCH DIES
FOLLOWING SEVERE
SICKNESS IN OHIO
"Walter E. Hatch died at 7:45
o'clock last night at his home, 920
West Gold avenue, following a
severe illness contracted during a
recent visit to his former horhe in
Conneaut, Ohio. He had returned
from there last Monday critically
111 and was not able to
rally.
Mr. Hatch was born in Conneaut,
1890.
was a
He
21,
Ohio, July
merchant In Conneaut prior to his
for his
coming to New Mexico
health four years ago. He had
recovered here and returned with
hia family to Conneaut last June
to spend the summer.
Three weeks ago he became 111
with bronchial pneumonia, from
which recovery was never possible.
In the hope that the climate here
might again help, he was brought
to Albuquerque, arriving Monday.
He grew steadily
worse, death
'
.
coming last evening.
Mr. Hatch was a member of the
Elks lodge and of all Masonic
bodies, belonging to the consistory
and commandery at Cleveland and
to the shrine in Albuquerque.
He is survived by his father, T.
R. (Hatch of Conneaut, Ohio, and
by bis wife and a
daughter. Miss Marjorle Hatch.
The body will be shipped east to
day by Strong Brothers and will be
accompanied by Mrs. Hatch and
Miss Marjorle.
Funeral services
will be held In Conneaut. where in
terment will be made.

CAPITAL PROPERTY

OWNERS TILT RENTS
FOR ARMS MEETING
'

1

REMEMBER

Kalin's

YOU'LL

Self-Servin-

ALWAYS

DO

BETTER

AT

Groceteria

g

SPECIALS

FOR

TODAY

One package Atlas Oats, regular 13c seller; Saturday only. . 8c
5c
Lipton's Cocoa, 5 lb., regular 10c seller; Saturday only
Our price on Solace Coffee for today, Saturday only, per lb. . . 28c
1--

Get Into

the Habit of Buying Your Flour at

.(aim's
Boss Patent Flour
Boss Patent Flour
Boss Patent Flour
Diamond "M" Flour
Diamond "M" Flour

Self-Servi-

sack....... . ,

48-l- b,
24-l-

12-l-

Groceteria

ng

b.

b.

. . .

.....

... ....

.

b.

24-l-

b.

$2.27
$1.20
69c

sack. .
sack .7.
.... ... . . i . ... . . . . . .
sack. . . . ... . . .... . c.-- . ..... $1.93
.

48-l-

sack.-- . . . .

(Br The AMOciatrd Pma.)
Washington, Sept. 2. The at
tempt of some property owners in
Washington to boost rentals on
homes desired for the staffs of for
eign delegates who will attend the
was
disarmament
conference,
brought to the attention of the
cabinet today.
In working out
preliminary
plans, chief of which relate to the
problem of finding adequate accommodations
for officials and
clerical forces, cabinet members
found that one owner of a house,
offered for sale at $15,000, had demanded a monthly rental of $3,000.
Administration officials declared
the incident showed "such a violation of the spirit that ought to be
maintained," that it called for a
cure by the good sense of the people of Washington.
The conference, an official explained, Is not a "lark." Washing
ton committees
are
with the administration in the task
of finding homes and It was said
that the "first case of profiteering"
might be handled under the District of Columbia rental control
act, which congress recently extended until next May.

HAD

............ ....... .

$1.03

Seal Brand String Beans

Two cans for
25c
Empson Hominy One can for
14c
Empson Kraut One can for................................. 16c
Empson Tomatoes One can for.
12c
Mount Hamilton Tomatoes One No. 1 can for . . . . . . .i. . . ,w 9c

Bring Us Your Coupons on Sodate Soap
Ve Will fteJeem Them.

SUFFERED 25

YEARS WHENSHE
BEGAN

MI

IT

"I'll praise Tanlao the longest
day I live, for it has done for me
what all the medicines I tried in
twenty-fiv- e
years failed to 'do," said
Mrs. E. Potts, 257 A North Burlington St., Los Angeles, Cal., a
lifetime resident of the city.
"It has been all of twenty-fiv- e
years since I first began to be worried with weak stomach, and during all of that time I was not able
to. eat what I wanted without suffering afterwards with Indigestion.
For even a longer time I was trou-ble- d
with constipation, and the laxatives I took seemed to do me more
harm than good.
"Finally my troubles made almost a nervous wreck of me and
for years I didn't get one good
night's sleep a week. I was feeling
weak and miserable and had lost
hope of ever getting any real relief, a I tried everything I ever
heard of without results. To my
Joy and surprise Tanlao suited my
case exactly.
I eat everything I
want now without a sign of indigestion afterwards and sleep like
a child all night
"I am no longer bothered with
,
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Coal Supply Co. Phone 4 and 5.
Mra. J. F. McGowan and daughMiss
ter,
Gertrude McGowan,
passed through the city yesterday
on their way home to Santa Fe,
after spending eight, months in
southern California.
Mrs. Leonard Bond and daughter, Miss Clara Bond, of Grants,
are in the city for a brief visit. Mrs.
bond will leave her daughter here
in the St. Vincent school.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Pru and
children will return from the Upper Pecos, where they have spent
the summer.
M. A. Sippel returned yesterday
from a four months' stay In New
York City.
Nelll B, Field returned yesterday
from his summer homo on the upper Pecos.
Four dollars, full wagon load,
amount.
factory, wood; limited
Hahn Coal Co. Phone 91.
P. F. McCanna and daughter,
Miss Maignret McCanna, returned
home yesterday from New York
City. Miss McCanna was recentb
graduated from New Rochello college in New York.
Mrs. C. A. Coggeshall and children left yesterday-foa two months'
visit with relatives and friends in
Indiana.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvan J. Cook left
yesterday for a short vacation trip
t. the home of Mrs. Cook in Vermont. Mr. Cook is Santa Fe Pullman agent. W. Colo will be In
charge during Mr. Cook's absence.
is at the
Miss Kthel Maples
Woman's and Children's hospital
for
an
from
operation
recovering
appendicitis.
13. Marcus has returned from a
visit with relatives in Amarillo.
Tex. Mrs. Marcus and children will
return Inter. A reception was given them during their visit.
Bert Webb, telegraph operator
at Abajo, left on Wednesday for
a month's vacation in the cast. Ho
will visit Chicago, New York,
Washington and other cltios.
Miss Margaret
Schumaker will
leave today for Helen, where she
will teach school during the coming winter.
Mrs. Arthur Nye and son, Kyle,
who visited relatives and friends in
Erie, Kans., have returned to the
city.
Mr. and Mrs. John Collins, who
visited relatives and friends in the
east, have returned to the city.
There will be a regular meeting
of the G. K. Warren post of G. A.
n. at 217 West Silver avenue at 3
o'clock this afternoon.
Mrs. It. A Carter of 851 North
Eighth street has been called to
the Pecos by the illness of her
daughter, Mrs. Bert Bendry. Mr
Carter will ieave this morning for
the Pecos.
Mrs. Neil Morris and Miss Mat-tiLee Davis have returned from
a vlBit at Santa Fe.
Mrs. Charles M. Bean returned
to her home at Holly Springs,
Miss., after a two weeks visit in
Albuquerque.
Miss Gertrude Thompson of 514
West Coal avenue returned yesterday from a visit with relatives in
Illinois.
and her son,
Mrs. Irene Jett
Royston, left Inst night for a six
weeks visit In Little Rock, Ark.'
William Stahl, former student at
state
university, returned
the
Thursday from a week's trip into
he witnessed the
where
Arizona,
Hopl snake dance.
Louis Nohl," a graduate of Columbia university, and a former
student at the state university here,
Is spending a few days here while
He
on his way to San Francisco.
will spend a few days there before
a
to
York
to
New
accept
returning
position with a banking firm there.
Miss Anna Dye. assistant postmaster at Wlnslow, Ariz., and a
former resident of Albuquerque, is
visiting here with friends and relatives.
e

Make the most of your opportunities. You can turn them into
cash at the Western School for Private Secretaries. Instruction In all
Fall term
Commercial branches.
September 6.
MAN AND WOMAN WITH

STOLEN CAR NABBED
BY SOCORRO SHERIFF
rtPIOIAk

DIOATCM

lOUNNALl

O MOftNIN

Socorro, N. M.. Sept. 2. H. W
Patterson of Detroit, (traveling with
a woman thought to be a Mrs.
Kelly of that city, were arrested
here Wednesday night by Sheriff
V. V. Tafoya,' and a telegram received by Tafoya today Indicates
that the Ford coupe In which they
were traveling was stolen in Detroit. Both parties are being held
awaiting extradition requests from
Michigan.
Patterson was arrested by Sheriff Tafoya upon a telephone message from officers at Magdalena,
who stated 4that Patterson had
stolen some auto supplies from a
garage there. Patterson pleaded
guilty to this charge on trial today.
8herlff Tafoya suspected that the
car was from Detroit, and wised
the sheriff at Detroit regarding it.
A message was received yesterday
stating that Patterson did not own
the car, and that the woman was
another man's wife.
Today another message was received from Arthur Hlchens, chief
deputy for Detroit, stating that
ratterson is a fugitive from Justice
and that the woman with him Is a
Mrs; Kelly, An officer and extradition papers were being sent here
to arrange to take Patterson back
to Detroit, the message stated.

BELEN FIRST TEAM
WHIPS OLD TIMERS
BY SCORE OF 7 TO

.

4

Belen, N. M., Sept. 2. iBelen
business houses were closed at 4
o'clock this afternoon to see a
ball game between the Belen first
team and the Old Time team, in
which the first team was victorious by a score of 7 to 4.
Lents and Barela were the battery for the winning team, and
Holman and Whltworth for the
Old Timers.
The game was
and the receipts went to a fund to
send the Belen first team to Ros-we- ll
and Clovis. The team will
e
series at Roswell
play a
and will also play four games with
Clovis on its return.
A dance was given In honor of
the team last night
d,
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North
First -
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The Highest Grads Macaroni
Erg NoodUs, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Products

s

Oes-trelc- h,

'

He view

Patterns

store noun:

OLDEN ROLE STOR

8:30 a. m. to
0:30 p. m.
Saturday to
p. m.

S

Third and Central

Albuquerque, N. M.

Phone

541

CONTINUING OUR GREAT

Final
Clearance
Sale
Shoes that would ordinarily sell
for twice as much, in most cases
even more than twice as much.
Limited Space Enables us to Advertise a Mere description of the
many Money Saving Bargains.
Ladies' black kid lace Shoe, French heel
Ladies' black kid lace Shoe, Cuban heel
Ladies' brewn calf lace Shoe, Cuban heel
Ladies' dark brown kid lace Shoe,
French Heel
Ladies' brown kid lace Shoe, French heel
These include all of our high grade
E. P. Reed shoes.
(jQ AP
$12.50 to $16.50 values....

PO.t)

Ladies' black kid Oxfords, French heel
Ladies' brown kid Oxfords, French heel
p
Ladies' black kid
Pumps
Ladies tan calf Cuban heel,
$5.00 to $9.50 values
one-stra-

$3.95

Ladies'
Ladies
Ladies'
Ladies'

black kid Pumps, French heel
brown kid Pumps, French heel
brown beaded strap Pumps
black kid strap Pumps

This lot includes all of our high grade
E. P. Reed Pumps.
QK
PO,VO
$9.50 to $12.50 values..-.-.- .

IP

One lot of Women's White
(JShoes and Oxfords, also
black kid. Values to $9. . . .

Canvas
-

AO

$li0

SCHOOL SHOES
ChildVen s Shoes and

Misses' Shoes and

Strap Pumps

Strap Pumps

$1.98

$2.98

$3.00 to $4.50 values
Children's patent lace, neat top
Children's black kid, button
Children's brown kid, button
Children's dull calf, lace

"

$2.98

Children's Barefoot Sandals

98c
Children's Tennis Oxfords

Va ues up to $6.00
Boys' black calf, lace Shoes
Boys' brown calf lace Shoes

No Approvals,

$4.00 to $6.00 values
patent, black kid top, button
black calf, button
tan calf, lace Shoe
black and tan, strap Pump t

Misses'
Misses'
Misses'
Misses'

Boys' School Shoes

98c
CO.

D., Refunds or Exchanges.

CONCERT AT CRYSTAL
MONDAY
OFFERS TWO
STRONG ATTRACTIONS

MECHEM NOT TO CALL
SPECIAL SESSION TO
ACT ON AMENDMENTS

Music lovers of the Duke City
may count themselves lucky. They
have a delightful musical treat in
store. On Monday evening at 8:15
at the Crystal theater, Rosenwald
Brothers will present a complimentary concert by Sibyl Bander-n- n
K.iErnn
siffleuse. and George
Wilton nal'lnrd, tenor.
What is a siffleuse, you asK, first
thing? A siffleuse is merely a
nrattv TTrenrh namA for a elrl
whistler. And so you are disap
pointed Decause anyDoay can Tnia-tl-

(Special CorrMipoiidenra to Th

e.

Few people, however, in the
world can whistle like Sibyl SanIt took a tremen-iinn- a
derson Fagan.
amount nf hard work, how
ever, to become the accomplished
artist Miss Fagan now is. Blistered lips and finger tips were the
price she had to pay, and there
were long hours of the most patient practice, before she could
In
achieve the end she sought.
fact she Is still working and strivand
to
the
Increase
artistry
ing
She doesn't
finish of her work.
consider that she has "arrived" at
become
has
she
even
nil
though
famous in the eyes of the musical
and artistic world
George Wilton Ballard, one of
the most popular American tenors,
admits that if there Is one thing In
the world he would rather do than
anything else it i to go fishing.
Every artist has a hobby, says
Anna Case, who has
Mr. Ballard.
a wonderful summer home on Long
Island, inclines toward flowers;
Marie Rappold. the great soprano,
loves "the cows and chickens' and
devotes a part of each, summer to
the simple life on the farm. Mario
Laurentl, of grand opera fame,
considers himself a wonderful cook
and also likes to tell you about his
ability as a carpenter.
But Mr. Ballard's own simple
passion la for fishing bass fishing
"There Is one thing that appeals
MAtf rtf all tn m " hA admits, ''and
that Is the woods on a pleasant day.
a nice ereeK, ana 01a nm, & puir
Shades of
and a can of - bait."
Too on
Wnitfin"I have often
thought I would rather catch a nice
bass than do anytmng eise m me
world," he goes on. "Two or three
hours to browse around fishing Is
good enough for me."
Rosenwald Brothers have a few
cards of admission left and these
will be issued In the order of application.

Some of my neighconstipation.
bors seeing what Tanlao did for
me are now taking it, and are as
enthusiastic about It as I am."
Tanlao Is sold In Albuquerque by
the Alvarado Pharmacy and by all
leading
druggists everywhere.
Adv.
DEMOCRATS ESTABLSH
No Substitute Offered.
COUNTY HEADQUARTERS
Say what you will about drugON WESTJ30LD AVENUE
gists offering something "Just as
good" because it pays a better
An office at 22o'west Gold avefact still stands that
profit, V
ninety-nin- e
out of a hundred drug- nue has been opened by the BernaChamberlain's lillo county democrats for camgists recommend
Collo and Diarrhoea Remedy, when paign headquarters.
W. C.
the best medicine for diarrhoea Is
chairman of county central
HOUSE ROOMS
asked for, and do so because they committee, Will be in charge of the BITTNER
know from what their customers office. Miss Winifred Schuler will 319Vi South First.
Phona 221-say of it, that it can be depended have charge of the women's
.
upon.
Journal Want Ada bring results.
four-gam-

Don't
Forget the
Place

....

j

W

JoQrnnt.)

Fe, Sept. 2. Governor
Mechem today said there was little
probability of his calling a special
session of the legislature to carry
Into full effect the proposed con-

Santa

stitutional

amendments that

re-

quire legislative action, "at present
at any rate "
The governor said he was opposed to placing the expense of an
extraordinary session on the state
if it could be avoided.

REDUCED

PRICE

LIST

Better Kodak Finishing

10c
Rolls Developed,..,.
15c
Packs Developed. .
each
to
5o
...3c
Printing,

rhe BARNUM STUDIO
219 West Central

One gallon and half gallon lot
of Ice cream packed for city
delivery.
'

Thomas Creamery
Company.

Rear of 315 S. Second. Phone 813

BUDDIES: Do you know that 90
per cent of all the government war risk
policies were made out to mothers?
That is why we called it a Mother's
War. You owe it to them to file your
claim for compensation with Uncle
Sam NOW while you have an opportunity. Who knows but that you may
need assistance later on. If you do not
attend to this matter NOW, it will be
too late. See the "CLEAN - UP
SQUAD" without further delay.

CONTRACTORS

and

BUILDERS

We have just received a carload of

FRESH

LUMP

LIME

Direct from our plant at
Bluewater. It contains

NO SLAKE

NO CORE

Superior in quality, but no higher in price
than any other lime. Sold in any quanity.
From now on we will have a fresh supply of lump
lime on hand at all times. We solicit your orders.

SUPERIOR WHITE LIME CO.
Warehouse in Coal Supply Yard.
Phones 4 and 5, or 81 7W

i
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Tout

film player, is cheerleading man. Ida Darling, TemWilliam Evllle and oth- ily facing unusual responsibilities
plar Saxe,
n
For his childish
screen folk make up these
er
days.
shoulders are bearing the burden
the balance of the cast.
of one of the moat Important roles
In "The Last Card,"
a Bayard
SESSUE HAYAKAWA, THE
Veiller production for Metro, In
JAPANESE
STAR, AT HIS
which
May Allison Is starring, and
BEST IN "FIRST BORN"
showing at the Lyrio theater for
Sessue Hayakawa, the famous the
last
time.
dramatic actor of the
Japanese
When Maxwell Smith's popular
screen, was at his best yesterday In
Evening Post
Story,
"The First Born," a Robertson-Col- e Saturday was
selected. y Bayard
"Dated,"
super-specirelease, which Veiller,
of
at
chief
production
Is being shown today at the PasMetro's West Coast studios, as the
time for the last time.
a
for special production, It
"The First Born" Is a drama subject
was agreed that the greatest diffiwith a story that plays on the
would
be faced in finding a
culty
heart strings and which holds the
audience fast until the final fade-ou- t.
The picture was directed by
four-year-o- ld

MEW YORK PILES
UP

BIG SCORE

A

National Lencue.
W.
78
78

Pittsburgh

ON WASHINGTON
Ruth Clouts One Over Roof;
Cleveland Trounces Detroit With Score of 12 to
1
By Hitting Cole Hard.
(By The Aaiioctnted

Prei.)

New York, Sept 2. Splendid
pitching by Hoyt enabled New Tork
to defeat Washington. It was tha
fifth successive victory over the
Two of Washington's
Senators.
four hits came in the first inning
were responsible for
errors
when
two of the three runs scored. Ruth,
Meusel ana Peckinpaugh hit home
homer,
runs. Ruth's forty-nint- h
which scored Peckinpaugh, cleared
the
Meusel,
roof.
the right field
next batter, hit his 'eighteenth of
the season.
Washington.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.

n,.ti

mriioti

rf

lb......

Judge,
Rice, cf
R. Miller. If...
Harris, 2b..,.
Shanks, 3b....
Oharrlty,
Erlckson, p...
xSmllh
Accsta,

4

1

1

4
4

0

0

1
2

1

2

10

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

2

0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0

c...

......

p.....

0

5
0

E

New York
St. Louis ,
Boston
Brooklyn
Cincinnati
Chicago
Philadelphia

'0

"
66
57
50
43

Yestcrdny's

L.
50
51
58
58

Pet.

fi2
71

.516
.445
.400
.341

75
83

.609
.605
.547
.5,16

Results.

New York,
Washington,
Philadelphia, 4; Boston, 2.
Detroit, 7; Cleveland, 6.
St. Louis, 5; Chicago, 0.

rain.

Philadelphia-Bosto-

Where Tliey Piny.
at Pittsburgh.
Boston at Philadelphia,
Chicago at, Cincinnati.
New York at Brooklyn.

Where They riay.
Cleveland, 12; Detroit, 1.
Ft. Louis, 3; Chicago, 0.
New York, 9; Washington,
Boston, 4; Philadelphia, 8.

St. Louis

ST.

I OU

STAKES

s,

Race; Alexander Shuts
Out Cincinnati Reds.
(By The Atunclntrtl Pipm.)

Pittsburgh, Sept. 2. St. Louis
made It three straight from PittsFournler's double and
burgh.

1112

01 J51

01

....

Two-bas-

.....

1

....

Two-bns-

ss.....

PndiUa having
from Wilson, of the Gibson team
stating that he will be tyere for the
games Sunday and Monday.
Wilson's work received much
praise during the series with Gibson, In which he played last week,
and he Is expected to fill the big
when
bole loft In the Grays' Une-u- p
Mose Chavez was disabled. Wilson
formerly played in the Texas
league, and caught for
with the Washington Americans.
A wire from the manager of the
El Paso team to Manager Padilla
stated that El Paso was bi Inging
three pitchers with them for the
series. McCormlck, who pitched
for the Grays against Woodward a
few wecl.s ago, will be on hand to
pitch the morning game against the
Grays. A man named Holman, of
Hot Springs, N. M., who struck out
men in a recent game
twenty-tw- o
between Hot Springs and Magdalena
will probably plton the afternoon
game Sunday, and the game Monday morning will probably find
Osiiorne, an El Paso pitcher, In the

0

T

Detroit.

.4

Co-r-

.pir

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
2
2
1
1
0
2
4
0
0
0
0

1
0

0001

Two-bas-
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Two-bas-
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C. CLEVENGER
Of San Francisco Will Remain

.

Over Sunday

Side the Big Red Plane

1

o

r!dr1Pn

(lly The A.uclntrd Trent.)
N. Y., Sept.

Forest Hills,

UN TVER SAL CAR

2.

Possible prospects that the Davis
cup, emblematic of the world's ten-nchampionship, might travel to
Japan this fall, received a decided
setback on thecourts of the West
Side
club here this afternoon,
when American players won two
is

straight matches from their

ran

Jap-

anese challengers,
William M. Johnston, of San
In
Francisco, national champion
1915 and 1919, defeated Ichya
In straight sets at singles by
scores of
William T.
Tilden II, of Philadelphia, present
American title .holder, had a far
more difficult task of subduing
Zenzo Shimidzue In a five set
battle by a score of
Ku-mag- ne

2,

4,

2.

7,

5,

2,

Tomorrow Watson M. Washburn
of New York, and R. Norrls Williams of Boston, the American
doubles team will play tha same
Japanese players in the third
match of the challenge round. A
victory for the American pair
would mean the retention of the
cup, won In New Zealand last
winter, as three victories out ot
five matches are required under
the rules.
WHAT, INDEED?
"My son," said the father Impressively, "suppose I should be
taken away suddenly, what would
become of you?"
"Why, Pop,"
replied the son,
"I'd stay here.
The question Is
what would become of you!"
COAST LEAGUE.
Ran Francisco,
; Seattle, I.
Sacramento 4; Oakland, 1.

Salt

Lake-Verno- n,

rain.

Old Price

.
TOURING CAR (Standard)
With Electric Starter and Demountable Rims.
RUNABOUT (Standard);
With Electric Starter and Demountable Rims.

Rims...

TRUCK, Pneumatic Tires.

; $510.00

S450.00

$695.00

$325.00
$420.00
$295.00
$390.00
$595.00

.$760.00

S660.00

.$495.00

$445.00

.$345.00

COUPE, Electric Starter and Demountable Rims
SEDAN, Electric Starter and Demountable

$355.00

............. .$465.00
. . .

New Pr?c

.$415.00
$370.00

CHASSIS (Standard) .
With Electric Starter and Demountable Rims

.$440.00

1

F. O. E. DETROIT

!

RUTH HITS 49TH.
New York, Sept. 2. Ruth l
making his 49th home run todn
Is eleven days ahead of his IB'-'- 1
program when he made his 4'.)'
homer on September 13, off EhmU.
vol Detroit. With thirty games
be played, he has to make six horn
runs to surpass his record mark ';

Stock for. Immediate Delivery. '

if

A Limited Number of Cars in

fifty-fou- r.

WESTERN LEAGUE.
4; Sioux City, 2.
Tulsa, 11; Joplln, J.
Des Moines, 1; Omaha, 1.
Oklahoma City, 8; Wichita,

!

$7.50 PER PASSENGER

V

DI1IIS CUP MEET

0
0
0

....

Slicing Peaches, 10c lb.
Dailey's Kash and Karry.

TWDMAT CES

111J
1
0
0
3
0

In

basement, awaiting the
beam of light that permits him
one of the vital parts of the
production.
May Allison's supporting cast, in
addition young Stanley, Includes Al
Roscoe, Frank Elliott, Irene Hunt.
Dana Todd and William. Taylor
Molly Parro wrote the scenario,
Jackson Rose photographed, and
A. P. Mants is responsible for the
art direction.

ORIENTALS LOS E

Chicago, 7: Cincinnati. 0.
Cincinnati, Sept 2. Alexander

Four successive hits, two of them
triples, drove Rixey off the mound
in the-- second Inning. Donohne.
1
who relieved him, was hit hard In
0
the sixth. Score:
1
0
3
Chicago.
0
0
1
1
AB. IT. R. PO. A. E.
0 Flack, rf
3
0
1
0
1
2
4
2
ant
!h
3
0
0 Hollocher, ss... 8 0 f. 1
0
1
4
H7nnrt.11 A
0
0
1
1
3
3
6
0
0
1
Terrv. 2b
Cole, p
1
1
0 Kellcher, 3b ... 5
0
0
0
0
1
2
Hollings, p...
0
0 Barber, If
0
1
0
2
3
3
0
0
W1oh n
0
0 Mnlsel. cf
0
3
2
0
4
4
0
0
0
0
1
2 11
4
Orlmes. 1b
0
1
4
2
1
4
8
2
1
10 27
35
O'Farrell, c ...
Totals
Alexander, p ... 4 0 0 0 1 0
z Batted for Walsh in ninth.
Score y Innings:
.38 7 11 27 9 0
Totals
220 403 00112
Cleveland
Cincinnati.
01" 000
Detroit
AR. H. R. PO. A. E.
e
hits SpeakSummary:
1
1
0
6
4 0
Bohne. 2b
er, Wood, 2: Shinault, Hellmann,
0
1
1
4
4
0
ss
Bagby, Wambsganss, Hollings, Sar- Kbpf, 3b
1
0
1
0
4
0
hit Hellmann. (Iron,
gent. Three-bas- e
0
0
0
3
0
4
Stolen bases Sewell, Wambsganss. Rressler, rf .... 3 0 0 11 0 0
Double plays Veach to Woodall; Daubert, lb ... 3 0 1 0 0 0
TtnSft OH b&lls Fonseca, If
T.,...,- - unaa.latftriV
0
0
2
3
1
0
Off Bagby. 1: Cole, 3: Hollings, Duncan, cf
0
0
0
1
8
3
j
Wlngo, o
1; Walsn, l. innings pnuucu
0
0
0
0
0 0
Cole, 4; Hollings. 8 Walsh, 2. Hit Rixey, p
(Sewell). Donohue, p .... 2 00 0 00 10 00
By Cole
'by pitcher
1
0
Btruck out By Bagby, 1; Cole, 1. xHargrave . ... 0 0 0 0 0 0
Coumbe, p
8.
Boston, 4; Philadelphia,
0
5 27 12
0
31
Totals
Pnunn
Snnt. 2 Philadelphia
x Batted for Donohue In the
errors In 'the first two innings were
responsible for all of Boston s runs, eighth.
Score by Innings:
the home team winning. After the
040 002 0017
first inning, which Hasty pitched, Chicago
000 000 0000
Moore shut out Boston, except for Cincinnati
e
hits DunSummary:
an unearned run in the second.
Three-base
hits.
can, Flack.
Pratt played a star game.
R. H. E. Grimes. O'Farrell 2, Malsel. Stolen
Score:
Philadelphia 020 001 0008 8 40 bases Flack. Sacrifices Hollocher. Double play Kopf to Bohne.
810 000 OOx 4 9
Boston
Batteries
Hasty, Moore and Base on balls Off Donohue 1,
2. Innings pitched
Coumbe
Rixey
Ruel.
BusTi
and
Perkins;
1
Coumbe 1.
Donohue 6
Struck out By Rixey 1, Ponohuo
, Browns Shut Out Chicago.
Chicago. Bent. 2. Shocker held 6, Coumbe 1, Alexander 2.
while
St,
Chicago to four hits,
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
Louis hit opportunely behind Wil
No games scheduled.
kinson's wlldness and made it
three straight from the locals.
ler's battine was a feature, the St.
Louis star gathering four of the
visitors' nine hits. Today was Mc- Manus day, and the St. Louis sec-- 1
ond baseman was presented with
a number of presents by friend."
here.
R. H. F.
core!
.002 000 100 3 9
St. Louis
000 000 0000 4 1
Chicago
Batteries: Shocker and Sevcr-e!d- :
an
Wilkinson, Blackburn
Echalk.
3
1
4
4

utrk.ues long enough to stand

a darkened

Y

"jj'SI

In addition to three pitchers, tha
will bring two catchers,
the Marty brothers, of the Pass
City, who are said to be about the
fastest backstops in this part of
the country. When Thomas Smith,
of Santa Rita, Is
speedy short-stoadded to the list of specially engaged Blavers tne Grays wlil not
be able to object that they have
not enough competition.
Tho Sunday morning game, In
which McCormlck will demonstrate
what he can do when working
against the Grays, will be called at
10 o'clock.
The afternoon game
will start at 3 o'clock.

AB. R. II. PO. A. E. pitched shutout ball all the way
0 and
1
1 12
0
Chicago won from Cincinnati.

.44

al

box.

11

87 12 13 27

Blue, lb
Jones, 3b
Cobb, cf
Shorten, cf
.
Veach. If
Hellmann, rf...
Flagstead, ss. . .
Merritt, ss

8.

MORGANS

S

of "The Son of Tarzan."
Lyrlo Theater "The Last Card,"
with May Allison as the star, is
being repeated today for the last
time; Johnny Hlnes, as the leading
star, will again be seen In the
comedy, "Torchy's Millions."
Pastime Theater The
great
Chinese drama, "The First Born,"
with Sessue Hayakawa as the prin- Colin Campbell, who has done
cipal star, will be seen for the last some excellent work for Robertson-and clearly shows the
time today.; Larry Semon will also Colo
of the master hand. There
repeat as the
in'The touch
never
been anything on the
has
Bakery."
screen, which for exactitude of de
The
GREAT PICTURE IS
tail, surpassed this picture.
"THE DANGEROUS PARADISE" audience is transplanted to the pic
LAST TIME AT "B" turesque
of
the
fishing villages
Hoang-H- o
river in China and then
A new Selznick
picture, "The carried back again to the China
Paradise,"
Dangerous
starring town of olden days in San Fran
Louise Huff last night is at Ule cisco.
"B" theater today for the last time.
As a sturdy
boatman
of the
The story ts by Edmund Gouldlng Hoang-HHayakawa is convincand direction was In the capable ing. His love
for Loey Tslng,
hands of William P. S. Earle.
The locale of the action Is main- daughter of a fisher, is realistic
the
sobs with him
and
audience
ly in Newport, R. I., that fashion- when his fair flower Is snatched
able playground of American sofrom his side by her father and
ciety folk, and the characters of sold
slavery.
Hayakawa'i
the story are all people of wealth search Into
for his sweetheart, his mar
and refinement. The central figure
to
Chinese
another
riage
girl In
a
is Ivis Vanastor,
charming young San Francisco and the arrival
of
lady who, upon arriving at her Chan
Toy, "The First Born," are
eighteenth birthday, has taken poslove
uf
the
Incidents.
The
session of her house at Newport. gripping
Ivis Is a pronounced flirt and in boatman for his first born and his
order to Indulge to her heart's de- moments of grief, when the boy
are striking scenes. As to the
light In her favorite pastime, she dies,
of the picture and how
pretends .to be married. But to conclusion
Ivis' dismay, the man she wants to it Is brought about, you must see
flirt with avoids her, and from that to appreciate.
with
point on the fun increases
LAD
A
leaps and bounds.
IS A NATURAL ACTOR
Is
as
Ivis
Louise Huff
charming
IN "THE LAST CARD"
Vanastor, and Harry Benham, as
Goetiials.
ideal
Norman Kent, makes an
"Smiling"
Stanley
fun-mak- er

FROMGIBSONTQ

Stock's single scored the only run
of the game in the eighth inning.
The locals had the bases filled
with one nut In the seventh, but
were unable to score. Score:
St. Louis.
McNnlly, 8b.... 3 0
AT". It. IT. PO. A.E.
0
1
1
3
Deormer,
0
4
4
0
0
0
rf
Smith,
2
p
Hoyt,
Fournier, lb .. 4 1 2 15 1 0
4
0
0
0
4
3
2 Stock, 3b
9 10 27 13
31
Totals
Hornnny, 2b ... 4 0 0 3 5 0
Score by innings:
0 0
2
0
4
1
cf
Mueller,
300 000 0003
Washington
1
0 0
3
200 300 40x 9 McHenry, if ... 4 0 0 0 4 0
New York
e
hits Bush, Lavan. ss o
0
Summary:
1
0
0
8
0
Clemons,
Home runs
0
McNally, Judge.
0
0
0
0
0
Doftk. p
i
Stolen
Meusel.
Ruth,
Peckinpaugh,
0
2
3 0
8
0
Haines, p
tmses Judge, Ruth. Sacrifices
Double plays
Devormer. Hoyt.
0
1
8 27 17
33
Totals
Bush to Harris to Judge. Base on
Plttshiirp.il.
balls Off Hoyt, 2; Erlckson, 1;
AH. Jl. H. TO. A. E.
pitched By Blgbee, If
3
1
0
0
4
0
Acosta, 1. Innings
0
0
2
1
Erlckson, 7; Acosta, 1. Struck out Carey, cf
4 0
By Hoyt, 6.
Maranvllle. ss.. 3 0 0 2 3
Cutshaw, 2b . . 4 0 1 2 0 0
Cleveland Takes Game.
Robertson, rf . . 4 0 1 3 0 0
Detroit, Mich., Sept. 2. Cleve- Traynor, 8b ... 4 0 2 0 1 0
8
0
0
3
0
0
land hit Cole hard in four innings Orlmm, lb
1
0
3
7
0
1
and defeated Detroit. Four Tiger
Brottem, c
3
0
0
3
0
0
errors aided the visitors. Ten ex- Carlson, p
tra bade hits were made during the
1
0
9
7 27
32
Totals
game.
Cloveland.
Bv Innings:
1
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. St. Louis
000
010
000
0
0
2
2 0
6
000 000 0000
Jamieson, If
Pittsburgh
0
e
hits FourWambsganss, 2b 4 12 12 14 20 0
Summary:
hit
Speaker, cf.... 5 0 0 1 0 0 nier, Robertson. Three-bas- e
0
Stock. Sacrifices McHenry, MaOraney, cf......
0
0
2
7
1
3
.
ranvllle. Double play Hnin?s to
Wood, rf
0
0 Fournier. Left on bases
0
1
0
4
St. Louis,
Gardner, 3b.
0
0
0
0
3
2
7. Base on balls
6:
Sewell,
0 OffPittsburgh,
1
1
12
0
1
6
Haines,
Innings pitched By
Burn?, lb
Shlnault, c... .. 4 2 3 1 22 0 Doak, none: Haines, 9. Struck out
1
4
,0
1:
Carlson, 6.
Haines,
p
By
Bagby,
Totals

1.

LVILSOfJ COMING

THIRD GAME

PIT ES

.500
.484
.469
.417
.370

44 75
Philadelphia
l'esterdey's Results.

Ft. Lonls.l; Pittsburgh, 0.
Chicago, 7; Cincinnati,' 0.

,

"B" Theater If you want to see
a rattling good picture, see "The
Paradise," with Louise
Pet. Dangerous
to.629 Huff, which is being repeated
.619 day for the last time; the manage.523 ment la also repeating the episode

American League.
W. I
78 46
New York
78 4S
Cleveland
67 61
St. Louis
65 65
Washington
59 63
Boston
61 69
Detroit
53 74
Chicago

The Grays are assured of a star
Pittsburgh Wavering Lead- catcher
for their coming series with
of
National
ers
El Paso
Manager
League the
received a wire
Dan

3

1
4 24 10
3
31
Totals
x Batted for Erlckson In eighth.
New York.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
E. Miller, cf.... 4 1 1 3 01 00
Peckinpaugh, ss 4 2 22 21 0 0
2
3
Ruth, If
0
0
1
1
1
4
Meusel, rf
0
1
0 12
1
. 4
Pipp, lb
1
4
Ward, 2b
0
4
1
1

c...

Theaters Today

THE DOPE COLUMN

child player who could enact the
Important part given him.
After many other children of
the required age had been considered, Stanley was selected because
of his almost uncanny ability to
show Just the feeling required for
any action.
Without any more conception of
the meaning of art than any other
child ot his age, Stanley has made
sacrifices for the screen that would
rank with many of the seemingly
more important ones - made by
adult actors. In "The Last Card.",
for Instance, he has succeeded In
overcoming a child's aversion to

St. Joseph,

.i

SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION.
At Little Rock, 1; Birmingham,
At .Nashville, 4; Memphis, t.
At New Orleans, t; Atlanta, 7.
At Mobile, 10; Chattanooga, 2.
A Pronounced Success.
The uniform auccess that has attended the use of Chamberlain's
Colio and Diarrhoea Remedy In the
relief and cure ot bowel comand
plaints, both for children
adults, has brought It Into almost
universal use, so that It la practically without a rival and as very-on- e
who has used It knows. It Is
without an equal.

"

IP O 2&231V'

Guns for Rent
Guns Cleaned and
Ammunition of All Kinds
Repaired

"!

Sixth'

and Central

HARRY T. JOHNSON
"Fixes Everything"
1 1 1 North Fourth St.
Phone 803--

O

Mil

SmmIj

to.
Phone 750

September 8, 192L
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ACTRESS-MOTHE-

THE WOMAN HE MARRIED

By Edna Kent Forbes.

By JANE PHELPS.

CHAPTER

.

THE HOME MANICURE.

were too handsome for a bank
clerk's wife. But that wasn't why
I prayed, I had felt the old thrill

OLD DES1KES HARD TO
77.

Dick had written his mother and
sister that we had decided to live
In Lansing; that It was near mother, that although he didn't get
quite as large a salary living would
be cheaper, so that his salary
would go nearly as tar.
His mother had approved, but
his sister wrote rather a disagreeable letter.
"She had such a good time she

want9, to visit you again," Dick
said laughingly at mn for feeling
hurt at 'something she had said.
"As long as we know we are
started on the right track, what do
we care what anyone says?"
That first week was a long one
In spite of being with mother. I
wanted Dick. I wanted to look at
him, irAo his eyes. I longed to
know if he "were happy or miserable, if he liked his new position,
or loathed it.. But I had to be
contented with the short note he
wrote me every other day. Wc
had decided upon that before he
left. We would not use the telephone exceplnff for Illness. It cost
25 cents to telephone, and we were
determined not to spend a cent
foolishly.
"What do you think of it, mother?" I asked after telling her my
plan.
"It Is wonderful! I believe you
can do It, too. If you are successful you could soon pay your
debts."
"You see they are my debts,
mother, not Dick's. I would feel
t'l-- .t
In some way I had atoned for
ii part of whafr I did If I could pay
them myself.'V,
"I know, dear. I understand."
f Was
there anything she did iMt

:

--

BEAUTY CHATS

Being your own manicurist Is not
at all a diffcult task. As soon as
you find the best, method of avoiding work half the trouble of mani
curing is over.
To save work Keep a smau
orangewood stick on the Jmthroom
shelf, and every time when you
have washed
your hands run
around the edge of each nail to
back the cuticle while It is
push
moist and soft from the washing.
This is at least half the business of
manicuring.
Then once every day shape the
nails with a strip of pumice board.
This need only take one minute or
less. It will keep the nails from
growing too long and it will keep
the well trimmed appearance of a

my clothes were admired,
the old delight In being well
gowned. In all the stress of the
past two weeks I had supposed
that feeling had gone forever. But
I had learned we do not so easily
shake off old habits, old desires.
So when I went to bed that night
I prayed earnestly to be helped to
be made good, that my foolish
vanity, and love of clothes might
not lead me astray again.
The next day was Saturday and
Dick would be with us by 4 or 6
o'clock. I waj so anxious to hear
how the week had gone, although
his short notes had spoken of everyone as pleasant and the work
not difficult
Junior and I went to the station
to meet him, and we walked home
with Junior between us, each of
us- - grasping one of his chubby
hands.
"Now tell me all about it, Dick!
Every single thing,", I urged when
we reached the house and were rid
o( Junior,
"There Isn't much to tell rather, not much about myself. The
work Is easy, Mr. Peabody a pleasant old gentleman, the other employes all rather nice fellows. But
it seems there has been some trouble at the bank. I can't quite get
on to It. But the examiner came
today. Mr. Peabody asked ma to
assist him, as I am a stranger to
them all and so would not be
tempted to try and shield anyone."
"How awful!"
"Oh, they aren't sure! It may
be an error In the books. Be very
sure not to mention it, even to your
mother."
I promised, but I hated the
in trouble
thought of anyone beingone
to help
and of Dick being the
expose them, t
when

recently done manicure.
Polish the nails every day with
a buffer. You will not have to use
polishing powder more than once
every few days and about twenty-fiv- e
strokes of the buffer will be
all that is necessary. If the nails
are done every dav the actual
amount of time you spend on them
over the course or a week win oe
much less than what you would
have to spend If you manicured
them but once during the week.
Nails that are well shaped, well
polished, with smoothly trimmed
cuticle are sufficiently well maniThere Is only one thing
cured.
more tn be careful of and that is
to keep all stains from the nails,
This will not taKe any extra time
at all. If you will keep a bottle
of slightly diluted lemon juice in
the bathroom and If you will use
this on the nails every few days,
you need only rub a little on and
wash It off again.
Mary J. L. There was no reason
why you should thank him twice
and by doing this, as you parted,
you did all the occasion called for.
J. L. Cure the pimples by
your digestion. Three yeast
cakes each day will help this. A
Rmall quantity of the cake applied

Cleo Kidgley.

to the pimples each night, will also
aid, as it heals those already on the
skin. An excellent powder is
which is sold in bulk form.
It is an Egyptian lily in powdered
form.
Shorty. Join a gymnasium and
specialize on the exercises that will
keep the spinal column loose and
free, so you will acquire more
Stand
which
height.
properly,
should be so tlife weight of the ! ody
is on the ball qf the feet, instead of

Joint Recital by

SIBYL SANDERSON FAG AN
WHISTLER, and

f

GEORGE WILTON BALLARD
TENOR

( 2v

This Is a golden opportunity for
Albuquerque to hear these celebrated
aritsts. Assisting them will be Willard

i

Osborne,

violinist.

well-know- n

The appearance here of Miss Fagan
and Mr. Ballard makes it possible to
perform an interesting musical experiment. In some of the numbers, the
artists will compare their art with its
by Mr. Edison's new
phonograph.

Cleo Ridgley, who made her
debut In the early days of the
films, is returning to the screen.
Miss Ridgjey was a great favorite
when she ieft four years ago after
her marriage to James W. Home,
motion picture director. Since retiring from the screen Miss Ridg-lo- y
has been busy as a model
housewife and mother. She is very
proud of her young twins, Jim and
understand?"
June.
"But Nan," she went on. "I
When she stages her comeback
shall insist that you rest at least
sha will play the pnrt of a villaintwo or three weeks before you f
ed. This fits in with the Amerifcuaug
even commence to work out the
can creed that all screen villains
details. You have been through a
Learn to keep your nnlls attractive,
and villainesses spend their time
i
terrible strain. You can not do
off the screen playing croquet with "STEP LIVELY" IS
theTieels. and the chest la forward,
either
of
bework
the children or knitting. This
any kind,
good
ARTICLE
OF
TITLE
while the stomach is flat; also hold
mental or physical, In the condilief has supplanted an older one,
ABOUT ALBUQUERQUE the head well. You will add more
tion you now are. Dick tells me
which press agents foupht desperSaturday.
"
than an Inch to your height if you
no one will worry you and
that
KhhIa Tlnvennnrfc and Miss ately to keep alive, namely,
this.
"Good reason why!" I Interrupt- Georgia Davenport will give after stage villains were equally sinister
is (he title of an do
Lively"
"Step
Hope. Massage the arms each
ed. "No one knows where we are noon
noma un and dangerous fellows In their pri- article regarding Albuquerque and
at
tneir
reception
using a nourishing cream.
for one thing, and they all know West Fruit avenue.
vate lives.
tourists to Albuquerque which ap- night,
If you have some cucumber exwe haven't a cent for another."
In
Issue
Mounof
the
the
peared
tract beaten into the cream, it will
"Well, never mind the reason. It
tain States Monitor, received at the act as a mild bleach to the tikin.
Is good to know you will not be
chamber of commerce yesterday.
annoyed and can keep all your
The Monitor is the official orgm of
Ktntes
strength for what you have In
tho Mountain
Telephone
,
mind,"
company and Is Issued in large GALLUP ROAD OPEN
That night I prayed as I never
numbers and distributed in all .lecTO AUTO TRAFFIC;
had prayed before. I am almost
tions of the west each month.
By LAURA A. RIRKMAN.
ashamed to tell why.
"The article was written by II. B.
SOUTH ROUTE FAIR
I had been to the store for mothWatkins, former secretary of the
er. Without thinking of myself at
of commerce, who origichamber
The Gallup road has been opened
sired. These are fine.
SOME RECIPES FROM
nated
all, I had put on one of my Felice
lively" as the slogan
Chocolate Cookies: 1 cup granu- of the "step
READERS.
local commerce chamber. to automoliilo traffic after tho restreet dresses. While In the store
1
beat- There Is also an Butoernrihert cut cent
lated sugar,
cup butter,
I heard my name.
heavy rains and nearly 150
The following excellent recipes en egg, 1 teaspoon soda dissolved of "Wat' and Mary PIckford, in ears have
"Isn't that Nan Hardy that was?
arrived here during the
2
In
sour
milk
Reader
take
me
to
were
from
star
(or
sent
which the popular little movie
cup
I heard they had come back here
Friends:
cup sweet milk and 2 teaspoons of says, "your slogan 'step lively, last two days after being held up
to live."
in the bogs in several parts of the
Mrs. J. D. C: Rolled Oats Cook- baking powder), 5 tablespoons co- spells success."
,
"Yes, that Is Nan Mrs. Williams
vanilla extract.
The article Is one of many such road. WhIWj parts of the road are
X think her name
Is now." I half ies: 1 3 cups granulated sugar, coa, 2 teaspoons
4
3
of
acof
2
f,lt
of
were
and
and
lard
cups
which
woman
who
mixed,
types
saw
pinch
a
cup butter
publicity
turned and
are easily accessiMix in the complished by li. n. Watkins dur- still rough, they
knew me well, although she was teaspoon salt, 1 level teaspoon soda flour sifted together.
dissolved in 2 cup of sour milk order jrlven and set in a cool place ing his two years here as secretary ble and autos made the trip yesmuch older than I.
terday and the day before In one
"What does her husabnd do? or buttermilk, 1 beaten egg, 1 tea- till stiff, then roll out and cut. of the chamber of commerce.
Ha must make oodles of money to spoon each of mace, nutmeg anil1 Bake in a quick oven and cover
day from Gallup to Albuquorque.
with white icing.
let her dress like that. Wonder cloves, 8 tea cups rolled oats,
CREEK
IS
Thero is one culvert still out, but
TAJIQUE
1
White Icing for Cookies:
cup
why they come out here to live?" large cup raisins and enough flour
cars are having no trouble passing
.CLOSED FOR TROUT
sugar, 1 tablespoon
"I expect it is to be near her to make a dough Just stiff enough confectioners'
the arroyo.
through
tea2
1
with
board
well,
tomorto
the
Flour
we
handle.
butter,
call
mother.
Suppose
Tourists arriving here over the
FISHING BY GABLE
roll out and cut; place in greased spoon vanilla extracf'stlrred into
row."
southern routo reported yesterday
I turned and went out, my er- pans and bake In. a quick oven it. Boat all well together and
tho roads wero fair, but three
Tallque creek, on tho crest of that
spread.
rand undone. I must continue to about 15 minutes. Cinnamon may
bad places being encountered. One
Fort Wayne Cookies: 2 cups ot the Manzano mountains, has been of
wear my clothes, even though they be used Instead of the mace if de- is near Datil and the other
sugar (white), 1 cup butter, 1 cup closed temporarily for fishing, ac- twothese
near Springer.
lard, 1 beaten egg,
teaspoon cording to information received by
The road to Santa Fe was in fine
salt, 1 oup sweet milk, 1 whole Kstancia valley sportamen, who
yesterday and from the Capnutmeg (grated), 3 teaspoons bak- have applied for a closing of the shape
is said to tie
to I.as
ital
ing powder and enough flour to stream in the hopa of eventually fair. cityTourists Vegas,
are not complainmake a soft dough. Roll out rath- making It good trouting water. The
extent
about the
to
any great
er thick (about 4 Inch) and river will be smckpd with trout fry ing
road from Las Vegas to Raton, as
sprinkle with sugar. Cut In round this fall and it ia thought that with the mud has dried,
the
shapes, press a raisin in the center a closed season of two or three road Is rough In manyalthough
places.
of each cookie, place them In a years, fishermen will be able to
greased pan and bake about 20 have fine sport there.-- ,
minutes In a good oven.
31c
COMPACT ROAD MAP OF
Del Monte sliced yellow cling Peaches, No.
Mrs. O. E. S.: "I wonder It you
18c
would like my recipe for Ice pream, THIS FROCK MAY
Del Monte, sliced ,yellow cling Peaches, No.
DISTRIBUTED
STATE
which everyone says is good? We
BE WORN UNTIE
Del Monte Melba Va yellow cling Peaches,
BY CONTINENTAL OIL
have a qunrt freezer and so that Is
-- 32c
No. 2y2
LAST OF SUMMEE
(
the amount I make, but of course
a larger amount could be made by
"Blazed Trails In New Mexico"
Del Monte Melba
yellow cling Peaches,
1
I
take
this
recipe:
doubling
is the title of a fine road map,
. .18c
. . .No. 1- cups of milk, 4 cup of sugar and
which is being Issued by J. J. Foley,
Del Monte sliced Hawaiian Pineapple, No. 2V2 29c
the yolks of 2 eggs; cook this In a
division manager of the Continental
double boiler till thick and creamy,
Oil company.
The map is an offiMonte sliced Hawaiian Pineapple No. 2 . . . 24c
In
can
freezer
set
the
It
then
cial Rand McNally map of the auto
away
Eel Monte sliced Hawaiian Pineapple, No. 1 15 Vic
to cool. When ready to freeze, I
trails of the state In a small handy
29c
folder.
add 1 cup of cream (not whipped),
Del Monte Apricots, No. 2Vi
I teaspoon vanilla and the whites
The map1 shows the distances be17 Vic;
Del Monte Apricots, No. 1
tween all towns of any size along
of the. eggs stiffly whipped. When
the way, with the altitude and popSunmaid Seeded Raisins, 15 oz. Reg. 35c size ...20c
I make coffee cream I add about
ulation of each town marked. The
cup of strong coffee (I use at
Sunmaid Seedless Raisins, 15 oz. Reg. 35c size. .20c
several
trails are marked by figof
coffee
least a good tablespoon
5c
ures to which a key showing the
Little Sunmaids
to make that amount). And somecolor and sign of the road guides
times I crush 8 macaroons and add
Curtis white meat Tuna Fish in oil, No. 1. . .w. ,41c
Is given. The map also Indicates
those, using 1 teaspoon of vanilla
23c
Curti3 white meat Tuna Fish in oil, No. 12- trails, main auto roads, rivers and
mane
wnen
I wish to
with them,
streams and free camping grounds.
13c
Curtis white meat Tuna Fish in oil, No. Vi
maple Ice cream, I use 4 cup of
Enough of each of the surrounding
41c
maple syrup and no sugar, and use
Curtis Tuna Supreme in Olive oil, No. Vi
Uatates Is diagramed to
indicate
1 cup of milk when making
only
.
.
.22c
where the several trails lead. All
Curtis Tuna Supreme in Olive oil, No.
the custard. I also make strawmountains and Indian reservations
Hors D'Oeuvre"
Curtisola "An Exquisite
berry and chocolate flavor too,
and other points of tourist Interest
from this recipe simply changing
..56c
4 02. glass.
are marked.
the
flavorings."
"An Exquisite Hors D'Oeuvre'"
Curtisola
Miss E.: "Thank you for the fine
23c
recipes you sent me. I appreciate
312 oz. tin
them so much that I am sending
12Vic
Sandwichola, an ideal sandwich spread
you this recipe to print In the col$2.03
umn for other women:
Diamond M Flour, 48-l- b
Plum Olives: Gather green
Wolfes Premium Flour, 48-lb- s
,......$2.05
plums before they begin to change
$1.05
Wolfes Premium Flour, 24-lbcolor, wash them and put them In
a weak brine for 24 hours. Tn the
$2.28
Larabee's Best Flour, 48-l-

5th.

Monday, Sept.
At 8:15 p. m.

CRYSTAL THEATER
A number of complimentary invita-- 1
tions are available for this special
concert. Call, write or telephone for
them, at once. They will be issued
in the order of application.

i
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Fall Hats

W

FFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING

i

Latest Models

1-

Just arrived from our New York Headquarters

2

A....'

$

LADIES' PATTERN HATS, in trimmed and
street wear, which you can choose from Season's

iV

egg-whi- te

.

Popular Styles. The large selection assures every
buyer a becoming model at moderate prices No

matter what you have in mind we show them

Rosenwald's Groce Tote

AT KAHN'S. Come in earjy and get your
while the variety is large v

IV

24

herei

choice?

I..

KAHN'S STORE

1-

-.

109

North First

Opposite Y. M. C. AV
Albuquerque's Best Shopping Place.

1-

s..

bs

'

Larabee's Best Flour,
Boss Patent Flour,
Boss Patent Flour,
Boss Patent Flour,
Boss Patent Flour,

24-l-

48-l-

,.,...$1.17

bs

.

bs

24-lb- s..

12-lbs.- ...

.

...$2.30

$1.20
...$ .70
(.i.$ .40

Sunkist Oranges, Dozen

25c

morning drain and put them In another brine, adding 1 teaspoon of
baking soda to each gallon of water, bring this to the boiling point
ana tne plums will turn to an olive
green color like the regular olives.
Pack at once In hot, sterilized jars
and seal airtight while hot. Let
stand 8 weeks before serving. This
is an old family recipe."

The Men! Purgative.
As a purgative, Chamberlain's
Tablets are the exact thing' re
enough for the
Strong
quired.
most rohust. mild enough for chilOld Monk Olives and Olive Oil
dren. They cause an agreeable
movement of the bowels without
Grandee Olive Butter
BY ELOJSE.
any of that terrible griping. They
are easy and pleasant. toi take and
The
Is fast approaching
time
agreeable In effect.
when organdies, voiles, ginghams
and dotted Swiss frocks must be
laid, away until another summer.
Of course, echooP girls and kiddles
may wear their summer frocks far
Into the fall, but big sister and
mother must begin wearing cloth
frocks and suita very soon. The
silk sports costume, however, may
be worn much later than the wash
frooks, particularly If It Is a allk
Jersey like this one pictured.
This model may be worn until
the last summer day has passed.
It la made on very simple lines
with narrow bands of the materials
forming lattice work on the blouse
and frent of the skirt yoke. Very
short sleeves, a row of covered but
Superior Courses, Superior Instruction, Superior Service. Visit the school and
tons down the front and a fringe
be convinced. Call at the college office for information. Classes now starting.
edge sash are distinguishing fea
tures. A velvet hat Is all that Is
L. A. MAY, Manager.
needed to change this frock from
a midsummer model to an early
fall one.

DEMONSTRATION

Not A Rlomi'.k

intra the perfect appearance of her
complexion. Permanent and temporary
akin troubles are effectively concealed.
Reduce unnatural color and correct!
aVsuyakln. Hiuhly antiseptic

llfERPT. HOPKINS

SON, New

WHERE

QUALITY

Misses' and Child's
School Shoes
Come In soft gun metal
uppers with flexible
all leather soles. Button or lace styles. All
sizes
At only

YorkJ

$1.98
$3.00 Children's
Fine Shoes

.

FALL TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER FIRST TO SIXTH

WATCH FOR OUR WINDOW DISPLAY.

I

Tiylhis
easy way

to heal

.

'

Come In brown kid,
black kid, patent ' kid
In stray
combination
and brown. The best
Rochester makes. Sizes
At only

$1.38

yourskin
A pure ointment

that has brought
joy to thousands
tortured by skin

disorders

RESIHOL
Soolhinq hni Hulinq

$4.00 Grown Girl's
School Boots
For school

street
Inch high top
or

wear. 8
lace boots, with low
Sizes
military heels.
.

2

2,

8,

$2.98

SHOES

ARE SOLD FOR LESS

MB

Up to $5 Value
Misses' and Child's
School Boots
Genuine Calfskin high
lace boots, unexcelled,
for wear and durability
the kind you pay $5
All sizes
elsewhere.
At only

$2.98

301' North First Street.

Every day is bargain day at the Manufacturers' Sale Shoe Store, 301 North
First. There is a bargain for you, you
and you. Just walk 2 short blocks north
on First, off First and Central, and get
it. We Undersell Every Day.

$2.50 Boy's Scout
Shoes

Brown onlv. soft left.
thor uppers, with good
oak soles. All sizes at
only.

$1.85
--

18

2

$1.98
8

$10.00 Values
Women's Fine
Dress Boots
The best grades F. B.
kid. vie! kid and dull
kid to choose from.
Long and short virmps.
All sizes
widths AA
to E.
Louis
and
French heels. A real
at
$10.00 value,
only

$4.98

$6.00 Values
Women's Oxfords

$8.00 Values
Men's High Grade
the
Dress Shoes

Brown
Calfskin,
now
Ball
Straps
Broupe style, low heels,
the Ideal Oxfords for
schoM or street, also
brown kid novelty with
All
arch supports.
sizes, at only.

Genuine vlcl kid with
cushion
Inner soles,
also calfskin In brown
and black. ' English,
or straight
Blucher
lasts, rubber heels. All
sizes
At only

$3.98

$4.95

NEW MASTERS IN SIBERIA PLAYING JAPAN'S GAME
'

k

CAPTAIN FRANCIS

MCULLAGH.

Special
(Toovrioht, 1921)

)

Rival, June

27.

Siberian
MR new masters ot the
the
undoubtedly
ore
coast
Pacific
military
Mikado's
Japanese, but the
who organized the Viaaivu..
lenders
the
-revolution" are keeplns well in
about
so that I can say nothing
however.
deal,
thorn. I can say a good
as tools
bout the Russians who are acting
a
year In
over
of the Japanese, for I spent
officer In the
Kastern Siberia' as a military
Government.
employ of the British
Seme-nnf- f.
of Generals
knowledge
my
I think,
& Co. is greater,
Boldyrev
correspondent
that, that of any
time.
same
the
at
Siberia
who was in
and a sincere
Boldyrev is an honest man
was In the Uta
republican, who in 1918
In the Omsk
afterward
Government and
supGovernment, but some of Kolchak's
too
ejected
liberal,
him
porters, thinking
d'etat.
him by a quite unjustified coup
(Bolsheas
the
criminal
as
was
which
quite
vik cowp d'etat a year earlier in Moscow.
He Is apparently having nothing to do,
Govhowever, with the new Vladivostok
ernment, for he must see very clearly that
It Is dominated by the Japanese.
To describe Semenoff properly I must
make a long digression, else the readers of
this article would think that I was telling
fnlry stories, for the career of this young
man he Is only 26 Is as marvellous, though
not as pleasant, as a fairy tal- The latest news about him to hand while
I write Is a telegram from the Far East
Faying that he has made his appearance off
Vladivostok in a Japanese ship, with a
large staff and a very large quantity of ammunition. The consuls are opposing his
landing, and as he Is not in the good books
either of the English or the Americans It
Is possible that his employers, the Japanese,
But It
will send him back to Port Arthur.
Is fairly certain that he will turn up later
and play a dominant part In the buffer
state which the Japs have founded on the
shores of the Pacific, so that I make no
apology for saying a good deal about him.

T

Conse-nuenl-

lv

er

Semenoff s Pretensions to Leadership in Vladivostok 'Revolution' Offer Poor Screen for Japanese Control of Siberian Pacific Coast, Since He Long Has Been a Paid Tool of the
Mikado Only 26, His Career Stands for All That's Evil in the Life of a Bandit
and MurdererOther Russian Figureheads Rate Little Above the Young
Cossack Whose Mentor Is Son of Famous Japanese General Kuroki
of
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llsh villages on the Scottish border In the
year 1600.
Even as I write this there omes news
to me ot the appearance of a robber band
In one of the large forests "which a new republic in this part of Europe is trying to
sell to foreign capitalists. It Is not in
Esthonla, and I am not going to say where
it is, for these young states are extremely
averse to the circulation of reports which
might keep out foreign capital, but it
would be a nasty jar for a well groomed
gentleman from Wall Street, coming to
eastern Europe to inspect some property,
to be strung np to one ot hie own trees
by a regular Robin Hood band of outlaws,

Warfare in South Russia
Sinks to Level ot 300 Years Ago
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Course Tends
Japan's
'
to Benefit Bolshevism

Czecho-Slovak-

v

GEN

SEMENOFF.

tomed to asnhalt roads. Most of the fight- - other figurehead, and perhaps they would
ing that has been done in Europe and Asia leave the maritime province altogether,
Semenoff, who is of mixed Russian and
Bince the armistice would have amazed
Pnrnhinir. for the armies were gen- - Mongol blood, served with the Verkhneu- erally mobs, there was no staff work at all,- dinsk Cossacks most of them Buriats
commanders in chief did not know at crltl- and rose to the rank of Captain during tne
cal moments where their flanks had gone great war Neither his educat Ion nor his

nn

X?.

w,

also that of Col. Slaughter, likewise 01
the .United States Army, on
have been in SI- 0
ject Both
Jleer. w I There ar
beria and knoW

JtlTi
lllwTh

nee oSThl

that

tnSi

of the consular service wouici prevent tnem
from .Deaktng for publication. There are
also many American and British business
men in Siberia who have very decided
views about Semenoff, but I am not sure
that, with all the cables to Vladivostok in
the hands of the Japanese, any one of them
would like to, speak out.
If the Washington Government were to
publish a blue book giving all the despatches sent to the State Department and
to the War Office about Semenoff from the
middle of 1918 to the present time, It would
be one ot the most, sensational volumes
ever issued by any government press. For
these despatches would prove that Semenoff is in the pay of the Japanese Government and that he Is as bad a brigand as
California ever saw in the forties of the
last century. The publication of such a
book would make impossible Semenoff'. retention of government in the Far East.
The Japanese would have to And some
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Cossack Betrayed Him
.

Bemenon never reouj oumuxiuu
chak7 and Kolchak could never win the

r

-

Semenoff, when at Chita, did not depend
entirely on the Japanese, however, to bal-ance his budget. He had other way.
making money. Holding as ne aia ine
-- tin.
,.wn ve9 Manrhiirln atrnncrlv o-m r-- fcv"
iruilktoi
ia ., T,r.noo trnnn h innidtAd on
collecting the customs there, though he had
no right tT do so. Tnis provea a goia mine
to him, for he could extort as much a. he
liked not only from merchants coming In
but also from merchants going out, particularly from Chinese merchants whose Gov- ernment is so paralyzed by tear ot the Japm

!
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says,

which

7ngB
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it
tde agreemenVand
to take
to itself the

right
S. measures
"reserves
rendered necessary by this
luo

..

.

?
v- fulfil its engagement, especially with
caUon of Japanese
gard to
eubjects. whose losses are fixed so high
that the impecunious Russian, can never
pay It.

.demn

on
part o Qreat
0
Britain."
.
for
JapaneM maa all arrangements BolLeader
Pictured as
Cossack
the
from
Vladivostok
0f
tte pjptare
Red
leaders,
the
arrested
Tijey
gnevlkg
Grovelling Before the Mikado
troops from concentrat- ,.r.venta(i he
the colossal mining and forest
Moreover,
insurgent, to seize the
-tatinn und the arsenal. Vladl- - concessions, which the Japanese are de- .
11.. . T.n.noa nnrt
.1
tnonltns anil which nnhndv "T1 TirBVent
MUtado a
remain weak '
on the Far Eastern republic.
raiglnl. . rangle-hold
W(1 th
d,lre that Russia should
and divided, and it seem, to desire bo still. large Mongol a force for service in Si-- Wors.ot all, Japan is working through
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Interests.
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d
launch from Vladivostok a
!he British Government and
atUck not only on Red Siberia but
by
need have no
when they dropped htm he hired himself. even on Red Russia, but it
The japanese want to keep
f
f
-- "
...... .u- - .
another ad In- -fllrhtln - one
,t
.t i i.ui-uis. unaer iubbb uRuumu.
1a
11 any 01 tne wnue
and
"Government"
which
flnltum,
lous to say that the
the
successful
too
are
against
he controls at Vladivostok is a Russian in it., pay
of them, for a
Government: it is as much under the Ml-- Bolshevik, it will get rid
or Red, 1.
White
whether
Russia,
Forof
Government
as
the
thumb
strong
kado's
the Ml- world
that
the
in
last
a
will
the
thing
stand
Americans
poor
rnosa, and
one
idea
It.
desire..
Government
ot
out
it kadq's
chance of getting any concessions
Pacific coast really
It those concessions conflict with Japanese I. to make the Russian
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behind him the might ot Japan, the only
that . really counted in Siberia tor
--t- ry
..
Mil
Utn (Iia
.u u.""u
it couiq sena 11.
Maritime Province in the course ot a
month, a teat which neither America nor
England could possibly do. If Japan had
to crush the Bolshevik, it
the Japanese Government cr'uldVve done .0 easily in 1918. If it had
no m Mm than
the niiv rAllv wanted to assist the "Supreme Ruler"
,
.i- - .
1. ....14 km inntoil l1m in the Kremllh ih

tartttohtat
t.

J

rnl llTrlT.l WJL'Z?Z;JI

..
v,
wiu ici
lniamry wuunw,
with high had t not been for the war which
ot;mistake was committed-sometl- mes
the happiest results, the enemy being in an accounted for very rapid promotion of
even worse muddle.
regulars In all the belligerent countries.
Battles became affairs of psychology He saw a little service on the European
rather than of strategy. Swift advances front and then returned to the Far East
Influence o old
by small bodies of badly armed troops .where he fell under the
scared the life out of large bodies ot bet- - ,oen. Knorvat, tne neaa oi me wun
ter armed troops and led to the loss of Eastern Railway and a strong reactionary.
thousands of square miles of territory. With financial help from Khorvat he
But it never led to any such loss of life formed in northern Manchuria a curious
as took place during the battles ot the military outfit comprising Russian boys of
Mongols
great war. Not more than a thousand peo- - IB and 17, Chinamen. Coreans,
was 1918. This varie- This
and
for
Japanese.
two
battles
the
fell
great
during
pie
0msk in the autumn ot 1919, and the Polish gated gang could do nothing against the
.loss on the occasion ot their great battle Bolsheviks, though the latter were very
s
for Warsaw was ludicrous.
AH this is preliminary to a short deas Chita. There
scription of Ataman Semenoff, who, ac- a way for Semenoff as far
of
.... ...the
cording to a telegram received here yes- Semenoff ,reigned,. under
....protection
. 1.
Tr
terday from Berlin, has been appointed by
the Japanese as head of the new "Russian" Government in Vladivostok. If this
Russian rfflcen .and a good many
news is confirmed it means that Gen.
Boldyrev, who is an honorable man, has
refused to let himself be used any longer population was against him. He is in the
as a flgurohead by the Japanese military same position- now at Vladivostok.
leaders. But it will certainly arouse susSemenoff Regularly Subsidized
picion in England and America as to this

.off,

nor write, and
leaders on both sides two years ago in
South Russia and Siberia had never l"lsen
r
in the
army above the rank of Captain, while very many of them had been
only N. C. 0.8, privates and officers' servants. Gen. Gaida, the great Czecho-Slovaleader in Siberia, had been only a stretcher
bearer. Gen. Slrovt had been a lawyer's
clerk. Gen. Sakharov, the commander in
chief ot all Kolchak'. armies, had never
been considered fit for more than a cap
taincy during the great war, and h'l. bandling of the Omsk retreat showed that he
ought never to have been anything more.
Sometimes good men rose to the top, a.
always happens during revolutions, but a.
a rule it was the mud at the bottom that
rose, owing to the complete demoralization
ot the armies, on the principle, I suppose,
that a brawny teamster with a voice like a
foghorn is better fitted to control a mule
outfit on corduroy forest tracks than an expert and gentle voiced motor driver, accu-

ww

fcu--

Czecho-Slovak-

In the same way the warfare in Siberia,
South Russia, Poland, the Ukraine and the
Caucasus sank during the last three years
to the level of the warfare waged 300 years
ago. The Ukrainian villages are all fortified and lighting against each other, the
fighting being often for cattle and pigs instead of for high purposes ot Imperial
policy, and being sometimes conducted
(this, I admit, is an anachronism) with
deartillery and machine guns and armored Vladivostok Government's claim to
motor cars abandoned by the wreck of the scribe itself as Russian. I would like, for
Czar's great army and worked by peasants instance, to have the opinion of Gen.
host. The military leader, are very often
private soldier .whose staff work is a.
primitive as Tamerlane s.
Budenny theBoshevikc

.

Czecho-Slovak-

Is
Full of Ugly Adventure

h

thorlUes to have It entirely to themselves.
But after the train, had started a Japanese
Major who spoke English Insisted, despite
all protests, on forcing his way into it and
taking the beat seat. There was naturally
a row, in the course of wblch the Major
drew a revolver, but was knocked down
uuu Acyt c ywDuuci till
vi
wen laypctif JLcCCaac" ,
Journey,
Man of Superior Sort
I Introduce this question of the JapaGen.
KappeU, also said by the telegrams
nese because it is intimately bound up
with the question ot Semenoff, who is only to have been concerned in the Vladivostok'
A
a tool in the hands of the Japanese. It revolution, was of a different type.
Estho- he rules in Vladivostok the Japanese will business man by profession and an
The Moncrol Leader Robs
be masters of the port, and American busl- - nian by nationality, he was till 1914 the repSamara.
in
of
a
German.rm
resentative
Bv Means of Armored Motor Train ness will be firmly but politely frozen out.
ne enTo continue, however, my account ot At the beginning of the great war
Brown
steed
had
his
Dick Turpin
trusty
Semenoff. In 1919 be had a most violent tered the army as an ensign, but at the
Bees, but Semenoff robbed in an up to date row with Ko'.chak, who denounced him for end of the war he was a Colonel of artils
took Saway by means of an armored train, in holding up ammunition and whom he in lery. When the
at the
there
which he patrolled the railway line be- turn defied,
was
who
living
greatly to the delight of the mara, Kappell,
tween Chita and the Manchurlan border. A Japanese, to whom Kolchak was not suf- time, collected 600 men round him and
Scandinavian merchant who had accumu- ficiently subservient.
In July, 1919, the helped them to capture Simbirsk and
rubles
lated a large sum of money during many
Japanese sent a military mission to Omsk Kazan, as well as 165,000,000 gold
years passed In Siberia and who had in order to treat with the "Supreme Ruler," which the Reds were carrying about in
hidden that money while the Bolsheviks who refused to have
anything, to do with railway trucks.
were in power in Siberia got it together them, however, when it was explained to
In November, 1918, he was in Ufa, having
s
cleared
the
had
after the
him that before any help was sent he must now attained the rank of General, and in
Transslberlan in August, 1918, and reached write a most servile letter to the Mikado, 1919 he was again at Ufa forming a new
Chita with it. Knowing that he could not throwing himself metaphorically at that division.
I saw him near Ufa in May,
get into China without Semenoff's knowl- monarch's Teet and imploring his assist- 1919, and thought htm one of the best
of the Russian Generals businesslike, unedge he took the bull by the horns, called ance.
'
on the Ataman and laid the case before
was
wearied, careful of his men.
on
in the year great pressure
Later
him. It is presumed that he offered Seme- brought to bear on Japan by England and
When the Red wave swept over the Urals
before it, but
noff a portion of his fortune, for that cnlef-taiFrance, with the result that Semenoff and in June, 1919, he was swept
treated him very hospitably and in- Kolchak .became nominally friends. The during the terrible winter retreat from
sisted on bringing him right to the frontier former was given the rank of General he Omsk which followed he showed great
Kolchak was
In the famous armored train. He was last had
previously given himself the rank of bravery and resource. When
seen being ceremoniously ushered into the Ataman and invited to come to the Ural captured near Irkutsk, KappeU, seeing that
train by Semenoff, amid an armed guard front with his Cossacks. He accepted the nothing could be done but to save as many
He
of Cossacks, all saluting respectfully.
rank and still retains it, but he never of his saaiy aiminisnea lurce
was never seen afterward, nor was his moved from Chita, and. when Kolchak fell crossed Lake Baikal on the ice, taking
hours to do it and getting his
noney. Next day Semenoff returned alone he was unable or unwilling to assist him. forty-eigh- t
o Chita, and he ever afterward discouraged
His soldiers succeeded in
He did indeed, come as far as Irkutsk in feet frozen.
Red Cross
iny Inquiries about that Scandinavian and hie armored train, but, being extremely bad carrying him to a Czecho-Slovaot the lake, but
Ms gold.
other
.side
on
the
retreat
train
to
had
he
as a military leader,
Sometimes Semenoff went so far that his
several days afterward the unfortunate
again and soon had to flee to Japan.
remonstrate
to
had
'apanese employers
of rule in Irkutsk General died. His name is mentioned as
His
short
period
gently with him. He stopped on one occa-lio- showed him to be not only a bad soldier that of one of the leaders that recently
an English officer in uniform and took but an inefficient administrator. When took Vladivostok, but the mistake is probnoney from him, but a vigorous complaint the villagers complained he sent among ably due to the fact that his troops, though
from the British commander led to an them punitive expeditions, which robbed they had dwindled to a small band, still
tpology from him and a return of the loot. ftnd burned lika tne Germans in Belgium. retain the name of their beloved leader.
He had at least a dozen misunaersianamgs
with the American troops, and on one occasion the Americans were on the point of
opening fire on him. He made trouble
s
every time
with the gallant
they passed, and on one occasion Gen.
Gaida was compelled to send him a public
ultimatum couched in the most violent language the only sort of language which
By CAPTAIN FRANCIS M'CULLAGH.
Semenoff understood. In September, 1918,
'
I travelled from Harbin to Ekaterinburg in
In other words, the white race, as repreCorrespondence.')
(Special
sented
Galda's train, along with Major Slaughter,
by various Russian Cossack chiefs,
York
Herald.
Nbw
Thb
1921,
ly
who are really bandits and adventurers,
the American military representative, and Copyright,
RevaIu June IS,
while passing through Semenoff's territory
occupies about the lowest rung on the ladwe had to "stand to" all night, under arms,
der in Mongolia and eastern Siberia, The
will
APAN'S proceedings in Siberia
In view of information we had received to
Japanese and Chinese are using them
counIn
that
Bolshevism
rather help
the effeot that the Ataman contemplated
against the other. Dressed in skins and
I
than otherwise, and may end in, rags and seldom sober, for the Japs keep
an attack on ns.
try
While passing through SemenofTs tern- - a war between Japan and America. The them well supplied with firewater, their
tory Gen Knox the BrltlBh commander in
Government has now demanded wild followers are rapidly degenerating to
j the AT
u condition .( savages, and the well
WW th.
80Ialer mounting Runru
thrno imnort&nt DOintB. Khabarovsk,
dressed, well equipped Japanese leader
whn, other soldler8 examined the Sf.
latter regard them with contempt. drlw
and Ch ta--the
h
,
Thta naturally led to a vigorous
d
That the Japanese will keep them In that
the rt of the BrItiBn General, manto -- its
condition as long as possible may be relbbled and ex.
e
h h
garded as certain. But the result ot it all
lalMd tey never really apologized. After
will be that most ot the Russian peasant!
Omsk
at
Government
olchak formed
will be driven to side with the Bolsheviks,
semenoff continually stopped ammunition,
Thi
kiwi.
"
and that the whole of eastern Siberia will
"V"
for the Russian
MnlDment
Vr'" tront This elicited
fall into Japanese hands. The Japanese
will make the most of the present disot the most vlolent complaints from
nurnosei
turbed state of Europe, with Germany
u,8h ftnd Amerlcan Generals who
tor lts own
still the
.nnnortInir Kolchak.
crushed, France nearly bankrupt and Eng- T
somehad
u
on
and
went
probabiy
.v Fnuiish and Italian lad handicapped by conditions in Ireland,
th
te t0 1
"Supreme
t0 do ,n tho end wltn
,
!,
the sunDort Egypt and India,
The Japs are behaving, however, with
Rulert.. downfaU.
e grrfn to White
Oua7d
Uke Semenoff and Ungern.
Associated Witt Kolcnak

t Is generally
afraid
making any. protest in such cases.
On one or two occasions when wealthy
Chinese merchants had been robbed and
murdered by Semenoff at the frontier it
did protest vigorously but nothing came of
the protests. The Swedish Government also
protested on account of the robbing of some
Swedish merchants who were leaving
Siberia with a large sum of money when
they were plundered by Semen'off's Cossacks and afterward found dead in a wood.
Nothing came of this either.
anese and their proteges that

be-Gen. Semenoff, Cossack
leaderlong reputed to the
for
as
a
figurehead
paid tool of the Mikado and now regarded
Japanese in the Far Eastern Republic of Siberia.

Young Semenoff's Career

Semenoff is a figure that can hardly be
paralleled In European history of any later
dateUhan the wars of the Spanish Succession. He Is a "throwback" produced by
the complete demoralization of Russia and
by the abrupt retrogression of all Europe
as a result of the great, war. Tbtt retrogression has gone on to an extent which
would have been considered quite Impossible ten years ago. It has brought back
the powerful German peopl9 to the stage
In which they jwere warring with the
Poles, and the Au.trlan people to the stage
In which they were contending not with
the French and the English bnt with the
scattered Slavonic tribe on their frontier.
Highwaymen are now the curse of several
remote parts of Germany, as they were
three hundred years ago, and some of the
country houses have had moats built
n round them again and watchmen sta- tioned on the walls in order to give warn- approach of raiders. Isolated
lng or-th- e
debatable land
villages in the Prusso-Polls-

When workmen complained he had them
stripped, tied up and scourged. He murdered, robbed, burned and misgoverned like
a medieval German Baron. The Brittsh
officers who were attached to his "court"
sent the strongest protests on this suDject
to their superiors, and the American officers did the same, but there was no improvement and most of the foreign officers
left. This is the man" whom the Japanese
have had In their pay for the last three
years and whom they mean to run as their
candidate for the Presidency of the Far
Eastern Republic. In my opinion Lenine
is a much more respectable person.
Semenoff Is married, but having; annexed
a woman in a cafp of Kharbin, the worst
Bink of iniquity in the Far East, he has
made her share his "throne."

Japanese, moogu ucmMuanj.
Monarchist or S. R. or Menshevlk.
But whatever it be Japan will rule the
roast Even in 1919, when there were
American, British, French and Italian
ana
troop, in Siberia, the Japanese soldiers
officer, behaved as though they were cock.
"
ot the walk
foreign
contempt with
officer, conld be cited by the .core. On
ot- one occasion at Harbin four American
fleer, had taken a compartment in a rana
and
for
it
getting
car
paying
by
way
au- proper authoriwtion trom the raUway

""."f
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soul. One of these is Gen. Semenoff,
is only a figureheadjn the hand, of
Ieroclous, Capt. Kurokl, the clever son ot Field Mar- extremely
.
AnBnkov. whose hal Kuroki. the conqueror at the battle
'"u uun-uo-r
.
.
Remnnoff Is a very Ignorant
U,UT.
.m
e
ul .hrecora as
' .
.
. .
.
t.:w
earn him the respectful admiration ot the young Cossack ana almost a savage, Duinis
him
tor
and
his
rewritten
are
priclamatlons
M tlme bad man 0f Texas,
attacked tna new Mongolian army, military plans drawn up by Kuroki; who
at hi.
fearlng arrest by the Japanese, speak. Russian well and i. always
sent by hi.
refug)j ftt the head,inarters of the elbow. Semenoff is occasionally
chlneB9 Mp8ditionary force in Mongolia, master to Tokio in order to grovel before
Afterwai.d he proceeded to Pekin in order the Mikado, who, though now, a. is wellwith the assistance 01 tne known, suna into a lecnargic ami umit0
Waf Mlnlgtry there pians ror a campaign witted condition, is generally pleased at
who on his .Ida seeing a white man grovelling before him
aga,ngt
lalmed a generai mobilization with- in a posture ot abject abasement.
-- ettlnK
Another big Russian figure in the Far
Bmgia recruit
h
Into Mon- - East ie Gen. Khorvot, a large, easy, affable
XJU, ventnring northward again
.. .
,
v tv. T.n)ll
with a lone trrav beard, who la at the
and
nese and hi. band
,In Pekin !. head ot the Chinese Eastern Railway
Harbin
in
made
his
who
th.'
headquarter,
a
now
Bttting
thre l
whIch bg,
ieaged by Rusgla Ubm ch!na
MongoUan Prince., who are
chlnege m.
other
""
Russian and consequently formed an ad- a
erument, a plan ot campaign tor armng mlrable No Man,g Land for adventurous
ova. m
politicians ana financier.,
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WOOD ACCEPTS

OF PHILIPPINES

ZR-- 2

IN

KILLED

VISIT OF COLLINS

"JIBOUNAS" ARE LATEST FAD

FIVE

B ODIESO

GOVE BNOOSHIP

"

TO DUBLIN DRAWS
GREAT ATTENTION

WRECK INTERRED

(By The

General Says Seriousness of Wnii "n1nd. Sent, i (by the
of
Press). The bodie
Situation Rises Above Associated
- iAMnrln.
Molflanit ATlA four
Personal Wishes: Asks other officer and men, British
were
ZR--

Dubltn, Sept. 2 (by the Associ
The visit of Michael
Collins, Sinn Fein minister of commerce and commander-in-chie- f
of
th Irish republican army, is at.
tractlng great attention here. It
has been announced that Mr. Col
lin purposes to address a meeting
at Armagh Sunday.
A r maun la the d strict in which
th Orange association was first or- ganlred, and orangement are declared to regard the' visit there of
Mr. Co,lins as an invasion of their
territory by a "rebel."
Mr. Collins was elected to the
northern parliament for Armagh.
Sir Edward Carson, the Ulster
leader In forecasting the attitude
of his followers on the establish
ment of the northern parliament.
said they would keep ' rebels ' out
or ineir province. Accordingly it is
considered as likely that orange- men win take as a challenge the
visit of a man who, a the republican army's commander-in-chiis
edited in Ulster with belne the
chief organizer of physical force.
Armagh is a city which observes
Sunday strictly a It is observed in
Scotland, where political meetings
are barred. Sunday's meeting is to
be preceded by a procession, and
the hope was expressed today that
the leaders in the movement would
confine It to th nationalist Quar
ter of the city.
In some quarters here the belief
is expressed that the visit of Mr.
Collins to Armagh will likely lead
to visits by Sinn Fein members of

--

J
disaster,
victims of the
Interred here today in a piox o
htf- thn air mm
K UUIIU .nw.h.u'
I'"' were . burled
(By The AwoclRtrd Prem.)
in a grave
They
letry.
2
(by the AssociatManila, Sept.
enougn to accommooaie
large
dug
ThA crave will be
Gen. Leonard
Kni
ed Press.) MaJ.
Wood today announced his accept-an- o reopened to admit any other bodies
of the post of governor gener- found A and a monument win
.pk
mruvou
nice
i
nrnnARAInn inciuaea
'iTmarnl
al of the Philippines, tendered him
ft firing party of a hundred men
by President Harding.
.
v,
irofl.rt airdrome, and f
General Wood notified Secretary t
of War Weeks that he would retire contingent from the American de
frnm th armv to accent the gov- - tachment In Howden.
morahlo. He said he believed It
to be his patrlotio duty to accept
the position, owing to tne senoua TO
ness of the situation in the Philip

for Assistants.

.

.

V.

START ROADS

General Wood said he probably
would not aslc retirement from the
army until his appointment
general of the Phillpplnei
the senate
had been confirmed by out
the folGeneral Wood gave
conneclowing statement today In
tion with his acceptance:
the governor-.vi- .
"I desire to accept
Kno.iao t hoiiRve the serious'
ness of the situation rises superior
to my personal wishes. I feel ttiat
to accept
It is my patrlotio duty
assume the
and I will undertake tosoon
as pun
duties of the ottice as

450

WORTH

At

Predl.)

A'tot-tate-

ef

IP DILL PUSSES

lav.... v,l-r- f
.nd flltv thou
s:.nd dollars of federal aid work
nar h. nnmmtnPftl this fall, and
$1,700,000 more can be started next
snrlnir. If the federal road bill
.11.1. i
congress Biter m rutcoo,
passes
.I
.n.n,a malA htf TC. H
to plans decided upon
According Wnnds-Forbcommis Wheeler, superintendent of the fed
4A,r thA
sion will leave Manila for China
bv" Dr.
rArelven
- ,
IVVKII.IJ
H O III far.Ar.lfi
September 10, tnence proceeam
to Japan and returning here about TTiirhiM rAnrlnnal director at can
for this district,
n.inhn. in W. Cameron Forbes, Francisco
.I1I
urn.
IV O
u, ...... n tn mm
Will k.' imah
who with General Wood has Just
n
than nsn (inn worth
or
lnvesuKauun
tour
a
rnmnleted
tVia Island
nrohablv will COn of worK tnis lau, an m
' "
timio tn the united States after the work contempiatea wmra
told
Koir.nr
Mr.
Wheeler
.nnw.linB."
leaving Japan.
"There Is
A Bynopsis of the mission s re the regional director.
.
In thn PhlliD A.niirvVi AtHaH ItmrLT Tl IlUnRIl LU UUU
nnrltlnn
President i 700.000 to this amount in the
pines will be cabled to before
I
ffAtlA."
a
nT1.f.n lnn
the
Harding, It is expected,
1YJ.I.
I llCOIl--l o .v. . v. c ' " ' mission departs from China.
a
retailed reDort will nmhai mill hn nresented before
sonata committee when it meets
he made to President Harding by
General Wood after his return to aeln after- the recess. In an , atManila.
tempt on tne part or ine joaa ou
has requested Bee reau to secure a greater approprla
General Wood
Wo- - Wookn to detail Col
ll.H
Mr. Wheeler pointed out In his
UUC1E, wani,
i i ci i n .t?v Mpf!nv. Gordon
Tnhnafnn Mill TSdward ji Bowdltcn answer to ur. nugnes mav
.If nakBAi4 afiAr the
and Lieut. Norman R. Wood to act n.iM.An.l.llnn
as assistants to tne governor gen n.jijjiwijiiiniuiii
recess, would not be of such im
eral.
mediate value to isew raexiuo
win. th. oTcentlnn of Lleuten it. .n,.i aA it Kann naMil before
roads
ant Wood all these officers, who the a.recess.
Many proposed
AAttanlaiail
w
are members of the mission, saw coma .nave town my
service in the Philippines and are
familiar witn.n tne lsiana concmiona
Iter, but now preliminary work
Mindanao and SulU must; do. aeiaycu uhui omih.
.aniaii Moros
are
aii
v - wnn n
"
v t nun
threatening
mo viimi
where the
.u
whtrh will sV.mmencea
serious trouble.
dlsCUSSCd
will He
A.Mrillnff in thA nlflnfl
bill
the
if
passes,
this
fall,
.
. that
i . .
Jo' nston and .Bowdltch .Deiow me winier
bhuw it..
McCoy,
iiw
be interrupted
not
need
will be assigned to duty in various the work
nf mnv or cold weath
governkv finri-u- .
departments of the InsularWood
will er. The balance, $1,700,000,
lies
ment, while Lieutenant
v.
eovernor
nidn to the
general. above the snow line and work on
to
considered
forbidden
are
be
not
it could
seriously
Army officers
hold civil offices, but the governor until spring.
general may assign them to duty
as assistants in tne various aeparv NEW PRESIDENT OF
ments.
I

es

the northern parliament to their
districts In Ulster.
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at work

ARIZONA UNIVERSITY
FOOTBALL TEAM HAS
." bis nanier mache dolls with wonder eyes and tfsr Mrs,
novulty introduced in th aast. Tbey hav been mad by
SIX GAMES ARRANGED
Davis of New York for display at a society circus at
Long Island.
(By Tha AMnclated Frew.)

Mrs. Stewart Davis
"Jlbonnaa

ar the latest
Mrs. Stewart
Southampton,

no

THE GREAT PARAMOUNT
PICTURE WEEK OPENS

SEI

EVERYWHERE

SOLELY TO BE

--

A

FREE UNION

v

(By Tbi Aaaoelated Fraas.)
Dublin, Sept. 2. A statement,
which In view of the status of the
peace negotiations may be signifi
cant, appears in the Irish Bulletin,
official organ of tne Dan fcireann.
"Ireland makes but one condi
tion," says the paper, "that it be
a free union. The long antagonism
between Ireland and
England
arose solely from England's at
of
tempt to make tne subjection
Ireland the first condition of tne
exalliance which should naturally
ist between them. Whatever qualifications of complete political and
are made
separation
STATE COLLEGE TO economical
necessary by physical and historiMEET FARM BUREAU cal facts will be acceptable to Ireland, provided they are consonant
principle of 'government
Las Cruces. N. M.. Sept 2. Dr. with the
consent of the governed.' "
Harry L. Kent, Incoming president by the
of the New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanio Arts, who ARIZONA WILL HELP
has
will arrive here
tonight,
IN FIGHT FOR CUT
been invited to meet members oi
the Dona Ana county farm bureau
IN FREIGHT RATES
at their meeting in the Temple of
next
after
Agriculture
Saturday
Phoenix, Aril., Sept. 2. D. F.
nnon.
Leslie Glllett, engineer for the Johnson, chairman of the state
today said
state highway commission, also will corporation commission,
although the commission had
attend the meeting as a represen that
tatlve of the commission to answer not yet been officially informed ot
Questions that may be asked reia' the proposal of Gov. Oliver Shoup
tive to the state1 highway policy. of Colorado for a concerted action
of the on the part of western states to
particularly as to No. 11 amendsecure ft reduction In freight rates,
constitutional
proposed
would lend
ments which authorizes the issue the Arizona commission course.
Mr.
and sale of bonds not to exceed Its fullest aid to such a
$2,000,000 for the purpose of proi Johnson said that the only infor
so
viding funds for tha construction mation on the situation received
and improvement oi state nign far was that contained in press
ways and to enable the state to dispatches.
Mr. Johnson said that he undermeet and secure allotment of fed'
eral aid fundi to aid In carrying stood the presont movement would
seek to have the advance in rates
on this work.
The program arranged for the authorized by the Interstate Comconference, which will be presided merce Commission when the roads
over by Judge A. 8. J. Eylar, presl were turned back to the private
dent of the farm bureau. Includes owner, eliminated.
Ha said he believed especial at- the following Items:
tentlon would be given to the rates
Discussion and formation of
on agricultural products.
county road policy:
Discussion of the proposed $80
000 bond issue for county road In
Dona Ana county, and
Discussion and recommendations
in regard to the proposed amend'
ments to the constitution of New
Mexico.
-

CAMPING PARTIES TO
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
THE DOUBLE HOLIDA

..t.ll

elt-in- d

from noon today until Tuesday
peoius, wni u
morning tor many number
of short
a
for
the occasion
.
I
. . r. find
"
" fiahiTI?
Ilea "mrtt
CftmpiHfi tlfVl ll.a
nearby
hunting trips into the
y
of
mountains. A number
picnics in the Sandtas will be taken
.

one-da-

on Monday, Labor day.
A party of hunters and fishers
will leave at 1 o'clock this afternoon for a trip to the Peros, rethe city on Tuesday
turning to The
party Is composed
morning.
of Hiram Cudanac, J. tl, uimeri,
hi TtruiiATyia
F." F. Landolf

PlnrAnnA

nrunsfeld.

William Roy, Dave
RIttenhouse ana wimam sganzmt
TTTT- - rmT.TfW'T.
Th nntnr "Wnrlr. mv friends.
Is the lot of man! Man was sent
into tnis world to earn ni iivm
by the sweat of his brow. You
1.

Jt'iM 't
Ailam WAlkintf flhOIlt
ln
the Garden of Eden with his ht nds
In his pocket!"

VlFEjAKES

Me
wawjesf
Hrinlt

FOREST FIRE

CASE
PAYMENT
BY
SETTLED
OF COSTS OF FIRE

Settlement out of court of a for'
est fire trespass by Silas Darnell,
Jr., high school student of Belen
has just been obtained by the for
est service.
mm
mr
On May 17, according to forest
service officials, tne students anq
teachers of the Belen high school
held a cicnio In Trlco canyon In
the Maniano mountains and during
this picnic a forest fire was started,
considerable Investigation!
and delidousness theAfter
forest service charged young
with the responsibility of
have made Ward's Orange- - Darnell the
fire, and gav him an
starting
to settle the case out
Crush, Lemon -- Crush and opportunity
court by payment of the costs
Lime-Cru- sh
the largest sell of
of putting out the fire and the
This settlement
ing carbonated fruit drinks ha. inaf damage.
han secured.
case
la the last of
The Darnell
in the world.
four cases wnlcn nava Deen prose,
cuted bv forest service official
In bottle or at fountain
On
of th
during the summer.
other cases was traoed to two
Bottled by
small bovs. who had started the
near TIJeras "Just to sea what
Coca Cola Bottling Company fire
it would do." They were zinea sio
each. The other two case wer
Phone 289
against farmers, who had permit
ted a brush-woo- d
fir to escape
Railroad Tracks and Fruit Ave, their control. These case were
dismissed upon payment of th cost
of extinguishing the fir and th
court costs.
In all. twelve fire hav occurred
on the Manzano and Zunl forests
during tne summer, which la con
sidered a very aood record for
dry season such a the forest had
during th first part of th sum
mer.

-- CRUS
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PUBLIC DEBT GROW.
k n In
WftBhfartnn Rati
crease of (t51.0B2.668 in'tha public
debt during the month of August
wo Biuiuunecu today oy tn treas
ury.
The nublio debt was .23.SS2.
328,666 at the end of August. The
increase during the month, treas
urv officials .TnlalnaH xumm Hiia
principally to issuance of treasury
ceruncaie in excess oi maturities

on on of th Jibonnaa.

Husband's Advice

And Is Made Well Again

byLydiaEPinkham's
Vegetable Compound

Swimrfleld. Mass. "The doctor
told my husband that I had to have an
operation, oiner- wise 1 woum do a
sickly woman and
couldnot have any
more children on
account of my
weakened condition. X refused to
have the operation. My husband
asked me to try
Lydia E. Pink,
ham's Vegetable
For
Compound.
the first four months I could do but
to
little work, had he down most of the
time, and was very nervous, but my
husband was always reminding me to
take the Vegetable Compound, which
I did. Of my eight children this last
one was the easiest birth of all and I
anrchankful for your Vegetable Com.
pound. I recommend it to my friends
when I hear them complaining about
M. NatajLe, 72
their ills. "-Fremont St, Springfield, Mass.
women
make unhappy
Sickly, ailing
'a
homes, and after reading Mrs.
letter one can imagine how this
home was transformed by her restoration to health. Every woman who suffers from such ailments should give
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
a fair triaL It is surely worth
while.

MONDAY

In the moving picture Industry
the week of September 4 to 10 is
Paramount week, and will be cele
brated In no fewer than seven thou.
sand motion picture theaters in the

United States. From Easton, Me.
to San Diego, Calif.; from Seattle
to Key West, there Is not a town of
importance that will not join in
this big annual demonstration of
the better motion pictures,
solid week, these thousands of
theaters will show nothing
Paramount nlaturcs.
That this huge number of mo
tlon tiicture exhibitors can be mar
shalled for the showing of a single
brand of pictures in their theaters
for seven consecutive days, to the
exclusion of all others, is made
possible through the resources and
system of an organization wnicn,
lefs than ten years old, is one oi
the wonders of the business world,
cor
The Famous Players-LasK- y
poration, the company that pro
duces and distributes Paramount
pictures, is an organization of more
than SdOO Dermanent employes. It
Is a union of several of the larger
companies which were pioneers
the Droductlon and distribution
type
the modern, or multiple-ree- l,
nf nirtura. It is backed by million
in capital and transacts a third of
what mav be called tne wnoiesaie
husiness of the film industry. Its
retail clients embrace nearly threeO
minrtera nf fill the exhibitors
motion pictures in the oountry, and
u salesmen
thev are served by
onerat na- from thirty prancn oi-

ion

flcp.

The vast studios and laboratories
where this company produce its
Paramount pictures for the enter
tainment of America's millions are
located in Los Angeles, New York
and London. In these centers are
of the
gathered together the pick
brains and
literary and dramatic
directors
Its
world.
aenius of the
thA landers In the profession
Its actors represent the cream of
stage and screen talent Its writers
include many of the most widely
read authors and most successful
dramatists of the present day. Sir
Jame M. Barrie, Sir Gilbert
Parker, Edward Knoblock, Robert
Hichens, Elinor CHyn, Henry Arthur Jones, Avery Hopwood, Mer-wl-E.
Phillips Oppenhelm, Samuel
W. Somerset Maugham, Joseph
Conrad and Harvey J. O'Higgins
are but a few of th celebrities that
this company ha brought Into the
movies.
Twenty separate producing units,
each with It own players, direotor
and assistant director, cameramen
and scenario writers, are constantly at work at th studios. These
ar augmented by an
worker
army of archlteets, Interior decorators, costume designers, carpenter, electricians, property men
Hn.
artist and artisan In every hunThe property room contain
dred of thousand of pieces, from
rare antiques and precious art object down to th simplest utilitarian article.
What this Immense organisation,
with It unlimited resources, and
it constant flow of product, th
market affords,
best that th
means to th country' exhibitors,
ha been thoroughly appreciated
by them from time to time, and
never more than during the past
few months when general business
conditions have brought to them
their full share of worries. What It
means to the general public may
be realized, In ft measure, by tens
of million of American picture
lovers during Paramount week.

in
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PICTURE FIRMS JOIN
TO CUT DISTRIBUTION
COSTS IN BUSINESS

Mrs.

(By Tha Afsorlatcd Prats.)

Chicago, i Sept. J. A $60,000,000
pro.
merger of two motion picture mid-die
duclng firms to eliminate the
man or distributor was
of
here today by officials
the Associated First National Pictures, Inc., and th Associated Producers company.
It Is th purpose, It was declared by Thomas H. Ince, to lower
cost of distribution by a "producer to exhibitor" plan under the
new
combine.
. IwbTfMMlalalMtl
Movie men whose name appear
CATARRH
on the contract are Robert Leiber,
III thA
Harry Schwalbe, eora-tar- y
.BLADDER president;
and treasurer of th First
Thomas
H. Ince, Mack
National;
Sennett, 3. Parker Reld, H, O.
Maurlc
Davie, Oscar A. Price,
Tourneour and other of the As
BmrnqfeomHrMIt sociated
Producers,

LAST

DAY

In which you can buy these new season able merchandise at such remarkable
low prices. Many of these specials are for school children and we feel that
today. TODAY ONLY.
every mother should read this list carefully and come
merchandise.
unsalable
over
left
Everything we
with
items
these
confuse
Don't
offer is new, the season's latest. Our buyer is now in the market and we are
receiving: new goods daily. During: this sale
NO APPROVALS
NO C. O.D.'s
NO DELIVERIES

$10.00 SLEEVELESS DRESSES AT

$5.85

All Wool Jersey Jumper Dresses. The latest novelty for ladies and misses;
for school wear. Colors, black, brown, navy and
very economical and practical Ladies'
sizes 36 to 44.
to
12
sizes
Misses'
18;
red.
Vnr rrirlsv snprifll sale onlv
X)tJJU
SILK SWEATERS
$10.00 Silk Sweaters, all colors and
C?C QO
all sizes
Today Special.

eJtU

SCHOOL DRESSES
$3.00 Children's and, Misses' School
Dresses; genuine Amoskeag Gingham;
ia
o!m

i

98c

SCHOOL SHOES
Children's and Misses' School Shoes;
black and brown, kid or calf skin
J
Broad nature toes; $2.50 to
QQ
$3.00 values, for

4)xt0

post-seaso-

MISSES' HOSIERY

Extra fine quaiity mercerized lisle hose,
Back seam. ..Jugt Like Bip. sisters."
Jugt the thing for growing
QQ
OIC
girls; special
BOYS' HOSE

Extra heavy ribbed hose for boys

SaS;g"..39c
ROW Sf MUOL SHOFS

Black or brown calf skin or elk skin;
either English or Blucher
QQ
toes; values up to $4.85, for

vVO

$10.00 SPORT COATS AT

$4.98

d
All Wool Jersey Tuxedos. A new lot of 100 just received. Every
color and all sizes for Ladies and Misses. For this special sale....

A

AO

t)rxi0

15he

D

LAD

ECIALTY
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Central Avenue Near Sixth Street

E. MAHARAM & SON.
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WILL DISPOSING OF

$1,000,000
CALLED

A

ESTATE
FORGERY

(By The Awmclated

I'rem.)

New York, Sept. 2. The will of
Samuel Kraus, vice president of the
Kagle Pencil company, leaving his
million dollar estate to Mrs. Adeline Thoma of this city, is a forgery, declares a report made today
to Surrogate Foley by Referee
John Godfrey Saxe.
Th referee report
that Mrs.
Thomas is the Illegitimate daugha
such is
ter of Mr. Kraus, and
not entitled to the estate.
The referee bases hi
opinion
that the will is forged upon the
of
the pachange In th character
per used In the first and second
sheet of the will and the typewriting, and It I alleged that the
first sheet was substituted years
after the will was mado.
Th will referred to Mr. Thomas a my "daughter Adeline." Contest was made by Bert Kraus of
Brooklyn, nephew of the testator,
on th ground that his uncle was
of unsound mind, had been Influenced unduly and had never married.
Testimony ws given before the
referee by Franklin Qulnby, a lawyer, that the mother of Mrs.
l,
Thoma wa Mary Gertrude
who met Kraus In 1889,
week
a
waa
while she
earning tl
a a forewoman in a pencil factory

SHEEP ARE MOVED TO
PLAINS TO ESCAPE
M0UNTAINJ)AMPNESS
Sheep In the mountain sections
of the Apache national forest have
been brought down to the plains
wci
grazing on account of theaccord
weather in the mountains,
ing to Paul H. Roberts of the dis
tilct forest service, who retumei
grazing lnspei
yesterday from a section
of thi
tlon trip In that
country. Rains have been so heav
and continuous In the mountaii
ranges that sheep men have fearei
development of numerous diseases
such as foot rot, if they allowei
their herds to remain longer In the
dampness.
The rains In that section, however, have been general and the
congrass on the plains Is In fine
dition for graking. Cattle are de-- 1
of
them
moBt
and
veloplng rapidly
will be marketed direct to Kansas
City as beef.
Floods on the Blue Water river
have almost made wagon traffic!
impassable between Clifton and
Magdalena.
Many tourists are making th
ana cimns-orvlllHoiDroo
trip betweenroad
the
being passable but
very rough. This road is a part ot
the main route east and west. Good
progress is being made on the new
construction work which Is a federal aid project and will, when
completed, add another stretch of
road to the much traveled
perfect route.
tourist
c.

SCHOOL
j
j

SHOES

With the Opening of School come the demand for school shoes
and we are "proud to boast" that never in the past have w !en
as well prepared to supply lite school shoe demand a we are
now. If tlicy are school children we have something that Is sore
lo please In style and quality
at popular prices.
W E HAVE ALL TUB LATEST STYLES IX OXFORDS STRAP
SLIPPERS AND HIGH SHOES FOR THE "NEAR GROWN
IP GIRLS."

'

LADY IN SEVENTIES
SEEKS TO HELP PAY
TAXES FOR PERSHING

New Orleans, La., Sept. 2. A
woman who signed herself "Just an Old Friend," has
mailed to a local newspaper $10
toward payment of J20 overdue
taxes on the Louisiana estate of
She wrote
Gen. John J. Pershing.
that she would send the remainder
at Yonker.
as Boon as she could get it. The
100-atract at Koseland, La., is
Bilk substitute ha been manufactured from the web of a spider scheduled for sale September 10
native to th Island of Madagascar. unless General Pershing and his
It is claimed the product la far brother and sisters meet the asot the
Publication
superior In many respect to any- sessment.
remitthing that ha ever been devised threatened sal led to tha
tance received from the woman.
from real silk.

209

y.

CENTRAL

Bro-me-

cr

wmm
OUR STOCK OF SCHOOL SUPPLIES
WAS NEVER MORE COMPLETE
And the task of supplying their every need will
a pleasure if you come here for your
supplies. No matter what your studies are

become

HIGH SCHOOL
GRADED SCHOOLS
KINDERGARTEN
OR SISTERS SCHOOL

Com-pou-

S

THE

IS

d--

Tucson, Ariz., Sept. 2. With six
games definitely scheduled which
will require the university of Arizona football team to travel more
than four thousand miles, Armis-ti- c
day Is the only date remaining
oren. Tentative arrangements have
have been made with Texas uni
n
game
versity to play a
at El Paso on Christmas day.
The university team will play the
following opponents:
Phoenix Indians at Tucson, October IB; Texas A. and M. at College Station, Tex., October IV,
Texas School ot Mines at Tucson,
October 29; New Mexico Aggies at
State College, N. M., November B;
University of New Mexico at Albuquerque, November 19 and Ne.w
Mexico Military Institute at Tuc-iox
November 24.
Coach McKale ha sent out letmembers of
ters to twenty-thre- e
last year's squad, asking them al
to report here for practice on September 18, as he states the schedule confronting the wildcats is the
hardest ever faced by a varsity
team of this Institution.
James H. "Jumbo" Pierce, the
new assistant coach and former
star lineman of the University of
Indiana football team, will arrive
in a few day to take charge of
the linemen.

Na-tale-

t

the Ladies' Specialty Shop
TODAY

ated Press.)
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Our store can be your supply house

0. A. MATS0N
Phone 19.

& CO.
206 West Central

IfflERS
ATTENTION
DON'T

HUNTERS
DELAY

COME IN TODA- YWe have the largest stock of guns and ammunition
in the state. Our stock consists of Winchester,
Remington and other standard makes.
Competition can not equal our prices.

We Can Save You 10 to 25 Per Cent
On AH Guns and Ammunition
Before purchasing. Let us show you our line and
give you our prices.

E. Marcus

GUNS and
213 South Second

AMMUNITION

'

Phone 964W

.
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IS IT STRANGE?

class distinctions among his fellow citizens. There Is
no class In this country concerned more than another
In the obtaining of satisfactory results from the forthcoming conference. The American delegates will represent the United States as a whole. This Is the people's business and In the term people is comprehended people of every social station and of every business, profession, trade or calling. It Is humanity's
and humanity is not
business, in the larger-sense- ,
concerned about classes.
In selecting the representatives of this country,
President Harding will, of course. Inquire Into nothing but their suitability for the assignment and their
capacty to serve the nation. When these delegates
gather around the conference table they will, If they
are faithful, forget all about their private affairs and
their customary associations. It is unthinkable that
any man who might be called to such an honorable
service could do otherwise. There could be no possible objection o nthe part of any American to the
selection of the holder of a union labor card to represent this country along with Secretary Hughes and
Senator Lodge, provided that he possessed the qualifications necessary to the discharge of the duties of
the appointment. But he would not be appointed to
represent labor. Nor will anyone be appointed to represent capital. Labor will be represented along with
the rest of us, and in exactly the same way. It cannot be otherwise and no patriot would have it

half-doze-

MAKE IT PERMANENT.
The findings of the special committee, Investigating agricultural and live stock credit conditions,
reveal facts which verify the contentions of the

VERSE OF TODAYi
SOMETIMES WE HARDLY WANTED YOU,
Sometimes we hardly wanted you,
Our days together were so rare;
and the blue
Castles of windless sunny air;
Canip-flre- s
by certain secret springs.
Green trails that only we could trace-L- ove
made us misers of these "things,
And you, still wandering in space,
Littla and lone and undlscerneU
We did not know we needed you.

Hill-top-

brook-hollow-

s,

f

s,

"A man's no older than he
feels," I cry, in cheerful tones, as
I limp by on aching heels, with
stiff and creaking bones. And I
imply, my friends, by this, that I
am feeling young, that In my form
no sparkplugs miss, no bolts are
bent or sprung. My false teeth
slide around my face, my truss is
upside down, my liver pad gets out
of place, as I toll through the
town. I have a crick along my
back, and stitches in my side, and
hoarse "Alack!" but
yet I cry nocheery-eyefor they
meet men
would rather hear mo tell how
young and blUho I feel, than listen
for a weary spell to some unhappy

spiel. I go In pieces very fast, my
eyes are weak and dim, my neck is
In a plaster cast, I need a wooden
limb; I daily don my laurel wreath
and haunt the busy marts, to buy
me gutta percha teeth and other
store made parts. I need more ex
tras than a Ford to kep mo on
my feet, and yet by mo no man is
bored as I Jog down the street. For
when they ask me how I am, I say,
"I'd have you know, I'm young as
Mary's little lamb, whose fleece
was white as snow?" They look at
me through kindly tears, and cry,
"Long may you thrive! You're
surely younger than your years,
and vrry much alive!" If I began
some dreary talo of sickness and
decay, they'd wish I'd hit the long,
long trail without an hour's delay.

Bedtime Storieb

didn't come In and get her!"
thought Uncle Wigglly.
And then he heard a little voice
in Nurse Jane's room saying:
"Could I come and sleep with

A GOOD FRONT.

d;

By Howard B. Garlt
Copyright, 1921, by McClurs
Newspaper Syndicate.
UNCLE WIGGILY AND THE
BABY DUCK.
"Good morning. Uncle Wigglly!"
miacked Mrs. Wibblewobble, the
duck lady, one day, as she waddled
up to the hollow stump bungalow
where the rabbit gentleman was
sitting after his Saturday breakfast.
"Do you expect to be t home tomorrow, Uncle Wigglly?"

st

CRISP PARAGRAPHS
RELATIVELY, NOBODY!
What, If anything, has become of Einstein? And
who, if anybody cares? Nashville Tennessean.

'Whats tha matter asked
Uncle Wigily.

nAS RUSSIA SCIENTIFIC HUNGER?
"Famine only In a scientific sense." What do you
?
Journal and Tribune,
mean,
Surgeon-General-

4

4

THOSE LADIES ARE COQUETTES t
A favorite named Lady Heart lost over in WindDetroit News.
sor. They often prove disappointing.
THOSE OLD BOYS HAD MORE SENSE.
probably never occurred to the signers of the
Declaration of Independence that congress would
ever get into a squabble over the sanctity of the American home. Birmingham

It

Age-Heral- d.

I
guess so," an
"Why, yes,
"Are you
swered Mr. Longears.
coming over to stay with Nurse
he
me?"
Jane and
inquired.
Mrs. v ibble- No," answered
wobble, "but Wibby, my husband
that Is, ana I want to take a uttie
trip into the country. We thought
of taking Lulu, Alice and Jimmie
with us, but there isn't room for my
baby duck, and I don't want to
leave her home all alone. I was
"
thinking If1 11you or Nurse Jane
be delighted to keep
'Why.
over
duck
for
you
your little baby
Sunday,"
interrupted Uncle Wig
' Bring her right over!
glly.
"I will," said Mrs. Wibblewobble,
as she flapped away.
Oh, Wigglly! exclaimed Nurse
Jane, coming out on the porch
when the duck
lady had gone.
"Why did you offer to take care of
the baby duck. You don't know
what might happen!"
"Oh, Im not worried!" laughed
the bunny gentleman. "You'll help
Resides, since
me, Nurse Jane.
Baby Bunty went away our bungalow needs some one lively around
to keep us from going to sleep.
"Well, I fancy the baby duck will
be lively enough," said the muskrat
Then along
lady housekeeper.
came Mrs. Wibblewobble.
Here she Is!" cried the mother
of Lulu, Alice and Jimmie. "Here
is my dear, sweet little Goopie!"
and, taking the cover off a basket,
she brought out a dear little baby
duck. Even Nurse Jane had to
say:
"Isn t she cute?"
"We think so," quacked Mother
Wibblewobble.
"The
only thing
you'll have to be careful about is
that she gets out of her crib nights
and goes quacking
around tho
house,"
She does!" exclaimed
Nurso
Jane, thinking there wouldn't be
much sleep with Goopie around.
Oh, well look after her," promised Uncle Wiggily. So Goopie was
left in the hollow stump bungalow
while the rest of the Wibblewobble
family went oft visiting over Sunday. When Saturday nlsht came,
after Goopie had been allowed to
splash around in the wash tub for
her bath, she was put In her crib,
which Mr. Wibblewobble
had
brought over to Uncle Wlgglly's.
Then Nurse Jane and the rabbit
gentleman went to sleep, after Miss
Fuzzy Wuzzy had tucked Goopie
under the sheets.
But along about the middle of
the night Uncle Wigglly felt some
one tickling him on his pink,
twinkling nose, waking him up.
"Is that tho Burglar Fox?"
asked the bunny.
"Nople, it's just Goopie," quacked the little voice of the baby
duck.
"What's the matter?" asked Uncle Wigglly.
"Oh, I want to come In and sleep
with you," begged Goopie, so Uncle Wigglly ler her, thinking it
would be better than having Nurse
Jane awakened.
But a little later the bunny gentleman reached over In his bed and
Goopie was gone!
"Oh, I hope the Woozle Wolf

WHAD'YA MEAN, WORKING MAJORITY.
The German government has an ample treaty
Journal.
In the Reichstag end perhaps a good workWhen the emergency livestock credit measure majority
majority in the United States senate. Indlanapo-U- a
ing
pas Introduced by Senator Bursum, there was a cry
News.
)f "special class legislation." The Journal resented
DISPROVED-Th- e
Ihls. We pointed out that the Federal Reserve sys
theory that potatoes have littlearenutritive
len was organized upon lines calculated to serve or
always
value Is upset by the fact that potato bugs
Unary commercial transactions, but unfitted to pro in such magnificent physical condition. Los Angetect the peculiar needs of cattle growers and agrlcul les Examiner,
turallats, where long time loans were Imperative. We
Insisted that the proposed measure was not a special
favor to a special class but was an effort to do as
well by the cattle grower as Uncle Sam was doing for
CONGRESSMEN AT HOME.
commercial business.
The Bursum idea was enlarged into the Agrlcul
(From the New York Evening Times.)
tural Relief measure and enacted as a temporory law.
Recess in school is time taken away from educaIts benefits will become apparent in New Mexico in tion. The thirty-darecess which began for congresb
sixty days. Senator Bursum deserves great credit. He last night should be a period of Intensive education
It will
knows conditions In the west and has the vision to see for members especially of the lower house.constituin touch with their
bring
representatives
Is
needed.
what legislation
encies and give them the leisure to find out what the
Comes now the chairman of this investigating people think on issues that the debate in congress
committee and states that a permanent government- have brought before the country.
Virtually this is the first opportunity for looking
al agency must follow on the heels of this emergency
that the congressmen will have enjoyed. Their
law. He points out that credit must conform to the about
election was determined by the overwhelming Issue
y
farmers's and stockman's turnover. Ninety-daloans of
which is now virtually obsolete.
can do little service for a man who cannot grow and Since April 11 they have been called upon to deal
Ilk")
with
tariff, taxation, and economic requestions
sell his product within a year or two.
construction at home and abroad upon which the
Borrowing facilities must be very flexible. The sentiment of the constituencies has been only imperfarmer and stockman are not uniform borrowers, fectly expressed. Congressional vacations are usually
At times they need no money; at other times most of devoted to fence repairing. That is not altogether an
unsalutary occupation from the point of view of the
them need large loans, all at the samo time.
general interest. It is only a homely native expression
Either a farmer and livestock department must for
what dignified terminology describes as a renewal
be added to the federal reserve system, with a set of of mandates.
record of congressional achievements In the
The
rules adapted to the need, or a separate and perma
Is not a mean one, even if the two
nent governmental agency must be devised to handle special session
specific purposes for which the special session was
this business.
tax reform,, are still in abeyance.
tariff
and
called,
The farmer and livestock man have had the But on these two Issues, also, propress has been made
that congressmen can now feel out sen"worst of it" long enough. They should assert them' to the extent
timent at home on the basis of fairly definite proselves. Justice is with them.
We
have
the Forney bill with all its follies
grams.
Relief for these will give relief to all the rest of us and we have the taxation bill with Its one defect in a
postponement of income tax and excess profits tax
by lightening the present load of the bonks.
relief. The stand of the house on the latter issue has
obviously been determined by a blind acceptance of
IT MCST CARRY.
the old slogan of the People against the Interests. Vacation will give the congressmen a chance to talk
No argument should be required to procure the reason with their constituents. Congressmen could do
nothing better than to invite their electors to conadoption of Amendment Proposal Number 1, submit sider
what this cry did for our shipping when it was
ted to a vote on September 20. This is the amend
raised half a year ago to prevent the sale of ships
ment conferring upon women equal rights with men when they could be sold. So a tax on large Incomes
field
that drive those Incomes Into the
as office holders In this state.
arouse better second thoughts back home.
If the Journal considered this amendment In any mayThe education
of congressmen should be particuJeopardy, we would hold It before the people from larly useful in the matter of prohibition enforcement.
A
deal
of
to
great
good has been accomplished by the
day
day until the election.
on the anti-bebill. There Is a reaction
It Is inconceivable that inyone will vote against debates methods
of enforcement which would sacrithis amendment. The women should be at the polls to against
fice baslo constitutional rights to the attainment of a
see to it that it has adequate support
specifio end. Congressmen have plainly been in a dilemma between the desire not to go wild on the quesA DISCRIMINATION AGAINST ALBUQCERQCE. tion of enforcement and fear of being branded as wet.
They have now the opportunity to set themselves
right before their electors.
Three railway mall divisions end In Albuquerque.
This is the east end of the Los Angeles division; the
west end of the St. Louis division, and the north end "REG'LAR FELLERS"
of the Amarillo division.
rssr
Borne two dozen mail clerks have made their
homes In Albuquerque.
tiD Voo even.
I rttAtl TH
4ST06V
Recently a movement was launched to make Albuquerque headquarters for a division extending east
west and south. This movement met with disapproval
SOU
in the three mentioned division headquarters. As a
are
"runs"
result
being altered In such way as to
tak,e these two dozen families away from Albuquerque.
The Chamber of Commerce and other clvio bodies
should take Immediate steps to protect the interests
of this city.

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY
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WILL REPRESENT ALL AMERICANS.
Quite likely there is a foundation of truth for
statements that President Harding has said he cordially believes In labor being represented in the
forthcoming conference on the limitation of armaments, so far as it is possible for labor to be represented. But we can be certain that a wrong construction has been put on his statement Insofar as It represents bis as favoring a "labor representative" on
the American delegation. No one has been mora emphatic than the president In refusing to recognize

dropped off entirely owing to yesterday's advance in prices, also
had an effect. Outside purchases
in the pit were less extensive than
on the former day and there was
an absence of aggressive buying.
The close was weak with wheat
to 2c lower, corn lc to
c to
c lower.
down and oats
Corn advanced early only to react later under yesterday's finish,
large country offerings and hedging sales being a factor, combined
with a drop of Mo to
c in premiums in the sample market.
Oats were stronger early and
lower later with other grains. The
outside trading was light.
Provisions averaged higher with
the bulk of the trade in lard, Packers' brokers were good buyers of
nearby deliveries.
Closing prices:
Wheat
$1.24;
Sept.,
Dec,

(Br The Associated
New York, Sept. 2. Further extensive reduction of the short account in the stock market today
resulted in gains of one to three
points among loaders
and more
substantial advances in special is
sues.
The cautious attitude of the bear
faction seemed to be prompted by
tear tnat events over the triple
holiday might prove detrimental to
tneir interests.
Prices suffered a sharp setback
at the outset. Mexican oils reacting
one to tnree points on advices
which suggested a hitch in the
negotiations now under way be
tween the Mexican
government
and foreign concessionaries.
This was offset, however, by the
strength of other oils, as well as
motor, leather.
steel, equipment,
tobacco, sugar, shipping and chemical issues, rails also throwing off
Corn Sept., 53 94c; Dec, 63 c
tneir recent heaviness.
Oats Sept., 34 c; Dec, 38c.
Selling for profits caused an ir
Pork Sept., $17.50.
regular shading of quotations In
Lard Sept., $11.90; Oct., $12.00
the final dealings, but many sub
Ribs
Sept., $9.00; Oct., $9.15.
stantial gains marked the close
representative issues being least af
LIBERTY
BONDS.
fected in the realizing movement.
Sales amounted to 525,000 shares.
New
2.
Sent.
York,
Liberty
Call loans again held at 6
per
187.40: first 4s.
cent, that rate applying as well to nonas closed:
4s.
$87.70:
first
accommodations extending over to $87.; second
$87.80; second 4tts. $87.84:
next Tuesday. Quotations for time
third
$91.92;
fourth
44s,
In
money were unaltered, but
199.00: Vic
freer supply, with some demand $87.94; Victory
e,
3.uu.
tory
for commercial paper.
A reaction of almost 4 cents in
NEW YORK COTTON.
sterling and declines of five 'to
thirty points in continental remit
New
York, Sept. 2. Cotton fu
no surprise
tances occasioned
tures closed strong. Oct., 17.88;
among dealers in foreign exchange,
where the recent spirited advance Dec, 18.20; Jan., 18.23; March,
18.4a; jviay, is,60.
was regarded as largely
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For Little Ones

Uncle
you, Miss Fuzzy Wuzzy?
Wig he makes such funny noises!"
the
exclaimed
"My goodness!"
muskrat lady. "You do get up out
of your crib and roam around, Just
as your motner said, dont your
"Yes, I guess I does!" quacked
Goopie. "But I can sleep with

you;
So she

crawled in with Nurse
Jane and after a while Uncle Wigglly and the muskrat lady were
sound asleep when, all or a sudden,
they heard a loud quacking and
Coople cried:
"Oh. Uncle Wlggily! Wake up
quick! The old Skillery Scallery
Alligator burglar is trying to get
in! I saw him when I got up to
crawl back in your bed. Uncle
'cause Nurse Jane's tall
tickles me!"
And surely enough, as the bunny
gerieltman Jumped up and lighted
a candle, there was the Skillery
burglar Just
Scallery Alligator
coming In through a window. But
when the light was glowing, that
frightened him away and off he
ran, not trying to steal any of the
bunny's ears.
"Well, little Goopie, I'm glad you
came to stay with us," said Nurse
Jane when the bungalow was quiet
"Even if you do roam
again.
around at night you saved us from
the Burglar Alligator."
Then Goopie went to sleep and
didn't wake up until morning,
which was a good thing for everybody.
And if the egg beater doesn't
turn around so fast on the parlor
table that it makes the butter dizzy to look at it, I'll tell you next
about Uncle Wigglly and Jackie's
collar.
Wlg-glrl-

UTTLE

8

BENNYS
tJVOTE' BOOR

Yestidday me and Mary Watklns
was mad at each other, her being
madder at men than wat I was at
her, and after auppir I was wawk-in- g
past her house with 10 cents
that I was going to buy dlffrent
kinds of candy with, and I herd
her mother call her, saying, Mary.
I wunt you to run erround to the
drug store and get this perscrlp-tio- n
filled up.
Wich Jest then I had a grate
tdeer, thinking, G, I know wat, 111
quick run and get there ferst andget a soda with this 10 cents lnstod of candy and wen she comes
in she 11 see me drinking It and I
wont even look at her and she'll
soon find out she wont wunt to get
mad at me soon agen, all rite.
And I quick ran erround to
Wites drug store and got up on a
stool and Mr. Wite sed. Well, wats
It to be? Meenlng wat flavor, and
I sod, Chockllt.
Wich he made it and I put a
straw in and started to drink it
slow on account of wuntlng to have
it still look like a lot wen Mary
Watklns came in. Ony she dident
come In, and I put another straw
In and started to take a little suck
out of one straw and then a little
suck out of the other one to make
it go slower, and she dident come
in, me thinking, Heck.
And I put in another straw, Mr.
Wite saying. Hay. wat are you doing there, using up all my straws
on me? Me thinking, G, I bet she
wont to the other drug store. And
I sed to Mr. Wite, Hay Mr. Wite, I
ony drank about half of this, will
you buy back the other half?
Wy, wats the matter with it?
sed Mr. Wite, and I sed, Nuthing,
Its all rite for you to buy back.
Ony he wouldent, saying he dident make enythtng on it enyway
on account of all the straws I used,
and I finished drinking it so as to
have my moneys werth and then I
started to go back and on the way
who passed me but Mary Watklns
going back from the other drug
store with the perscriptlon rapped
up, and she wawked rite by as if I
wasent there and she wouldent of
aw me if I was, me thinking, Aw
wat do I care, Its a darn good thing
for her she dont know wat she
missed.
And I went and sat on my frunt
stops feeling werse Insted of better.
The new British census is expected to show a surplus of 2,000,000
women in England alone.
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Erie
Great Northern pfd.........
Inspiration Copper

Int. Mer. Marine pfd
Kennecott Copper
Mexican Petroleum
Missouri Pacific
Northern Pacific
,
Pennsylvania
Reading
Republic Iron & Steel.
Sinclair Oil & Refining
Southern Pacifio
Southern Railway
Studebaker Corporation
Texas Company"
Tobacco Products
Union Pacifio
United States Steel
Utah Copper

i

i

Call money

Phone

home.

1505--

end Ironing to tak
"

WANTBU Waebing and Ironing to t.
horns.
Phone 8347-WANTED To rent a reclining rollli j
chair. Phone 1990-WANTED To buyboy's bicycle; mutt
or call at !
Phone J9-cheap.
North First.
WANTED Car to carry tour teachers t$
and from echool; five miles,
1340-or 302-.
WANTED Watches, clocks and Jewelry;
n-j.
to repair. 117 South Flrat, pnone
Brassfleld, the Watch Man.
dtw
WANTED To buy or rent flat-to- p
and office chain: must be reaaonaoiee
Journal.
box
care
Address
of metals;
W BLUING
AND CUTTING
alio weldera' supplies and carbide foe
M.
Steel Co., Inc., phone 1905-- J.
sale. V.
WANTED 4x6x8 Ice box, suitable for
meat market; must be In good condition. Address P. O. Box 687, or phone
219.
MAX

BARGAIN

at

STOKE,

South,

316

First, will par tha highest prices tor
your second-han- d
clothing, shoes and
furniture. Phone 8B8.
BETTER KODAK FINISHING It IS
better. Return postage paid on mall
orders. Tha Barnum Studio.
West
Central. Albuquerque, N. M.
second--haHIGHEST cash price paid for
bicycles. Bring us your old wheels
and get cash. Broad Bicycle and Trading Co., 320 South Second, phone 71.
RUG CLEANERS
MATTRESSES renovated, 13.50 and up,
furniture repaired and packed, stoves
repaired. Ervln Bedding Co., phone 471.
WANTED
Careful Kmiali
finishing.
Twice dally service. Remember, satisfaction guaranteed. Bend your finishing
to a reliable, established firm. Hanos,
A Hanna. Master Photographers.
PIANO TUNING and repairing by expert here In Albuquerque over five
years; all work guaranteed; also represent Knight-Campbe- ll
Muslo company,
Denver, Colo. O. A. May, 114 South
Fourth, phone 401.

Improved ranch

In

New

Mexico,

High. low. swer Ray R. Akers, box 25J,
Texas.
ruling rate ana last loan. by. tier
6
cent; closing bid, 5 to
per cent. FOR SALE OR TRADE Will
Firm.

An-

Brecken-ridg- e,

sell On
easy terms, or will trade for house In
town, the best two and
ranch, orchard, good house, cemented
barn, chicken houses, etc.; suitable fog
I. Copper-Electro- lytic, small
dairy and chicken ranch: twi.
spot and miles from
postofflce, east side of river.
Address K. D. C cars Journal.
later, 12

NEW YORK METALS.
New
Steady,
nearby,

York, Sept.

1212c;

c.

12

13
72
82
43
18

Tin Steady. Spot and nearby.
DRESSMAKING
$27.00; futures, $27.00.
UHGSHMAKlAu,
by the day.
iron steady, unchanged.
F. Washburn, phone 1649-Lead Firmer.
Spot, $4.60.
Dressmaking at horns or by
Zinc Quiet East St. Louis de- WANTED
tne day. phone
Mrs. Moon.
livery, spot $4.20.
DRESSMAKING
of all kinds; expert lady
Antimony Spot, $4.60.
Beading and embroidering
Bar silver
Domestic 89 c; tailoring.
Phone 761-specialty.
foreign, 63c.
PLEATING, accordion, side ana box;
Mexican dollars 48 o.
mall orders. N. Crane. 115 North,
2403-J-

38
67
46
19

Seventh; Crane Apartments, phone 114.
HEMSTITCHING and all kinds SI
pleating and braiding ' dona at tha
Williams Millinery, corner Broadwav asA
Gold, phone 1071--

CHICAGO PRODUCE.

76
19

Chicago, Sept, 2. Butter Market higher. Creamery extras, 88c;
standards, 36c; firsts, 8337c;

73
85
66
118

Lost and found

3031c.

seconds,
ReEggs Market unchanged.
FOUND Watch.
Address Tims, ears)
ceipts 9,230 cases.
Journal.
Fowls FOUND Nose
Poultry Alive, lower.
and chfflnt
glasses
springs, 24c.
1524c;
owner can have same bv Identifying
89
Potatoes Receipts
cars, and paying for ad. Call Journal
office
Idaho whites, $2.75 2.86; Minne- FOR SALE Red Star wlckless
oil store!

75
46

New York, Sept. 2. Bradstreet's
tomorrow will say:
Jobbing trade reports are more
cheerful, especially from the south
and west, and this access of optim
ism seems to have had a good
basis in a larger volume of trading
for fall accovnt. In addition, the
industrial situation haa improved
somewhat, several important cities
note a reduction of unemployment,
there has been a marked upward
urge .in prices of raw cotton and
cotton goods, grain marketing has
been free with exports heavy and
there is a better trend to late crop
Modifyreports, cotton excepted.
ing the generally more cheerful
of
trend
tha majority of the week's
happenings, it is noted that the
stock market has continued to display indecision, but foreign exchange rates have ruled stronger
and the bond market has shown
more life. Retail trade is inactive,
as not unusual at the close of summer.
Weekly bank clearings,

sota Early

Ohlos,

$1.76

blers, $2.50.

2.00; cob-

lour nurners and ever: used fourteen
months; good condition. Phone I8J5-,.evenings.

KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.

FOR RENT

Kansas City, Sept 2. Butter,
eggs and poultry unchanged.

RJiNT Office rooms: heat and
water; above Matson's store. Central
avenue. Inquire J. Korber's Auto WC

partment

WANTED

Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, Sept 2. Cattle Receipts 4,000. Market steady. Top
yearlings, $10.70; bulk beef steers,
$6.76
9.60; bulk fat
$4.256.50: canners and cutters
largely $2.5fl3.50; bulk bologna
bulls, J3.503.85; butcher (Trades,
$4.25(9 6.75; veal calves mostly
$13.00
few selected at
13.50;
$14.00; bulk stocker steers, $5.00
6.00; feeder steers largely $6.00

Ranches

WANTED RANCH Have good tow J
property to trade for ranch of not leal
than ten acres, close in. with owner dl
rect. Phone 1925--

she-stoc- k.

MATTRESS RENOVATING
MATTRESS

RENOVATING
ii.Sv ana up!
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing, fun
nlture packing, stoves renalred.
Phonal
471. Ervln Bedding Company.

SEWING MACHINES

7.00.

Market
Receipts 17,000.
steady to 15c higher. Bulk of sales,
$7.10
9.50; top early, $9.65; heavy
medium
weight,
$8.159.20;
weight, $9.009.55; light weight,
$9.009.66; light light. $8.60
9.35; heavy packing sows, smooth,
$6.90 0 7.75; packing sows, rough,
9.00.
$6.65
7.00; pigs, $8.00
10,000.
Fat
Sheep Receipts
Iambs steady to strong. Top westerns early to shippers, $8.60; top
bulk. $7.758.00;
natives, $8.25;
culls, $5,00 5.25; light fat sheep
steady;
heavy native ewes more
active at $2.25 2.60.
Hogs

Boston, Sept. 2. The Commercial Bulletin tomorrow will say:
"The demand for wool has fallen
off rather sharply during the past
week, although some houses report
a fair volume of trade at steady
prices. The goods market, however, has fallen on dull times, according to all reports and business
has accordingly slackened up on

Office Roomr)

FOH

LIVESTOCK MARKETS,

BOSTON WOOL.

ou.vii

JUAUHiJVEB
and
repaired
cleaned; parts and supplies for all
makes; all work guaranteed.
H.
Morehead. phone 711. 420 West LeaL

a

strong. Top one loan hogs $8.86,
Market
Sheep Receipts 2,100,
strong. Lambs, $6.60 7.00; ewes,
$2.002.60; feeder lambs, $5.00
6.75.

A noted German engineer state!
that coal, under 200 atmosphere
pressure, heated to between 640
and 720 degrees Fahrenheit and
mixed with hydrogen gas, becomef
Kansas City Livestock
liquid. As the energy is greatly
Kansas City, Sept. 2. Cattle
Increased he predicts that in th
raw material,
Receipts 600. Quality common, all near future It will replace the solid
"Foreign markets are very buoy- classes around steady; Oklahoma coal.
ant, London having opened fully 10 and Kansas grass steers, $4.00
per cent higher than the closeten-of 7.00; one load native yearlings, The Key That Unlocks the Door M
the previous sales, while the
$7.75; few good cows, $5.25; most
Long Living.
The men of eighty-fiv- e
dency in the Australian market is sales $4.50; good calves, $8.75
and
still upwards."
9.00; fleshy Kansas feeders over ninety years of age are not th
well-feScoured basis:
1,300 pounds, $7.60,
but thin, spars
rotund,
Market men, who live on a slender
Texas Fine 12 months, 65
2,000.
Hogs Receipts
diet. Be
75c; fine 8 months, 6056c.
active, mostly steady to 10c as careful as he will, however, a
fairly
80
to
190
Bulk
more.
choice,
Fine
man past middle age will occastaple
Territory
higher, spots
half blood combing, 68
85c;
weights, $9.259.80; sionally eat too much or of soma
blood combing, one load fancy
72c;
hogs, article of food not suited to his
50 55c;
quarter blood combing, $9.60, out of line; choice 275 to constitution, causing indigestion or
35 38c; fine and fine medium
bulk of constipation and will need a doss
$8.658.86;
60
63c; fine and fine sales, $8.259.25;
packing sows of Chamberlain's Tablets to move
clothing,
medium French combing, 65 70c. and pigs steady; choice stock pigs, his bowels and invigorate his stomPulled Delaine A, 86c; AA. 75 $9.00.
ach. When this Is done, there is
iff 80c; A supers, 60
70c; C supers,
Sheep Receipts 200. Offering no reason why the average man
insufficient to test market. Killing should not live to a ripe old age.
2528c.
27
Mohairs Best
classes nominally steady; feeding
combing,
An odd suggestion was recently
lambs steady, best $6.40.
80c; best carding. 22 26c.
made as to conserving wheat. It
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Denver Livestock.
Is proposed to crush or rough grind
Denver,
Sept. 3. Cattle Re- wheat, then soften with superBeef heated steam and compress In hard
Chicago, Sept. 2. Closing of ceipts 300. Market strong.
and
between
this
market
steers, $5.006.75; cows and heif- blocks and store until wanted,
spreads
when a simple crushing process
operations ers, $4.605.75;
calves. $6.00
Winnipeg, the selling
stockers would fit it for flour .manufacture.
being at this end, together with 8.00; bulls, $2.002.50;
considerable profit taking sales, and feeders, $4.506.00.
exerted a weakening Influence on
100.
Market
Journal Want Ads bring result
Hogs Receipts
-
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200-pou-

191-pou-

three-eight-
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per cent.

19
72

...

ing

New York, Sept. 2. Prime mer
FOR SALE OR TRADE
6 to 6
per cent;
exchange weak; sterling demand, TO TRADE Income paying property in
Texas,
Breckenrldge,
consisting of
cables. $3.70.
$3.70;
business lot and house; also two rent
Time loans Steady. Sixty and houses; all rented
and
bringing 1160 pel
u aays ana six months. 6
to C month; value 19,000; will trade tor well

.106

.

Miscellaneous

WANTED
WANTED-Wash-

cantile paper,

REVIEW.

Trade Mark Registered U.

.
i

NEW YORK MONEY.

Trading in bonds diminished but
without
impairment of recent
gains. Recognized domestic and
were firm and gains
issues
foreign
prevailed in the Liberty group.
Total sales, par value, $9,250,000.
Closing prices:
26
American Can
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 45
American Tel. & Tel
,106U
35
Anaconda Copper
87
Baltimore & Ohio
60
Bethlehem Steel "B"..
Canadian Pacifio
.....1121,4
27
Central Leather
&
Ohio
, .. 54
Chesapeake
254
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul
66 V4
Crucible Steel
8
Cuba Cane Sugar
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By Gene Byrne'
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By WALT MASON.

Strange! For your bright warm self Is burned
Into our hearts, till all that blue
of night,
Of morning, and pearl-mlWind, water, sun those secret ways
Mean You; our youth and lovely light,
Our laughter and our length of day!
Fa.inie Stearns Gifford, in Atlantic Monthly.

Knoxvllle.

THE MARKETS

RIPPLING RHYMES

For many years the Journal has purchased Its
white paper from a certain mill In Wisconsin. Last
dam was carried
year this company's water-powy
device that will
They have patented an
away by the floods. For several months we were com- take pictures through a wall, but no device as yet
In
to
we
where
it
could get
pelled
purchase rpaer
that will permit a man to see himself as others see
the open market. After the dam was rebuilt, we re- him.

sumed our relations.
During all of this time paper in carload lots was
shipped us on open account, with a thirty day credit.
During the "late unpleasantness" with the First National Bank (to be exact, on the same day the
bank was attempting to take the few rolls of paper
we had on hand away from us by Injunction so that
we could not publish the next morning) a car of
paper arrived with the bill of lading attached to a
sight draft for the full purchase price of the paper,
which draft had to be paid before we could get the
paper.
The Journal wrote the paper company expressing
the opinion that the bank had furnished it the information which resulted in the withdrawal of our
credit at a moment which might have been fatal. In
reply to our direct question we received an evasive
answer. We are therefore without positive proof on
the subject. Perhaps the bank had nothing to do
with it.
Strange to relate, however, without any new
credit arrangements being made, a carload of paper,
received yesterday, was shipped on open account as
of old.
If no conspiracy existed to force a receivership
for the Journal, a great many very strange coincin
dences occurred in rapid succession In a
days.
We are happy to state that, while Mr. Magee must
still dispose of several thousand dollars of his privately owned Journal bonds before he can be relieved, the Journal is in the clear and has resumed
the even tenor of its financial way, with the finest
business In Its entire history.
For all of which we are obligated to a sympathetic
public.

wheat at the board of trade here
today and final prices were at the
to
bottom, with net losses of
being shown for the day
Lowering of cash wheat premiums
and the fact that expert business
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Or ALL THINCb HERE
K A LETTER FOM THE PIANO
--

WELL.

COMPANX

DELIVER.
A KEATj BARGAIN,
Seven large) rooms; built-i-

THEY

MY PIANO

CLE" t

TONIGHT TO

n

THEY CAN'T

tVKT

TODAY-PROTtfcfeO-

COMIr45

Copyright 1921 by V.the International News Service.
S. Patent Office.

By George McManui

Kea-istere-

YOO
R14HT DOWN TO
THE PIANO COMPANy AND

1

IT'S NO OtE. TALVON'
THERE'S NO CHANCE
Or OCLNCR.IN' THAT

WELL-HERE'-

ARE YOO

S

OOLUARt

POITtVer O

piano tooay

CrlAricit.

1

- 1 MO?T

TEN
- OE

MIND

WHAT XOTJ WANT
frame stacco, two
screened porches, closets, built-i- n
features. Has never been occupied.
Can be bought for $3,900, with
$750 cash, balance monthly. Call
H. H. ACKERSON,
120 S. Fourth St.
Phono 414.
JTJST

Flva-roo-

Leverett-Za- pf

One-four- th

&,

Company

Give special attention to
in our city.
Our office and salesmen put
forth a special effort to show
you about the city and help you
tret located.

Come in and talk it over

at

Second and Gold Ave. Phono 640

THIS BEAUTIFUL LOT
Has three apple trees, two shade
alfalfa. In
trees,
trees, cherry
Fourth ward, Zapf's Orchard addi20 cash,
tion. Price only $650.
then $10 per month. A savings acInvestment.
count and
CO.
IiEVERETT-ZAP- F
Phone 640 to See It.

FOR RENT.
Highland.
- Room house, furnished. $35. 00
- Room house, furnished. $40.00
house, furnished. $20.00
- Room house, furnished. $18. 00
house, elegantly

$75.00
furnished
- Room apartment, comfurnished
,....$35.00
pletely

FOR
Z404-.i-

we may

T. KINGSBURY,
REAL ESTATE.

D,

Insurance.
Phone 981-- J.

SALE

Rent-Roo-

'

-

with Board

OR RENT Sleepina porch
1207 Gait Central

'

.

end boat

grapea.

Phone

FOR SALE Set double harness, at Bell's
Livery Barn
clothes.
FOR SALE Ladles' second-han- d
1220 East Central.
BEST IN TOWN.
TRY BODDY'S MILK.
Phone 141I-RFOR SALE Water motor. Inquire at
Morning journal on ice
FOR SALS Grapea, McMulUn s ranch;
north of Indian achool.
FOR SALS Small tractor, new condi
tion. 1. Koroer a
beet for Jelly.
GRAPES,
CONCORD
a.
Bandy's Rasch, pnone .wi-JFOR SALE Kimball piano, on easy payments Call 106 North Second, phone
1804--

room; good board; no
821 North Fourth.
'
lck.
FOR RENT Furniahed room; board II
desired. 609 South High.
FOB RENT Room with, board. Gray- west uoia.
tone rooma, zis
STEAM-HKATE-

TAB LB BOARD

Eli

All

Fruit, Phono i7-w- .
FOR RENT Room and eleeplng porch,
with ooara. ibso nani central
GOOD HOME COOKINO. eleeplng porcu,
front room: no iicic hji
n,rrr,w r.&r,V -- anti fnnr hoardera
flrat-claa- a
board; reasonable. Phone

Wt

1479-J.
'

FOR RENT Room, auitabla for ona or
12 North
two, with excellent board.
Tenth.
ana uoard, with
FOR RENT Room
board, 410
sleeping porch; flrat-claa- s
Cast Central.
FOR RENT Room, porch and board, for
two gentlemen; terms reasonable. II
South Walter,
with
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
first-cla- ss
tabla board. Phone 1SJ7-110 South Arno.
EXCELLENT BOARD and room, beat
.
furniahed, MS monthly, rnone itn-nHI South Broadway.
FOR RENT Furnished front room with
board If dealred; gentleman preferred;
no sick. 105 South High.
JAMESON'S RANCH Ideal location for
healthaeakera; few . reservatloaa now
available. Phona 2238-THB place to recuperate; modern ac
e.
rnone
commodation,
FOR RENT Room and sleeping porch.
with board for convaleacents; gentlemen only, private home. Phone 1148-FOR RENT Nice rooma with sleeping
porchea with board, for convalescents.
Mrs. Reed. 618 South Broadway, phone
53ft,

FOR RENT Nicely furniahed room and
bath, with
sleeping porch, adjoining
board In a private home, for two lady
convalescents only. 1420, Bast Silver,
phone 1423-IT HAVE
NOW VACANT, delightful oan-va- a
porch, with room and board; also
n
glassed-lsleeping porch; reasonable
rates to convalescents; best board; pri128 North Maple. Phone
vate home.
furnished
FOR
rooma with sleeping porches, hot and
In
water
each
room, steam
cold running
hint, excellent board, tray service, call
bells, large sun bath house; trained nurse
Caaa
la attendance, prices reasonable.
de Cm. 609 and 613 west Gold.
FOR RENT
Nicely furniahed rooms,
with or with bath; Just across from
the postofflce; hot water heat for winter; best of borne cooking, aerved family
style; room and board, ISO to 6i per
month, board by meal, week or ticket;
meals, 80 cents. 410 West Gold, phone
HEALA'HSEEKHUtS

19--

FOR SALE

Ranches

FGli SALE 'iradu or renu eighty-acr- e
raneh, seven miles east ot city. Phone
1T.10--

FOR SALE OR TRADE For Improved
cits property, suburban tract of about
all cultivated;
thirteen acres, nearly
three-rooadobe house with Iron root,
two and one-ha- lt
miles north ot Old
Bee
Town, on Rio Grande boulevard,
owner at 120 North High, city.
FOR SALE
ranch, vne
miles front Los Lnnas. N.
and ana-ha- lt
at.; all fenoed and under ditch; part In
In pasturei good
cultivation, balance
house, four large rooms down stairs, upone
room; good out buildings;
stairs In
bearing trait trees, all klndsi alee grapes
and berries; two good wells of water, one
and one-ha- lt
miles to depot; will give
reasonable terms. Address Los Lucas, N.
M.. Bos l.

"Money
MONBK

TO

LOAN

to loan
On

watches,
tons and everything valuable
Mr. F. Marcus, 111 South First.
UONBT TO LOAN on diamonds, watones
. V.U
Ul , vuw
UMIB.
tdentlal. Gottlieb Beer. HI North First
tONFlDBNTIAX, loans on Jewelry,
monda. watchea Liberty Bonds, planus,
automobiles. Lowest rates,
Itotbtnan'e
117 South First. . Bondett to Ue state.

J.wr

Journal .'.rant Ads bring results,

Trv

hardwood

with

Hire

Phone

459--

J.

lata

bullt-l- n

lloors,

features,

five-roo- m

all the

built-i- n

laundry tubs; lot 60x300 feet,
with garasa and good outbuildings. It is a real horns and in
A- -l
condition. If you are looking; for something good, let us
show It to you.

til.

A. L, Martin Co,, Realtors
Real Estate. Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans,
22R W. Gold.
l'lumo 150.

$2,000

house, full-siBuys a good
lot, shads and fruit trees, good
etc, located on North
Eighth street. The terms are right.
IL F. GILMOUE
Roal Estate and Insurance.
I'houe 442-214 V. Cold.

116 West Gold Ave.

HOME IN HIGHLANDS

FOR SALE Smith Premier typewrltor.
good condition. R. F. Parr, Plaza, Old
Town.
FOR SALE Two nice mounted deer
heads.
Hauser'g Saddlery, 111 West
Copper.
BARGAIN Genuine diamond ring; will
sacrifice for cash. Address "R. H.,"
care Journal.
11 ONLY holds 20 acre oil lease. Write
W. M. Stephenson,
for particulars.
San Antonio, Teiaa.
mscnine and
FOR SALE Threshing
Ford son tractor. In good oondltlon.
F. O. Bos 411 City.
FOR SALE Large Columbia Grapho-phonreasonable price; owner leaving
citv. 621 East Central.
before the season
BUT TtoUR GUN
ODena: fifty shotguns and rifles 10
select from. 11 West Gold.
FOR SALS Combination Majestic coal
and gaa range; retails for 1170; 110
takea It. Malsel, Western Union.
FOR SALS Fresh buttermilk and cm-ta- g
cheese; also fresh milk In gallon
lota Bwayne'a Dairy. Phone 1911-Manueio
Hamilton
One
SALS
FOR
slaver Dlano. with muslo cabinet and
one
tool
box,
also
complete.
thirty rolls;
Phone 1441-dad Bil l? w ,hlnm.nt of attractive.
, lot priced, Navajo ruga 22) North
ur
ana
Sim, phona J12S-M- ,
Mulberry, pirone 1Y3V-- J.
IBlasl
K'il t, a A T IT. 9 (IAO
'Mlinn, first.
Turkey Red winter seed wheat. Phone2414-R- I.
or address W. J. Hyde, Alameaa, new Mexico.
FOR SALE Handsome saddle, made to
order: ved only once; or.dle and spurt
4
a
to. match; heavy aaddle blanket;
big reduct'on from coif 124 nouta Arno.
365- FOR SALS Three compartment.
callon demountable steel tans, suitanie
for use on wagon or truck for hauling of
water, oil or gasoline. Phone 4l.
SOFT SPOTU Heel and arch cuanions
crevent fallen Insteps, cures all fwt
troubles, II. Thomas F. Keleher, Leather
Co., 401 West CentraL pnone iooi-- j.
AUTOMOBILS CATTLE guards built ot
boiler flues, trussed span underneath; capacity flva tons. I0, F. O. B,
New) Mexico Steel Co..
Albuquerque.
f
Inc., 1906-i
ASBESTOS
HOOF PAINT
GOOD for all kinds of roofs, 1 per gal
lon. The Manzano Co., 110 south
Try a built up
Walnut, phone 18.14-roof, will last aa long as the balldlnT- -

in

brick, modern, 8 porches,
lot 60x160, Fourth ward; suitable for
two apartments, 84,200.
frame, two porches, large lot,
near shops, Second
ward; good
terms. 12,600.
frame, modern, two porchea,
corner lot, (0x142, Fourth ward,
garage, chicken houae. Immediate
possession; furnished or unfurnished;
Terms.
(4,000 and $4,7r.o.
BUILDING LOTS '
lot, University Heights, 1300.
6 lots together, on North Thirteenth.
1 lot on corner of Third and Marble
avenue.
DIECKMANX REALTY CO.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans,
Notary Public.
309 West Gold.
Phone 870.

FOR RENT

Address

8. &, care

What" wnnnrira VAn 4
LEARN to mtkft tblnn oora your
la lovtv
"'

war.

bMltb or monyj bo Jong, tedl- Aim lAessmeAie
wve kt
wh ,USt W1IRI JfUSl UVfJU HOW,
Just Mnd your blrthdt and your freo
will offarlat. Prot. Coffmn. D!. JM
nurm
AIDUqUOrqUI.
l'W KI V&JITU, njllj fimi,
e.

WANTED

Salesmen

WANTED Five hlgh-clas- a
aalesmen; do
not call If you can't produce. Call
from 1 to It a, m, FrankUa
Co,
,
nest uoiat

Good

FOR RENT
unfurnished. . .$85
Brick,
Splendid
5 llooms, unfurnished. ........ $45
5 Kooms, unfurnished. ......... $50

terms.

Building lots, one on West Silver, one on Luna placo, 9 few on
East Silver, some very desirable ones on the Heights. Now

the time to

4 Rooms,

vacant

5

property, you will malto money on It,
is

204

T)uy

R. McCIiVGHAN,
W. Guld.
I'liouc

5

FOR BENT One-roo1011 South Walter,
FOR RENT Two houaea, ( unfurnished.
Inquire 903 West Iron.
1'OK KENT Four-roomodern flat, furnished. 408 North Third, phone 2346-FOR KENT Compie.ely furnished five-roo619
modern house.
North
Eleventh.
FOR RENT Four three-roocottages,
Room 10, First
furnished; brand new.
National Bank building.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
flat; furnace heat; close In; also aunny
sleeping rooma Phone 822-FOR RENT Five-roorurnuued house,
two screened-i- n
lfi per
porches,
month. Apply at SS! South Arno.
FOR RENT Modern furnished cottage.
two rooms and glassed-l- n
sleeping
porch on car Una Apply 1211 South
Edith.
FOR RENT Modern three, four and five
room apartments, furnished and houses,
W. H. McMllllon,
close in.
201 West

4M2--

J.

I'liono

HELP WANTED
Main.
WANTED Young man, II te i, to as
Lin iu pvibuu.
sist pnoiogrupner.
WANTED
Good rellabi
salesman to
carry good paying side line in states of
Address X.
New Mexico and Arizona.
T. Z., care Journal.
WANTED
Good gardner to take care
of garden one hour or so each day;
monthly wages. Apply Leopold Meyer,
care B. G. Garcia Co., or phono 47

Female.
Counter girl.

terla.

Cate-

Bracy'a

-

WANTED

jvrtn first.

FOR SALE

"-i""in'

Furniture
nnr
inin

& CO,

FOR SALE

Livestock

FOR SALE Fresh Jersey cow.
J40I-J-

Phone

I.

FOR 8ALE-Tw-o
fresh milk cows. 1421
South Broadway.
George Blake.
FOR SALE Poland-Chin- a
sow, with five
small pigs, cheap. lt!0 Forrester.
FOR SALE Four Belgian- does and one
buck; good breeding stock. 619 North
Thirteenth,
FTJTl SALE Rabbits,
bucks and docs,
Flemlslr Giants, Belgian hares, New
Zealand Reds, spotted. 710 West Lead.
LAMBS, ewes and wethers bought and
sold on commission; list your sheep
with me, and write or wire for prices.
Ned Bergman. Magdalene, N. M.

horses For sale

WE HAVE ten head of good horses and
mares yet for sale at 110 North Broadway; we guarantee all stock to give satisfaction: some good matched teams.
FOR SALE Thoroughbred Duroo Jersey
sows, which will pig from September
16 to October 15; cap be shipped to any
part of state, I0 to 30 per head, or will
trade tor milk cows. Postofflce box 471,
'phone 2408-RPASTURE FOR CATTLE
WD HAVE excellent pasture and plenty
ot wild flay for 100 to 100 cattle for
the coming winter; running water; exAddress
perienced cowman In charge.
Hermen's Mercantile Co., Bar T Ranch,
Burlington, Colo.

WANTED

Houses

ousea to sell; if "your price
is right we will find a buyer for you;
results count and we get, them. J. D.
Keleher, 111 West Gold. Phone 410.
house
WANTED Buy five or
on monthly payments; prefer location
near shops or that Part ot town) will
moke six payments In advance and pay
W"E

WANT

each month thereafter, keeping payments
six months In advance; your price and
payments must be reasonable. Wrlto Box
119, San MarctaL N, H, giving location,
pnoe and payments, end you will ro
om reply

TYPEWRITERS
An" makes uvernauieo
TUfliWKlTEKa
and repaired Ribbons tor every ma- Es
eblne.
Albuquerque
Typewriter
IIS Snnth Fourth
olmns. phone I0I-- J.

PRINTING
11

WEST GOLD avenue.
printing service, . Phone 7.

FOR RENT

Flrst-ela-u

Rooms
Hi
61a

FOR RfiNT Light housekeeping rooma
815 West Iron.
FOR KENT Furnished room. 70 Lal
Central, phone 22S5-rooms.
BENT
Furnished
FOR
South Walter, phone 1667-FOR RENT Furnished room; board
desired. 509 South High.
d
housekeop-In- g
FOR RENT
rooma 619 North Fourth.
urnlshd
RENT
Clean.
FOB
airy
rooms. 116 Vj South Second.
FORRISNT Two rooms for light
"216 West Grand.
FOR KENT Three furnished rooms,
modern. 1011 North First.
FOR RENT Front room suitable for two
gentlemen. 827 North Fifth.
ftiiit.MMUED rooms; hot water heat; no
elek; no children. 414 West Silver.
FOR RENT A pleasant front room in a
629 North Second.
modern home.
FOR RENT Furnished front room, U.
411 South Seventh, phone 8179-FOR KENT One le four unfurnished
rooms, like new. 124 South Edith.
FOR BENT Furnished front room, rent
Phone 8178-South Seventh.
815.
FOR RENT Furnished, room and kitchPhone 25
Central.
enette. 1724 West
FOR RENT Rooms with sleeping porch;
also good table board. 415 South Hign.
with sleeping
FOR. RENT. . . Rooms
. ,
. e ..... k. porch;
BISO gODQ UlOW OURIU.

ji

.j
,.
uth
,iu.ra

FOR KENT Furnished mom; gentleman
employed preferred. 120 South Walter,
apart
FOR RENT One good
ment on first floor. 4i Nn Beconn.
Rooms for rent ny
Y. W. C A. HOTEL
t06K North
day. week or month.
second.
FOR BfeNT Pleasant rooms tor light
housekeeping, near Eanatoriume, rnone
1828--

FOR RENT Three rooma, furnished for
Phone 1063-- J.
light housekeeping.
821 South Third.
for sleep- furnished
FOR BENT Rooma
Ins: also light housekeeping; bats.
phone. 414 Weet Gold,
FOR RENT .Nice large front room, well
ventilated. In modern home; close to
meals, 108 South Arno.
FOR BENT Furnished room with kltch-attmodern; suitable for lady employed. 814 West Coal.
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms,
rates by, day er week. Over Pastime
Tbeater, 111 Vt West Central.
FOR KENT Front room, furnished, prl- 83
vate entrance, connecting bath.
North High, phone 170-room;
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
ground floor: well people; no children;
416
Gold.
West
bath, phone.
FOR BENT One nicely furnished front
bed room; suitable for two; no sick.
316
North Eleventh, phone 1670-ELGIN HOTEL Sleeping ruuma and
housekeeping apartments, by the day.
week or month. 502 U West Central.
furnished
BENT Two
FOR
newly
rooms tor light housekeeping, with
sleeping porch, 411 South Broadway.
FOR RENT FurnUli.id revm for gentlj- tnan employed, or young man going to
high achool. 124 North Third. Phone 4.
FOR RENT One large unfurnished room
adjoining bath anU private entrance;
no elck; no children,
ill West Atlantic
FOR BENT Three rooms, parti; fur- nlshed for light housekeeping; mod
ern. 806 North Eighth.
Phone 637-(FOR RENT One desirable room In a
private home, close in; employed gentleman preferred; no elck. 807 West Gold.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room
close In; suitable lor employed laur;
711 West
no alck taken.
Phone 2131-Gold.

BENT Two
FOR
modern
rooms for housekeeping; also nice bed
Jot North
room; as sick. Phone 1660-Arno.
nice, airy
FOR RENT
front room, In private home, adjoin
ing bath with hot and odd water. Ill
South Arno.
RENT
llKht
FOU
furn'.shed
Three
housekeeping rooms, Second ward, on
canine; no sick; no children. Ill South
Edith, phone 1429-FOR KENT Two
Urge unfurnished
front rooms with bath: also garage;
half block from car Una. 1110 West
8late, phone 1981-FOR RENT Large living room with
glassed-l- n
sleeping porch, adjoining
bath, for two gentlemen. Call Mre. Hall.
I27I-734 East Gold.
FOR BENT Large, handsomely furnlsh- ed, well ventilates bed room: bath,
hot water heat; centrally located. 121
West Oual, phone 1744-WOODWORTH Newly furniahed. nice
olean rooms, and housekeeping apart
ments, by day, week or month. Reduced
'
summer rstee.- 'Ill South Third.
FOR RENT Glassed-l- n
sleeping porch,
12x30, with smaller room tor kitchen.
In modern home, with bath and toilet,
lis per month; next door to Taylors
store on plasa. Old Town.
FOR

FOR

KENT
JlENT-vGarag-

Plan.

Miscellaneous
Phone I8U4-(31 North

Tnlrl

A

Savings Account and
Investment
v.

None better than University
Heights Lots $10.00 down; $10
per month.
THEY ARB SELLING DAILY.
TOU WILL BE LIKE SOME
OTHERS.
Surprised to find them selling
so fast. Don't detay but get
yours today.

HOME

& Company

Leverett-Za- pf
A,

REAL HOME

GENERAL AGENTS.

bungalow white enamel finish n
built-i- n
features. One giassea-isleeping porch, furnace, garage.
Will take car as first payment;
rest like rent.
014 WKST MARQUETTE.

FOR SALE

ranch
five miles out on North Fourth.
In the Fourth ward a four-roomodern home.
J. Ij. PHILLIPS

A

i'OR tiALK bitigle furnished room.
North Hecond.
rooms.
FOR KENT Furnished
South Second.

FOR RENT

A

modern, new. .. . .$4,750
modern, new. .. . .$3,160
modern, heat
$2,750
J. A. HAMMOND,
1522-824 E. SilTer.
Piiontj

When you can at the right price.
We have them close in. Owners
leaving, must sell. Seven rooms
nine rooms, five rooms, four rooms
with garages Let us
show you.
W. n. McMIIXION,
206 West Gold.

641)

SUDDEN

WANTED

$45
$75
$50

REALTORS
rid Avenue
Second Street and

1210
Housekeeper for two.
South Eldth.
A washwoman, one day each
WANTED
week.
Phone 1552-A competent
WAN
T
ED
Gold.
saleslady at
once.
The Economist
HOUSES FOR RENT List your vaouut
Girl for general housework;
houses with us for rent.
We give WANTED
no washing or Ironing. 220 North
them special attention. Leverett-Za- pt
it
Nlntlr.
Co., phone 640.
WANTED
Girl to cook and do small
three-rooFOR RENT
Furnished,
amount of cleaning for family of two.
modern cottage and glassed-l- n
sleep1513-- J.
Phone
(17 East Paing porch, with garage.
cific
WANTED
Woman to do dining room
Inquire 1006 South Edith.
612 South
work and help In kitchen.
FOR RENT New five-roomodern bungalow, attractively furnished; garage; Broadway.
West Roma avenue; no children; 66 per WANTED
A girl to take oare of baby
month. Phone 408 after 9 a. m.
and do housework, days. Mrs. West,
FOR RENT Nice four-roohousa; eleo-trl- a 20B North Walter.
or
without five WANTED
Girl for geueral housework,
lighta garage, with
aerea land, two miles on North Fourtn
wlttr some experience In cooking. Apstreet boulevard. Call 1600 South Walter. ply 718 South Arno.
FOR RENT Modern apartment house, WANTED
Elderly lady for light homeseven rooms and bath, two screened
work and to prepare
meals for
Address C. U.. care Journal.
porches, well furnished and close In. In- widower.
ZD,
room
Jehn
Lebner,
quire
Armljo WHY BE IDLE, wneu you can attend
building, phone 477,
the Modern Business College for 114
FOR i RENT Strictly modern
per month) open all day. fit West
furnace
bungalow, furnished;
heat,
glassed sleeping porch, Pittsburgh gas WANTED
Lady, employed or health-eeeke- r,
heater, etc.; location is best on highto chare room or apartment.
lands. City Realty Co., 207 West Gold, Address A. G.,
postofflce box 155, Albupnone
(.
querque, N. M.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished bungalow EARN BOARD Room and 110 a month
tor housekeeping; consists of living while,
school; catalogue free.
room, kitchenette, two sleeping porches, Mackay attending
Business College, 10614 Couth
hot snd cold running water, electric Main Street,
Los Angelea.
range, ISO par month. Phone Dr. Uur-phe- WANTED
Two young ladies, neat ap491.
pearing, 18 to 21, to travel; experience
Call between I and 7 p. jOh
unnecessary.
AUTOMOBILES
Mrs. Downer, Savoy Hotel, room 80.
FOR SALE
Buick touring " 'car;
Male and Female.
first-clacondition. Bond-Dillo- n
Co.,
WANTED
Solicitor, lady or gentlemin;
city.
call In person. Banna and faenna.
FOR SALE 1917 Ford touring, for quick
sale, 1175, Call after
o'clock, 1300 406 West Central.

f"
ltjj
411 Souin
FOR SALE Good
furniture.
Broadway..
FOR SALE Or will trade for smaller
round oak dining table In
site,
A- -l
'condition. 1616 South Edith.
SALE
FOR
Dining room set, consisting
'of buffet, table and four chairs; also
small table and bed. 1104 West Slate,
phone 1913-- J.
FOR SALE Ivory rocker, dresser, desk,
dressing table, bed; fruit jars, 30c;
child's bed, swing. Ice box, refrigerator,
two roll-to- p
desks, shotguns, violin; all
kinds of good used furniture, priced
right, I :i South First,

furnished,...

Kooms, furnished
Kooms, furnished..
LEVERETT-ZAP- i7

SERVICE.
The Bed Arrow (all over the West) renders sudden service on Kodak finishing
Work
to people who demand quality.
In before 11 s. m. mailed same day.
Work In before 5 p. m. mailed noon next
day. Address work to
THE RED ARROW,
B. Las Vegas
Albuquerque
Dwellings
(We want a representative In TO'JS
house, furnished. territory.)

F5TT SALE Some extra goos used cars,
easy terms. Mcintosh Auto Co, Q
West Central.
FOR BALE OR TRADE For a vacant
lot,
car In rood order.
phone 416.
ROADSTER, la good condition, will trade
for city lot or will aell on easy terma
Address "Roadster," care Journal.
FOR SALE Two Buick Iitmt alxes, 1911
models. 1700 and 1150; Ford speedster, J00;- Ford truck, 1I0. lit West
uoia.
FOR SALE Chevrolet roadster; good
FOR SALS Five hundred shares ot City
condition, cheap; make good commerElectrlo Hallway, below par. Dr.. H. cial car; cash or terma Addreaa box ES.
care journal.
U Bust, N. T. Armljo building.
FOR SALE At a big sacrifice, touring
,
"
wnnHj ggou urea ana in
USB VELVA ROOF AND IltOK PAINT; first-olarunningSI order, for 1169. See
Root Koter; Root Cement, stops leaka II B. tk. V.
Mohair top dressing; Plymouth Cottage FOR SALE OR TRADE One-to- n
truck,
In good mechanical
Paint; Valspar Enamels, for automobiles.
will
Satisfaction consider heavy team In condition;
Homestead Floor Paint.
trade.
Inquire
assured. Thoe. F. Keleher Leather Ccu at 7ie worth Thirteenth
108T-J408 West Central. oboo
FOR SALE Extra
good ' used Dodge
Brothers roadster; couple bargains In
PERSONAL
used Dodge Brothers touring can. J.
Korber A Co, Auto .Department, phone
SEffl J. C E8PIN03A. No. L Woolworth
rnone
sunoing.
RADIATOR SPECIALISTS
4a
We build
WANTED Protestant home and mothspecial radiators for speedsters, put
er's care for useful school girl. Ad new core In your old ona or renalr It.
We do welding. Guarantee Auto and
dress B. T. I ., care Journal.
EXPERIENCED driver and mechanic Radiator Co., at O. K., MoCabe. I1C
wants to drive ear to California; fur North Third, phone H70-- J.
nish A-- l references. U H. McFarland, A REAL SACRIFICE Am leaving citv,
80S North Twelfth.
will offer lor sale tor the next six days.
light six touring car.
SUPERFLUOUS UAIR .permanently te- - my
moved. Multiple needle. Susan can- only been run a few ethousand miles, In
twenty-livfine
miles to galcondition;
electrlo
tenden,
needle specialist.
of gas; two extra tires, spot light,
Beauty Parlor, 411 Eaa( Central. lon
and right up to date and just newly
rnone ers-painted; at your own price. Sea It and
Am- -r
WANTFIII
Uf.. ..... l,...a,.AM
leaf! anhnnl arl1.
h.lnl -- 1,1, llrht ride In It, at 101 North Third.
change tor keep.

brick, in splendid location, east front, lawn, trees,
basement, furnace all for $S,600,

HOUSES FOB SALE

GET

ze

NEAR UNIVERSITY
modern, heat. ... .$6. lino
modern, heat
$5,!50

.

Investment and Income Property
We have for sale the highest
classed residence Income property in the city. Consists of a
modern doubla house, one side
completely furnishfed, located
where it will always, be in demand ss a rental fernposition
Property in excellontVonditipn.
Will bring a return of 20 per
cent on your investment. Convenient terms.
J. D. KELFTIEIt,
Phone 410.
SI I W. Gold.

One-four- th

Five-roo-

l.

t.

, For
.nn..rJi

AO

Miscellaneous

SALE Concord

FOR

WANTED
$6,000 on good first mortgage.

,3

lm

Tin

rew-come- rs

RANCHES.
We have some very fine ranches
close in, located close to good
school, and can bo bought on
very good terms. If in the market for
good ranch, either
large or small, lot us show you
what we have.

Tjoana and
210 W. Gold.

CI;OSE IN RANCH
mile feom Old Town
Three-fourt- h
on Boulevard.
acre,
(adobe) house
built-in
with
features, well, trees,
vines, garage, and ditch water.
Tou will have to see this place
to appreciate its value. Must ba
sold in the next few days.
Only $3.S00 Terms. Call
COMPANY
FRANHXIN
Realtors
Insurance
Jjoans,
RANCH

REAL HOME FOR SALE
Five-roomodsm bungalow,
A

sflSIELlLEIMlSALTICt.

WONDERFTO BTJIIMNG
SITE.
of a block in the
finest residential section a dandy location for that fine

v

m

Four rooms, glassed porch, basement,
bath, gas, bullt-l- n features, In the Fourth
FOURTH STREET RANCH. ward; this is the best finished and most
Cosy, modern home, five rooms and complete little home In. the city.
features Five room cement block, garage, young
sleeping porch, built-i- n
five acres, fine land under ditch. shade; this Is a well built home la a
Alfalfa. Fifteen
minutes out on good neighborhood In the highlands, and
v
paved road. Priced to sell.
si worth the money 13,800.
GIL! AND WOOTTON,
7J3-a
furniahed
have
We
houses.
few
J
Phono
115. S. Second.

AN INVESTMENT.

Tell us what you want
have it.

Overservice
The best tire vfor the least
money In the state.
Tire Repairing and

'

Seven-roomodern
brick and
y
stueeo
hardwood
HOME,
finish throughout, fireplace, bullt-l- n
features, plenty clothes closets and
storage room; good lot. five minutes
from postofflce and situate Is be it
residential section of the Third ward,
2,soo cash,
priced right at J3.500,
balance
per cent. See
A. C. STARES,
Renl Betate and Insurance,
819 Meat Gold Ave.
Phone ICS.

FtATUHt StavlCt. INC.

I"!!.

1021

d,

3-

Oversize and

10 R g.tI.E

Three umall house, partly
located in a good rent
district in the Highlands. All
houses are in tooi condition and
can be bought on rood terms if
desired.

2-

ments made by us.

Retreadinr.

VERT FINE HOME.
This house Is located close In.
In the Fourth ward. Has six
large rooms, servant's loom
laundry room with tubs, steam
heat, and la modern in every respect; hardwood floors throughout! newly decorated and in perfect condition. Kitchen rang
and linoleum, refrigerator, and
all shades and draperies are included. This home is in a very
fine location, with paved street
lawn, walks, and double garage.
It Interested in a real home
call us for an appointment.

5-

ar a seven
tire; all adjust-

e

HIGHLAND T1KK & RUBBER
WOltHS.
Broadway and Gold. Phone 230

size rooma; good Btalrway
into attic; threa large
screened porches; lawn, shade,
walks, e.ttra larse lot; garage,
ohlcken house, coal housa and
a tew fruit trees. This is a good
located
house,
pressed brick
closa in on West Central avenue.
In the cream ot tha residential
housa can be
section. Thl
bought for only J,000. with
exceptionally good terms, A look
will convince you that this Is a
real bargain.

4-

thousand-mil-

"TOUR,

features; larpe pantry! extra
larg bath roomj larga attic,
could ba made Into threa lull

.

NOTICE
MAJESTIC Tires

five-acr-

e

I

Second Street and Gold Arcnno,

LOT

LEVERETT-ZAP&C-

FOR SALE

Houses

Call

North Second.
FOR RENT Furnished
rooma
and sleeping

brick

FOH 8AI.B

OILDERSLEEVB

-

NOTICE
SLECTRIC

three-roo-

houses

m

on an elegant lot, Nctrth
Eighth street; each rented for $20. Live In cne,
your chum In the otfher.
terms.
house, ifnod-er- n
in every respect, with
fireplace, breakfast
glassed-l- n
sleeping pprcli.
Doubla garage, on two
full lots, on South High.
$500 cash, balance like
rent.
North Twelfth
good neighborhood:
modern house with
sleeping porch. $600 cash,
balance like rent.
New
Spanish
type adobe. In University
Heights. This is a home
with all modern conveniences Including a large
Can be purbasement.
chased on
very easy
terms.
A six -- room modera
house In Fourth ward,
has Just been newly decorated throughout the Interior. This home can
be had on rery small
terms.
South Arno, seven-roo- m
home with basement,
two glassed-l- n
sleeping
porches. Can be duplexed very easily. On terms.
Three rooms and two
on
porches,
sleeping
Tenth street,, mqdern In
on
terms.
every respect,
Two plastered rooms,
front and sleeping porch,
will take car aa first payFive-roo-

m

stj-ee-

five-roo-

$4,750

$4,250

$5,250

$3,750

$1,200

five-roo-

m

m

ment

We are glad to show yon any
of the above at any time.
117 West Gold
Phone 507.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

AflOttNiCVa).
JOHN W. WILSON,
Attorney.
llooms 16, If snd la, Cromwell Building.
Phone 1163-PHYSICIANS
AND SCBOEONS.
014. S, L. BL'KXON,
Diseases of the Stomach.
Suite, t. ffarnctt Building.
DR. S. C. CLARKE.
Eye, Ear, Noes and Throat.
Barnett Building.
Phone III.
Office Hours
I to 11 a m., and I to I p. m.
DR. MARGARET CABTWKIOH1,
Office Grant Bldg., Room 11. Phone ITI
Residence 1123 East CentraL
Phone 171.
DR. HARR

V

.

litVlN,

Special Attention to Gynecology
snd Tuberculosis,
Rooma II and 21, Grant Building.
Phones Office, 84; Residence, 1062.

W, M, SHERIDAN,

M, D,

Practice Limited to
GENITO- - UIUXAHY
DISEASES,
AND DISEASES OF TITB SK1X
Waasennan

Laboratory

ta

Citizens Bank

Connection.

lidg. Phone
CHIROPRACTORS

'19

880.

CMroewnctor,
0 Armljo Building.

and

M. S. ENGE,

1).

C.

1'hlroprnotor. 1'bone Connection.
:0J West Central.
Keen?, II and

FOR SALElPoultry-Eg-

SS.

g

FUR bALEllhode Island Red hens mnd
fryeje. Phone Z404-JSALE Fryers and nice fat hens.
drpsBfid or live. Phone 18 IS-FOH SALE Five very fine pure-bre- d
Emhben feese. NIdd's Ranch, nhonej
2421-R-

BALE Red Carneaux and Homer
pigeons; reasonable. Inquire 1S North
Perond.
FOR tiALti
FrrBh dressed springs, 40c.
pound; fresh dressed hens, 30c; we de
liver anywhere In city. I'lrone 152-FOR

South

12i4

FMlth.

TIME CARDS

1B1
wns
Train,

No. 1
No. I
No. 7
Nek

I

The

FEOU.ND

toont...

D

allr.

Arrive.

Depart

T:3i pm 1:10 pm
Llmlted.l0:40 am 11:10 am
Fargo Fast. . 11:10 am 11:45 am
The Navajo. . 11:40 am 1:10 tun

Calif.

No. 19
No. 17

El

BOUTH BOUNIX
Paso Exp.

SI Paso

18.

...

Ill

CO.

BNOINEERS AND CONTRACTORS
WD CAN save you money on electrical
service. Call up and get snr estimates.
West Central, phone 172H-- J.

172V

Two,

Br

OFFERED

10:10 pm
11:10 am
Ep.
EASTBODND.
No. J The Navajo.. 1:10 pm 1:40 pm
No. 4 Calif. Limit. d 0:00 pm 1:40 cm
F. Eight.. T:15 pm 1:00 tun
No.
1:!0 am 7:10 ata
No. 10 The Scout
FROM SOUTH.
PHONE 1551-- J, for carpenter work. C
0:91 pm
No.
Si
Paso
El
From
P. Roberts.
Bast Santa Fe.
No. 10
From El Paso f :00 am
fBTTlFoRU THB 6DD JOB MAN.
No. 10 oonnecta at Beien wltJfcNei II
Anr kind of worn. Phone 1ITI-- J.
for CInvle. Psoas Valley, Kansas
UKr'ORB
BUILD1NO or having your Onlf Coast,
No. to connect)
house repaired,
our
t Belen with No. II
phone 154-ajositk
figures may Interest you; a job too from Cievi and pouta Mart
ut
Clovia.
two
w
,
euiaiia
taiee

CARPENTERING

SPECIAL-

$3,150

2184--

modern frame
apartment, two FOR SALE Four-rooporch, modern.
house; best condition; good location;
212R-J. O., care
Fourth
Address
ward.
J.
Phone
FOR KENT Thrte rooms furnished for Journal.
1561-Phona
FOR SALE By owner, good four-roohousekeeping.
light
108 South Eillth.
house, modern, glassed and screened
porchea
for
newly decorated, excellent conrooma
FOR RENT Two tunnelled,
dition. Apply 714 South Arno,
light housekeeping; adults; no alck.
sacrifice.
wonderful
FOR SALE At
724 South Second.
Have you 15.800 cash, for a 17,(00
FOR RENT Three rooms for light modern
all conveniences; close in;
home;
children.
no
no
sick;
housekeeping:
no terms. Address J. A., care Journal.
22 goutb Broadway.
FOR SALE
muii-er- n
modern home.
FOR BENT Desirable three-roocellar and garage, one block weet f
best resi
furnished apartment;
Robinson
Park; good location; owner
pnone ato-.- i.
dence eectlon.
city; arranged for two families.
Furnished apartments; leaving
FOR KENT
1117 Wst Kent.
tnree rooms vun umu. rtiwuqucsut FOR 8ALE
brick house, corMotel, zist BonncBconu,
ner lot. shade trees, screened porches,
FOR RENT Two nicely rurnlshed house- fine neighborhood;
from
the owner,
keeping rooms; no very elck. or chil 14.500; 1750 cash, balasoe Ilk rent
dren; close In. szi aouin ttroaoway.
523 West New York.
niud-erFOR RENT Two and three-rooFOR SALE A
modern bouse
furnished apartments with garage,
on
lot In Fourth ward; Iras fire421
South
water.
cold
Broadway. place, built-i- n features, lawn,
hot and
walks, garand a
FOR BENT A three-rooage, etc.; price 14.750, on terms. J. A.
modera. Hnmmond,
furnished
apartment,
phone 1522-808 South First.
Inquire Hotel Savoy FOR SALE By owner, five-roohouse,
office.
full basement large
attic, built In
RENT Nicely furnished, three-rooFOR
buffet and book cases; furnace heat;
and sleeping porch: furnace fine location. Fourth ward, shade, lawn.
400 South Address W. P. T., care Journal.
beat; no sick or children.
Seventh.
FOR SALE Nice little furnished bungalrooms completely
FOR KENT Three
ow, three rooma, screened sleeping
and
d
furnished for light housekeeping,
and back porchea, on
lot. In
sleeping porch; all modern: fine neigh- the highlands; garage, outbuildings and
Price (3,400.
Can be
borhood; no sick; no children. Call at cement fence.
204 North Walter.
handled for 11.009 cash, balance 150 a
month. By owner. 714 East llaseldlne.
FOR BENT Modern three-rooapartment and sleeping porch, close In, com- FOR FALE New modern bungalow,
Fourth ward; five rooma and Bleeping
pletely furnished; rent reasonable for
before t porch, lawn and trees, two lsrge cloeeit
Phone 1860-small fsmily.
end linen closet, fire place, large screened
a. m. and after
p. m.
porch eft kitchen, with or without new
furniture; never used by sick; reason
W A NTED Position
able price; easy terms; might take car
or part first rexmant.
VOC'NG MAN "will care fur tubercular
Phone 1047-patient. Address box 107, care Jour
BUSINESS CHANCES
nal.
child warns FOR SALE
WIDOW with
Oarage, ben location In
position as cook or general
town.
Phone 79.
Phone 1418-RTAILOR
for sale; doing good busi
SHOP
LADT WANTS good home and will
ness.
419 West Central.
with housework; good cook. AdFOR SALE One of the beet btulnese
dress J. V. M., care Journal.
properties In Albuquerque. Ill South
Good stenographer attending
WANTED
First street. Inquire at Savoy Hotel
university, wants work for half days.
Address P. M., care Journal.
business
FOR SALE Good
paying
WE AUDIT, CHECK. OPEN, CLOSE and
Chevrolet roadster Included, 160 cash.
WILLIAMS 4k KANU. balance
keep books,
monthly. Address Box 14, care
room I Mellnl building. Phone 701-Journal.
ROOF PAINTING; FOR SALE timali
FOR HOUSE OR
rooming house, new
first-clareasonable prices.
work;
ly furnished and modern; reasonable
George T. Brown. 1010 South Broadway. rent with
117
In.
West
close
lease;
SPECIAL NURSE, day or night, or by Oold.
caaea taken; A
the hour; hemorrhage
BRICK rooming house
also baths, msnsages and hypodermics
between business center and railroad.
Phone 2335-given.
corner lot; 18 rooms,
shops, on
STENOGRAPHER and
several 10 of them furnished; a money maker;
clerk,
permayears' eiperlenee, will
accept
for
lot
and furniture only
house,
price
n;
can furnish te.SOO; part terms. Address P. O. Box
nent or temporary
A- -l
references; sot sick. Address A, X., 4S5. City.
care Journal.
WANT TO LOCATE IN SOUTHWEST
Twenty-year-ul- d
WANTED
boy wants
Large numbers of borne and hraltb- work; two yeare' experience as auto seekers In the north and east are beginmechanlo helper; can drive any truck or ning to write, wanting homes, farms or
C09 South business
car; good recommendations.
in healthy
locations In the
Arno, phone 126S-southwest; If you want to sell or exSPANISH-SPEAKINlady etenoKra pher. change, register at once: write full deaeven years' experience in law offices scription, lowest net price, terms, adFree Information Bureau, ill
and commercial, wants work In Albu- dress.
Mercantile Texas St. Kl Paso. Texas.
Basela
querque. Address
Co., Ban Rafael, N. M.
WaTTTED AgentT
BOOKKEEPER-ACCOUN- T
ANT
desires
Responsible people all over
temporary or permanent employment; WANTED
the west to represent the Red Arrow
oapable of taking full charge, rendering Kodak
service. Address Albu
profit and loss and tlnsnclal statements, qucrque finishing
or K. Lae Vegaa plant
tax reports, etc. Any references required.
Addreaa Floessch, 718 South Broadway. VANTI?
Agent to take ordera fur
suite; we want a mnn
EXPERIENCED bookkeeper and
tn every tuwn one who Is able to make
cepacia taking full charge himself gcod money, write us for parof an office, seeks permanent or tem- ticulars and
sample case of suitings and
porary employment; epeake Spanlah flu- overcoats. John
Bund Tailoring Comently; not healthseeker; A- -l references. pany. 50il Sirttenth street, Denver, Colo.
Address Results. ioa west Central, phone
298.

$4,000

610.

house, on
North Edith, Phone 2401-R711
North Four
FOR KALE Residence,
teenth street; nice location. Inquire
within.
FOR RENT Rooms
house;
FOR BALE Modern rlve-roofor
FOR RENT A aleVpiug
can buy from owner by calling at 2
tleman only. 402 North Second.
Sixth.
North
FOR RUNT Two nico large furnished
408 FOR SALE
Bargain. Income property,
rooms for light housekeeping.
corner uoia; nine large rooms, uae
North Arno.
new, three porches. 12e south: caitn.
cement bunga-low- :
FOR RENT Apartments FOR 8 A LE Five-roostrictly modern; lot 50 by JOu;
rooms.
RENT Three furnished
FOR
1439
West Cen
time.
er
cash
garages;
1306 Bouth Walter.
tral.
FOR KENT Furnished, modern apart- FOR BALE Five-roomodern house,
ments. 215 North Seventh
painted and new furniture; gar.
FOR KENT Modern three-rooapart agenewly
and shade trees; terma 611 North
ment. 835 South Broadway.
Twelfth.
FOR KENT Furnished cozy apartment
frame
FOR BALE By owner, five-roo.
with all conveniences. Phone isoj-wstucco; has fireplace, built-i- n bookcase,
ttMVT Three rooms and slasstd'
china closet, lawn and trees; Third ward.
it,
In sleeping porch, furnished; modern, Phone 1S0J-modPhone 1352-Brand new rlve-rooFOR SALE
rurnlshed apartern home at Maple and Gold; honest
FOR RENT Four-rooJ.
1701-1018
terms.
construction; lull value; $5,250;
ment; no children. Phone
354--

smi
FiiICIIE1E1
GOOD VALUKS

O.

I'houe

Real Kstnte.

Phone

HEALTOKS
Second Street and Gold Avenue
Phono J0

50x142 FEET

Sidewalk, east front on a paved
street. Paving all paid. In Fourth
ward. This is a bargain at $1,050.
For a few days only.

& Companv

Leverett-Za- pf

$2,500

m

110 South Third

A NICE BRICK HOME
This must be seen to be
appreciated.
Five largo rooms, bath, largo
built-i- n
closets,
cupboards,
sleeping porcb, la rare screened
front and back porches, nice
lot, garage, shade trees, lawn,
sidewalks, etc.
Owner wishes to live In UniIt's priced
versity Heights.
below $5,000.
WE ARE EXCLUSIVE AGENTS

cnfiad

wt

HAT AT

BRACY'S

We Can Furnish the Picnic Spread

CAFETERIA

Down to fnncy pnper nnpklns nnrt toothpicks.
a few swwtions here: Those good sweet pickles, ripe
lives, green olives, stuffed olives, all sizes chipped beef, dev-

Tust

iled ham, lunch tongue.
Canned cheese, camemhert. Limburger, plmlento, chill,
For sandwiches: Olive butter, sanawlchola, tuna fish, fancy

Sunday.
Special Chicken DinnerCentral.
Corner Fourth and

et.

FOGG the JEWELER

cal-o-r- a,

Con-:or-

18k White and Green Gold
Wedding Rings.
122 South Fourth Struct
Phone 003-- J
Opposite Poslotflcc
Hand-Engrav-

GRESCENTGROCERY

WARD'S STORE
HOMER H. WARD.

ROBERT JONES

Tour Trnnlt Hauled for

Phone

25 Cents

B76

Call Albuqnerque Transfer Co.
Phone 542.

The Higheet Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodle, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Product

FOR RENT

Best apartment in the city-t-hree
rooms, sleeping porch,
and bath. Nicely furnished.
PHONE 177.

GO

PfYj

Let me supply you afternoon
and evening decorations.
R. F. BLOOM. Phono 2167-- J

in
Fifteen Days Only
put in irenulne Factory-mad- e
Main Springs and guarantee
$1,00
them for one year for
We will

From tho play by Francis Powers
The Greatest Chinese Drama Ever Produced.

NOTICE.
Sealed bids will be received until noon September 16, on general
construc'.lon, heating and plumbing
and clectilcal work for a school
bi'llillng to be erected at Las Vegas,
N. M . for the Immaculate Conception church, according to plans by
Chas. W. Barrett, architect. East
Las Vegas, N. M. Plans may he
secured f'em the architect upon
depositing a certified check for $25.

rrrx electric shoe shop
213 Koulh Second.

"

rhon.

8B7--

Free Call and Delivery.

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939.

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

Music and Jewelry Store
First

Phone

St.

01

7- -J

Leaves
Arrives
Leaves
Arrives

Albuquerque. . 7:46
in Santa Fe. . .10:45
4:80
Santa Fe
In Albuquerque 7:30

G ENTRY'S EGGS.
At Champion, Hawking, San. lone.
Skinner's, Ideal and Pnppc's. Price
00 cents.

158

Taxi & Baggage

158

Now due and payable at the
High School Building. Corner
Broad aray and Central. Call at
jfflce or mail checks to
BOARD OF EDi:CATION

JELKE'S GOOD IXCK

Miss Rose Tomei

OLEOMARGARINE
S108-Free Delivery.

Phono

Piano Teacher

r FOR

Competent and Experienced
Wanted advanced pupils and
Reduced Prices.
SOB N. Fourth.
Phono 1811--

WALL TINTING and all
kinds of painting call WRIGHT

Phone

1342--

J

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOURNAL OFFICE

SKINNER'S

GROCERY

Cactus Butter, Fancy Creamery Butter, lb
ASauce, ags.'r. in stock, bottle
Sunbeam Mayonnaise
-l

Ferndell Tartar Sauce.,.
Ferndell Thousand Island Dressing.
Jevne's Mayonnaise. . .
Sweet Potatoes, 2 lbs
Hubbard Squash, lb
Quinces, fancy stock, lb..
Egg Plant
Green Corn
Mangoes

. , .i.1...L.1.

..Alc
42c

.......... .38c
.40c
.. ..

.

Board and Room
room, extra
One extra large
large windows, well furnished
and real close In; the best ol
home cooking Private family
Room suitable for man and wife
or a dandy place for two men to
use as
Special rates
for two. or will rent single.
COPPER.
523 WEST

'

..

25c

,10c

Pears
Peaches
Grape Fruit

WILLY-NILL- Y

tVe

Sell

Skinner
1.

Egg

Noodle, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Products

v

S.t0
Army Cots
1.00
Khaki Breeches
.73
Wrapped Leggings
O.
D.
Shirts....
Reclaimed
3.50
$2.00,
$1.25, $1.75,
0. D. Blankets. . . . 3.00and G.50
3.&0
Navy Blankets
Prompt attention to all
mail orders.
LIBERTY ARMY STORE
117 North First Street.

MECCA BARBER SHOP
215 West Central Ave.
WEDNESDAY, Sept. 7th,
at 10 o'clock a. m.
Complete three chair barber shop of W. S. Halbig,
consisting of the following
property: One 3 chair
case, three barber chairs,
one shining stand, one
mug case, one supply
case, one lavatory, one
gas heater, one water
tank, one coat hanger,
two sterlizer cases, two
paper urns.
J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer

Present

.......... .30c

24-l-

b.

48-l-

b.

.........

24-l-

b.

48-l-

b.

.

--

Ctf f

We
Sell

i

dill

ours

LOUISE ifiOM

$1.98

40c

Mall

M iEf?S

1'1B

Mfllr) OFFK

FRESH TODAY

Rib

Soil, lb...

Pot Roast, lb

Hamburger,

30c.

FRUIT

MARKET NO. 1
Phone 470
208 South Second
No Deliveries Come and Get It

Peaches, Grapes, Apples,
Pears, Bananas Grape
Fruit, Oranges

Tomatoes, Cucumbers,
Lettuce, Okra, Egg

Plant

FOR

3

pounds

Flo
North First Street.
We

we sen Skinners

TODAY

Best Pot Roast,
at per pound. ...
Rib Boil,

t

BOSWELL GROCERY CO.
Phone 805-- J
612 North Fifth
CLOSED ALL DAY LABOR DAY
Are you from Illinois or Idaho? It you are, call from 2 to

m. Saturday, and get 25 per cent off on your groceries.
Remember the time advertised. We want to meet you.
We take orders for Concord Grapes, 20 lbs. for..
$2.40
We have Good Estancta Sgga, dozen
87c
Hills Hulk Coffee. (We grind It to order) lb
...33o
3
Our Cantaloupes can't be beat, large ones,
for. ....... .25o
We have medium sized Cantaloupes at 4 for
25o
Kanchers We pay 60o a dozen In trade for your Fresh Eggs.
Please call and see us.

4 p.

and 2

Specials for Friday and Saturday
421 South Broadway
and
Phone 29-- J
steak, per lb
Round, loin or
,.25c
20c
Shoulder round or chuck, per lb....t.'
.
..
Shoulder pot roast, per lb
.15c
.j.
.
11c
Ribs or Boiling Brisket, per lb..
..20c
Hamburger steak, per lb.....
Pork chops, per lb
30c
Fresh barbecue, per lb.....
We Deliver to Any Part of the City
MEET US FACE TO FACE

First Street

.-

c

Call Us TOM and CHARLEY

ONLY AT

1

,

v.

.

AUv

.y.

for.... ....... ... r.
Cold Storage

OKp
UUs

Meats

market.
"If It Is Good, We Have It"

thing found in a

first-clas-

s

JOHNNIE

ADDED ATTRACTION:
HINES IN A TORCHY COMEDY

"TORCHY S MILLIONS

To get the children fitted out with durable, good
looking School Shoes will now be the problem in
many a household.
We are ready to meet this demand with the best
school shoes made just the sort of Shoes you
expect to buy!
We have left no disappointments in our selection of
good styles or excellent values, at any stated price.
Splendid upper- of Gun Metal, Calf, Vici Kid,
Russian Calf or Grain leather, sturdy soles that will
stand hard wear, low, medium or high cut, lace
or button and every pair well made.

FOR
503 South Arno

Phone 185

Peaches

School Shoes

J. MIZE

A few more boxes,

per box

.

.....

CpT

tl

Lemons Large size.
.
.v. . . .y. .y. . . . ,
per dozen
size.
150
Oranges Special
.
...
. . ... y
per dozen. . .
New Dry Peaches.
'
.... per pound
1 AA
Luna Soap,
P AeVlF
23 bars for. . . .
.v. .
'
r ,
We want your Sodate Coupons

OOv

-

ftf

...

to 11 '
$2.25 to $3.00

BOYS

r

to 2
$2.10 to $3.50

FOR

(PI

tD-L.U-

8i2 to 1312
$1.95 to $3.00

8V2

Illa

to 2

We take the greatest care in fitting every pair
correctly.

.

a

GROCERY

EST CENTRAL AVE?

Phone 1517
1124 South Edith
MEAT MARKET NEXT DOOR
SATURDAY SPECIAL

OKoV

Veal Roast,

per pound

Extra Choice Pot Roast,
per pound.

212 to 7
$3.10 to $6.50

9ftf

...

FORMIIALS'

2i4 to 512
$2.75 to $4.00

GIRLS

$2.40 to $3.50

"

..

. .

O

AOt

The Highest Grade Macaroni
En Noodles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Product

CQAKEl

tms

vsm

I
9

Regular Prices

-

-

HIGHLAND MEAT MARKET
I.

1

plays the part of Elsie Kirkwood, a young wife who
uses woman's finest and most disturbing weapon,
in defense of her husband. It is a photodrama
whose power is as pronounced as the charm of the
star.

S

We also have good LAMB, VEAL, PORK, SPRING
CHICKENS, HENS, BELGIAN HARES, and every-

the highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and
other Macaroni Product.

0. K. MARKETS Hos.

"THE LAST CARD"

HIGH CLASS MEATS

VEGETABLES

Phone 199
Yonr Order
Will do me Rest.

IN

I
We Are Going to Sell Our Regular

TO 11 P. M.)

MAY ALLISOR

J0c

c
15c or 20c
30c and 35c
35c
Springs

lb

1

A METRO CLASSIC

15c-

Rump, lb
Bacon, lb
Hens, per lb

FROM

LAST TIME TODAY

20c
25c

;

PERFORMANCE

(CONTINTJOCS

1

MARI BROS. MEAT MARKET

Phone

Regular Prices.

HATER

Mutton
Pork
Beef,
Veal, Hens and Springs.

SOt

"THE SON OF TARZAN"

20c and 25c
30c

Shoulder Roast Pork, lb
Rib or Loin Pork Chops, lb

P..S. EARLE

WJLL1AM

She wanted to be married so she could flirt with married
men, but when she got her chance, flirting didn't seem
such a harmless pastime.
ADDED ATTRACTION!

SSSsMd

Round Steak (beef) half loin lb
Loin Steak, lb

For Your Groceries, Meats

33iTedtedlby

other Macaroni Product

BEEF

Phone 199

PARADISE"

......$1.00

SPECIAL FOR TODAY ONLY
Retail Meats at Wholesale Prices.
PORK

s. spitz '

Copyright, 1031, by Fannie 8. SplU

fUf

'

$J-00

Stores Co., Incorporated.
Orders Taken.
Phone 13
Corner Broadway and Central.

,.:..-...30-

The Highest Grade Maearont

.

.
Diamond M
Diamond M
Wolf Premium Flour. .
Wolf Premium Flour..........;
Strictly Fresh Eggs, per dozen

...

205 South First Street

R

FLOUR

Fruits and Vegetables

AT THESE PRICES HEFOllE
YOU IIW
Reclaimed Russet Shoes. .$l.B."i
Hob-Na- il
2.00
Shoes

501 N.

2360--

Medium Size, per dozen.

Watermelons

We Deliver Orders Over $8.00 FREE
Smaller Orders Delivered for 10c
For 26 years Skinner's has been noted for their
high quality foods and low prices. Ask any of
our customers about it.

J. A. Skinner

s.

.

PHONES

W

FANCY SUNKIST ORANGES

.. . .4Vgc

Tomatoes
Green Beans
Cucumbers
Radisr.es
Beets
Young Onions

Lettuce
Turnips
Carrots

Apples
Oranges
Grapes
Cantaloupes

L..

44c

...36c

Motor Tours

on

1500--

Step Lively
Syncopators

pm

Public Auction
Accountant will
Experienced
open, close, audit and keep your
books by day or contract.
PIIOXE 1582-- J

available.

Alway3 best for dancing.
Music by

rflnnrc

73

trip to
An unexpected demand for a seven-da- y
Forest
Petrified
of
the
the Grand Canyon by way
time
at
at
this
very
enables us to offer this trip
reasonable rates. A limited number of seat3

Hickey-Ferguss-

am
am
pm

J

Accounting Service

'

--

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 6

No

LOOK
POLL TAX

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY
"in
'I"-- "
rr r

MOTOR TRIP TO GRAND CAI1Y0H

Colombo Hall

pinon

'
an
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TOHIGHT

Albuqnerque

Singer
West Central

room-mate-

LAST TIME TODAY

BROADWAY CENTRAL GROCERY

TAXI
SINGER
Office
Cigar Store.

(PRE - WAR PRICES
TEN BAIT SPEClAIi.
Railroad Watches Cleaned. . .$2.5(1
Commercial Watches Cleaned $1.50
Dependable Work. Factory Method
HERBERT C. SCIIVLTZ.
107 S. Fourth St.
Jeweler.

DANCE TONIGHT

Phone 600

210

ALL RAZOR
Blades left at the White Elephant
for sharpening, call at Ruppe'e
Drug Store for them, and where
they should be left from now on.
Have your straight razor honed
and set by experts. AH work
guaranteed.
KOUZA BROTHERS
At Ruppc's Drug Store.

1

Estaneia Stage Co.

STAGE

Roth man's
117 S.

12 Noon
Ar. Albuquerque
Office Springer Transfer Co.

40f
Fresh dressed Springs
H0e
Fresh dressed Fat Hens
Special orders of over five
to
a
live Springs
party,
32c
per pound
Delivered anywhere in city.
1204 S. Edith
Phone 8."2--

FOR ANY WATCH I
CANNOT REPAIR
All Work Guaranteed
J. BRASFIELD (with)

DANCE

CORRALLES

STAGE

Fat Hens & Springs

REWARD

EAT

Every Body Invited(
ISAAC GONZALES

ALBtQUERQUE - ESTANCIA
Packard Stage Service
Dnilv ExceDt Sunday.
Lv. Albuquerque, Springer Trans
fer Office. 104 west uoia.
7:80 a, m.
Phone 43
..10 a. m.
Ar. Estaneia
Ar. Mountainalr ...... 12 Noon
7 a, m.
Lv. Mountainalr
a. m.
Lv. Estaneia

218 Soith Second Street.

$50

An airplane on its way from San
Francisco to tho Atlantic coast,
landed on the Heights field Tuesday noon and departed the same
of oil
day after taking a supply
and gns. The aviator said it was
one of the best landing fields he
had found since leaving San Francisco.
The Country, club with its ideal
golf course, adds much to the attractiveness of the Heights and the
pleasures of the residents.
Quite a number of new students
of the University of New Mexico
are seeking living quarters on tho
heights.

BIG

Attention

824

Phone

Wiseman's Watch Shop

SEMON

In his newest and positively funniest ooinedy. "THE BAKERY"
ADMISSION'
REGULAR

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

NOW
All Ready for

Seven vacant city lots. Apply to
Owner, 516 West Copper.

lite in Dahlias

The

HAYAKAWA

LARRY

FOR SALE

GRADES
and
HIGH SCHOOL
Mall
Orders Prompt

I Have

"THE FIRST BORH"
Also

Buy School Books

Inc.

time

AIR COOLED.

ESSUE

Let Us Send a Man
To replace that broken window
glass. Alba.qucrq.ne Lumber Co.,
423 North First
Phone 421.

We Are on the Job

Coal and South Walter

SIS Marble Arena
Phone

Medicated Turkish Bath
Tickets of six baths, including
body massage, for $10, for balance of this month. Trained
Nurse and Masseuse.
MRS. TEKKV DEAMER, Prop.
508',; W. Central. Phone 883--

s.

wild cherry
Srape juice, loganberry Juice, ginger ale,
ohosphate ,etc.
d
The good mulvoiso or French table grapes are now ready.
lemons, bananas, cantaloupes,
grapes, pears, oranges,
watermelons.
boxes of those (rood apples to hand yesterday they
Twenty-fiv- e
go two pounds for 25c; $4.50 a box.
Store Closed All Pay Monday Account Ijibor Day.

J LET'S

September 3, 1321.
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